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Book Store.)

McLellan’s

Alden J. Blethen.

TVm. H. Motley.
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6

MAY

AS

Me.

Portland

tf

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
removed

GENERAL AGENT lor tho whole or a part
of the State of Maine, to sell tho best Family
Sewing Machine yet introduced to the public. A
man who has had experience in the sale of Sewing
Machines prefered. We are prepared to oiler the
right man better terms than can be obtained from
any other Company.. Any one wishing to engage in

A

a safe
ous to

correspond with us,

Lost.
Feb. 28th, between the hours of
three and four, p. ra„ a pair of SPECTACLES,
in a case. The tinder will please leave them at Horatio Staples’, No. 74 Middle Street, and oblige the
mc3#3t

owner.

AGENTS

active Agents can easily make from $5 to
Send 25 cents for
$10 a day at work for us
Sample or Stamp for circulars and information.
Address
QUIN BY & LO.,
Room 15 Fluent Block,
fe23eod2w*
Portland, Hie.

J. II. LAMSOI,

Wanted.
GOOD responsible family to adopt a female ortwo
months old, of respectable and
phan child,

A

Address G.
good blooded parentage.
Brown Street, Portland,
Me._
Wanted.

No. 152 middle Street.

dc30

hold duties in
SMART,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

a

COBB & RAY,
Law,

HAVE BEHOVED TO

Street.

Exchange

jalCdAw.".ir.

Portland. Jan. 15,1874.

STURDIVANT,

179 Commercial 8t.j Portland.
Sole agents in Maine lor the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.

market price,
PittotO*
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawauna, and
of
New York, v eathe
from
vicinity
Coals, shipped
sels procured for the tranportation of coals from
rt of shipment » any point desired.tfanr27

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS

Institution offers particularly favorable advantages for the education of youth. Send for a
CHAS. E. HERRICK,
catalogue. Address
Or G. M. SEIDERS, Com.

__mai2eod2w
FAMILY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,
Willows, Farmington, Maine.

FRENCH & G£BM *N DEPARTS«SWT
MADAME MARIE COURLAENDER.
Full board of instruction in English and Classical
Studies, Music, &c.
Buildings, the finest devoted to this purpose in
New England.
Address, tor catalogue and further information,
LUCY Q. BELCHER, Principal.
eod3w
fe20

PORTLAND, MA.HSTE'..
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.
apl4
_

Entrance Examinations June 1 and 2, and Sept. 23
and 24. For New Catalogue and late entrance examination papers, apply to Prot. SAMUEL KNEELBoston Maas.fe!4dlm
AND,

GORHAM SEMINARY.
Spring Term of eleven weeks will commence
on TUESDAY, March 3d, under the charge of

Family School!

Eaton

Norridgewock, Me.

MARCH 23d, to continue
For particulars
ie26d4w

H-

Providence

in on I ton

ROLLS,

yarsi

Host

L-!-PROVIDENCES-^

Durable;

P-^tTALJOURw)CcASli^--

Double

Spinal
COOS,

Law,
PROVIDENCE

New and Second Hand Furniture, Crockery, Glass Ware, Ac.

Organ Manufactory,
Streets. All orders
AUSTIN.

febU<16m_Residence 154 Pearl Street.

Manufacturers,
have removed to

fe3tf

NEW

Capital,
Surplus,

YORK,

...
...

$300,000.00
63,093.97

U. 8. and City Bonds, (market value,)
$116,135.00
119,000.00
Bonds and IVlortgagefl,
Demand Loans,
5,750.00

Cash,

8,030.11

•

■

3,564.18
10.634.68

Accrued Interest,

E.

DOW

of Church.

&T7.

S. PALMER,

AGENTS,
PORTLAND.

fefrIO_

eod3w

cape coo
Exery

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
Patent Bed Lounge*,
ameled limit-*, &c.

flfcDnnonffh

tyAll kinds of repairing neatly done.

En-

Furniture

matted._octR-*f>9TT&Stt

FABNSWOBTi;

ate.

bolt warranted

Orders

H nquire at

AND

140 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK.

Largest Stock
—OF-

Jewelry

IN

MAINE

CAN

BE

FOUND

AT

satisfactory. Prices moder-

may be addressed to

OR

TO

fe20dlm_F. J. PARKER, Treas., Boston.
Awnings, Tents. P ags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Lettering,

Decorations,
ORGAN

Stockbridge’s JVIusic Store.

fe2Idtt

49 1-2

&c„

EXCHANGE

K. DURAN A CO., 171 middle nrnl
116 Federal Streets.

Masons and Builders.
N B. BEDLON, 333 1-3 Congre*.

liOTHBOP,DRVENS A CO., 61 Exfcange

F. A. LEAVITT.
dtr
c-j__
Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

Plumbers.

Located six miles from Portland.
splendid stock larm and one of
the finest residences for a gentleman of means. Fifty
acres of the finest timber land in the State on the
place. Apply to JOSEPH REED, Real Estate and
Insurance Agent, No. 80 Middle Street.
from
10 to 12 morning.
»

perfect order.
The farm is a

JAMES mil.UUli. lo. »I Federal Street.

P. FEENY, Cor. Cnmberland and Franktin St*.

Heal Estate Agents.
John c. Procter, no. 93 Exchange

at the

Street._

ocl3utf

Hoofers.

of West-

8. YOUNG. No. 103 Fore street.

Pbrtland;

Mo. 46

from

DUCTION
Prices.

a

we

SON’sT

Regular

Either party can use the
in settlement and liquidation.

Portland,

We sell

we-

III

NEW

ben-

shall

TURE, nearly all ot Our Own
Warrant

manufacture, and will

Alabama State Fair, 1871.

IS

A. WHITNEY &

46

o.

fe5

SUPERPHOSPHATE
TTKIK SALE at a reduced price to close congignJr ment.by CONANT * RAND, Wholesale
Grocers, 133 Commercial Street.
Ntsina*
JOT

The three points of excellence which I claim, are,
constant and thorough circulation of
puie air;
rynesg, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd; no
of odors; purity and active air, the
Jf™*11??
elements of its success.
Call, or semi for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton
sts., near Leavitt Burnham
BCo.a Ice House, Portland, Me.
je5dtf
ist:

^nu;

Exchange

“Independent”
Piano has deservedly become

Form the

“The American
very popular instrument.”

Prices Low for the

is hereby given that the partnership lately subsisting between I. D. MERRILL and C.
C. HAYES, both of Portland, doing business on
Union Stteet under name of I. D. Merrill & Co., is
dissolved by mutual consent.
All accounts of the late firm have been left with
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, 74 Middle Street,
I. D. MERRILL,
for adjustment.
fe24d2w
C. C. HAYES.

NOTICE

NOTICE 1

Quality.

copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of McCORRISON & GREENE is
this day dissolved by mutual consent. All accounts
to be settled by Wyer Greene, who will continue the
business under the name of WYER QREENE &
CO. at the old stand, No. 288 Congress Street.
CHARLES A. McCORRISON.
WYER GREENE.

Responsible Agents wanted lor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send f

WING & SON,

11

Also, large assortment Vegetable
Flower Heeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

417 Broome St., New York
PIT_

ME.

ff

Steam Saw mill !
HAVE Ret up my Steam Saw Mill in Foster’s
Woods, Deerir.g, and will cut half a million feet
of Lumber foi Mr. James Lucas. Others that want
Lumber sawed, can find me at the Mill.

I

It.

H.

DAVIS.

19

C.

C.

Warehouse,

Oonsumpti-n is NOT an incurable disease. Physiof tftis tact. It is only necessary to
have the eight remedy, and the terrible malady

can

will b;i marked

in Plain Figures the

Selling Price.

Any goods bought

of us, if not

satisfactory
or

exchange

will

we

Refund the Money !

spection, knowing we

Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Relishes,
and all goods wanted in the Fancy Grocery trade.
The patronage which the firm has so long enjoyed
is respectfully solicited.

J. N. PLUMMER.

WHILE LIFE LASTS THERE IS HOPE.

Portland, Feb.

It may not be too late to effect a cure even after
the doctors have given you
up.
HALL’S BALSAM is sold
everywhere, and may be
had at wholesale oi the Proprietors JOHN F.
HENRY, CURRAN & CO., at
Medicine
YV arehous, 8 and 9 College
Place, New York. Price
$1 per bottle.
a

sure

er

will not pass.

BRONCHITIS.
ASTHMA.

Livery

WM. HENRY CLFIFORD.
3m

CORDIAL I

BRANDY & TONICS.
by the faculty in all oases of weakness. Dyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
recomcnded for Ladies.
See that you net the
LIQUID Extract. For Sale by Druggist Grocers
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 Broad°*a
way New York City.
dc3d6ro
G. GORDON & CO.
PRINTING promptly and neatly exe•uted at this Office.

—DEALER IN—

J. Porter & Co., Boston,

SWISS
Lightest is,

GREEN,

all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order
mi)3dlf

a

MSHhda. 1 CHOICE New Crop Cienfuegos Mo38 Tierces j lasses, landing from brig Victoria

Amelia, for

by

mar3

III Commercial Street.
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&c.

or

Boy

can

get

48

2w

page Book

I ilj I Jfree Flower seeds. Transfer and
‘“'•"Scrap Pictures, Little Chromos,
JAY

How to make money at home, etc.

GOULD, Beetou,

Mass.

were

The youths

expenditure

color, covering
properties,.« neness and durability.

It is only after years of experiments that the
ufacturers have succeeded in producing these

man-

Unfading Greens,
great has been the demand, that they hare
Dealtwice been compelled to enlarge their Works.
ers and consumers will have no other alter once using
this make.
For s ile by dealers generally and at wholesale by
the sole Agents for New England.
and

so

J. PORTER &

CO.,

35 INDIA ST.. BOSTON,
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

tions. My apology must he that I have wasted no time and occupied none thus tar during
the debate,believing that if by possibility I bad
anything of value to suggest it were better
withheld until something more definite had
!>een matured, and the time had come ior
action. Before taking my seat, however, I
Jeetn it due to frankness not to ueglect to
td.l my voice of warning and protest against
ill schemes for wholesale issues ol irredeeraible paper mouey. Cousclous of the many
iiings taught by the scieuee of finance which
1 do not know, there is one tiling which 1
hink I do know, having learned it from the
reddened and blackened annals of many epochs. Reason and experience convince me
that we shall launch government and people
upon a sea without shore or bottom wheu we
legislate the nation out upon a seajof unlimited irredeemable paper money. A note not to
be paid or redeemed is a promise made to be
broken. Apromise made to be broken is a lie.
And a lie will upset anything, from an applecart to an empire. Paper money not to be paid
or redeemed is a falsehood and a fraud. It can
never be true, and therefore it can never be
ri^ht or sate. It is false that by stamping the
mark of a dollar upon a bit of paper you
transmute it into a dollar. It is false that you
can thus reverse the truth of property and
change the uature of value. Property is the
product of labor. If it is true in value it represents the cost ol production. A barrel of
flour is an unit of value. Wliy? Because, a
necessity of man, its price represents the
cost of producing it.
So of a diamond, a
gem, a nugget ot "old or of silver; so ol a coined dollar, less only a small alloy put into it to
cover the expenses of coinage, and to make it
harder, that it may better bear attrition, and
to keep it out of the crucible ol the artisan.
Making allowance for this alloy, a coined dollar represents the cost of production. Redeemable paper money preserves the same
reality. Wheu you have paper money redeemable you have only a symbolic currency,
you have in the paper a symbol of the value
behind it; but when you have no value behind it which the holder can reach, no redeemahility, you have a mere floating false
promise to pay.
I say nothing of the legal tender acts, or
the If gal teuder policy. It was resorted to
temporarily in the stress of dire emergency,
to keep the flag ot the Union flying in the
field. Above all, it was supported by a pledge
oft repeated, to redeem it, and I am not now
arguing for contraction of the currency. This
Is uotthe'iroe to discuss the legal tender acts;
but now that no war threatens us. and no
ovei mastering necessity is to he pleaded,
guilty and mad will be the hour wheu Concongress can find no better way to
duct the
finances of the nation than
to print an unlimited issue of irredeemable
promises to pay. Had I believed that my
voice would be heeded by Senators whose
faces are set toward wild inflation, it sbpuld
have been raised days ago in Ibis debate.
I
advert to the matter now only
incidentally
and briefly, having risen, not to tecupy the
time of the Senate, but in the hope that Senators would not refuse to listen to an appeal
to stop chopping logic, splitting hairs, and experimenting with general declarations, and
;ive the committee opportunity to prepare a
:omplete measure upon which the eminent
Senators around me, learned in finance and
in currency, can unite; and then those so little instructed as I will be safe in following.
Butter

Kerosene and

|

Mr. Conkliug said:
Mr. President: Did we need illustration of
thp loose and aimless futility ot the mode in
which we are proceeding, I submit we have it
We are dealing with a great and many
now.
lided subject hap-hazard and by guess. With,

Lubricating Oils.

eodem

The celebrated JOHNS and HICKORY
COALS far Cooking Purpose., Warranted to anit ill every caae. Por aale at LOW.
EST MARKET RATES by

any

appropriate

measure

before

us

we are

and

plying each other with vagne genet alities
ncompleto suggestions, upon which we are to
rote as they are read one after another; and
this is the way we are asked to solve one of the
gravest and most intricate problems which
By our own action
can possibly confront us.
we cast away the aid upon which we rely even
in trivial and simple cates. The invention, of
the moment is substituted, when dealing with
for that carefu1
supreme and complex affairs,
which has been found
process of legislation
safest and best for eight hundred years in
England, for a century of our own, and from
the begiuning of legislative bodies everywhere.
Is this wise or pardonable? Is it safe in such a
matter to dispense altogether with action by
not
a committee in its committee room,where
mionly general principles, but details and and
nute particulars, can be exactly adjusted
and
perfected, and printed that we may study
understand them ? Shall we legislate on the
wing, without waiting to hear from the ap-

McALLISTER,
St.,

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

mc4

tf

We have constantly on hand a fine lot ot Horses
we otter 1 or Sale or Exchange.

which

A.gent,

Notice.

Does Advertising Pav?—There Is do instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“My success is owing to my liberality in advertisi ng.”—Bonner.
‘I advertised my productions and made money.”— Nicholas Lonepcorth.
“Constant and persistent advertising is * sure
Girard.
prelude to wealth.— Stephen
should
“He who invests one dollar in business
that business.
invest one dollar in advertising

committee has brougnt for
plan. The Senate has been pleased,
by discussing the general subject, to postpone

will be

meeting of the
the Peak’s Island Steamboat t
THERE
Old School House, Peak’s
a

J*
fe!9dlm

oi

stockholders of
'ompanv in the
a

SATURDAY,

oi
March 7th, at 1J o’clock P. M. for
the purpose
considering the feasibility of increai ing the capital
stock of the company.
trip «
The Steamer Express will
make a n extrawinning
one o clock for the
accommodation oi those
to attend.
W. BRACE

fe21dtd_J.

.ETT^Clerk^

Book
store
United States.

A Tth °^fYS!s i19 E*chlin(!e StXn\“

ah su
2X the city and lowest prices,
at wholesale prices or less. AlbeTt Colh
man’’) will return to Portland March i

days only.
vle4tf

ALBERT COLBYS’S
Publishers and Bfl|

in

lhe

utacdBooka
-pi

\

Otn

tor

I could
I have
have
in printer s ink.
Adtheme*1 complete faith
road to business.—Barvertising is the royal
aid of advertisements
-“WUhOTtTbe
done nothing in my speculations

the action ot the committee, so that we have
not even the excuse for proceeding we might
have, had the committee been derelict or laggard It is true the committee has reported
several minor special bills—bill snot professine
but
to enter at all upon the subject at large,
for exceptional and collateral Pu.rP?ses‘,ho
•was a bill to assist banks in r'ddmg
c
'selves of their circulation Ini
j bi])g
***"
'n |jmjted and
cates; and there have
°f
and
fragmentary, tot
m character, and
from the general snban a
have had, and as we are going
have from the committee no

""“Advertising has furnished

ten

CjNS,
’ksellcrs.

niaii

no

system,

project,

no

solution,

The Frenoh surgeons announce that Conis not incurable. But they don’t cure
it. The only remedy that seems to effect this
object is Hale’s Honey of Hoarhouud anil Tar.
Pike’s Toothache Drops care in 1 minute

mcliSeadawlw

For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Esq

as a

even of currency or
of
is the product thus far ot
bankin',- Wliat
if not blind and hazardous, prothis unusual,
dding? What end have we reached? What
have we at this moment? We have adopted,
and are instantly asked to reconsider,a Delphic
proposition which it needs no ex-Secroto
tary of the Treasury, no evpert in finance,
inform us means either one thing or the opdeposite, depending on an arrangement of
tails not implied or hinted at in the proposiSenthe
even a division,

Sl,oie

Without
United
just declared for free banking, into 5
States notes to be convertible
Who does not see
bonds.
per cent,
that this is bnt a juggl* ot words?

with a com-

sumption

/

no
finance, nor

me

petence.”—Amos Lawrence.

W,hiCh 'touch!" "kir* tefed
purely
*U°vinting
n'?we
to

dairymen

accounted for.—N. Y. Tribune.

no

are

our

round, at his dairy door, it Is easily seen that
it will pay to bring butter across the ocean
from France, if it is only good and shapely
enough to suit the fastidious purchasers who
will have nice butter whatever it may cost.
All this butter is made from choice cows,
choicely fed on clean sweet food, and the
milking is done In the cleauest manner.
The milk is handled as carefully as though it
was nectar; the cream is churned with the
utmost care by clock and thermometer, the
hutter is worked with skill, and made up
Into shapely cakes which do not require to
be cut when brought to the table. Compare
then, this cake—hard, go den yellow, sweet,
fragrant and tempting to all the senses—with
an unsightly chunk which is cut out of a
greasy keg, and smell of old and rancidity,
and is made from ill-kept cream, from cow*
filthily lodg-d and carelessly milked, and is
churned anyhow, and the difference is easily

r

d2w*

France.—If

from France and sold by the New
York dealers.
And this is thus because
there is an actual scarcity in the market of
good butter put up in attractive shape for
»mall consumers. When we know that one
dairyman gets $1.15 a pound for his product,
another $1, and another 75 cents the year

propriate committee?
ward

in

brought

The Senate, as in committee of the whole, having
inder consideration in the bill to amend the act en
itied “An act to provide tor the redemption of the
per cent, temporary-loan certificates, and for an increase of national bank notes”—

out

Japans.
Ship Paints, Colors,

KOSCOE CCNKL.INO.

HON.

appeal

need a spur, an eye-opener, a lesson which
speaks volumes in three words, here is one
at the head of this article. Butter is actually

National Bank Circnlation.
SPEECH OF

by

ings by allowing

For brilliancy

Cheapest

GrEO. s. HUNT & CO.,

_311

For Sale.
Yoke good working OXEN, and five COWS.
Enquire of
GEO. BIBBER,
mc3*lw
Cor. Fore & India Street.

sale

industriously sewing
were seated,
when the reading began again, and was continued without any signs of interruption. In
daughters

while listening.

did the love-struck students seek to
catch the eyes of their adored; in vain were
all their mauifestations of impatience. The
monotonous reading flowed on for two hours
or more, when the disappointed and disgusted visitors made a burst for the door.

They have no Equal

Island,

HOLYOKE’S WHARF,

notice. It is probably the best stand in Maine, with
a large patronage, and otters a chance to engage in
the stable business seldom surpassed. The stock is
in first rate order and everything ready to do a large
summer business,
For further particulars enquire
on the premises.
J. F. LIBBY,
fe25dlw
Congress Street.

In New Haven two students ventured to
call upon two sisters with whom they had
a slight acquaintance.
They were invited to
the sitting-room, where a beautiful domestic
scene presented itself.
The mother was
reading aloud a useful historical work, and

vain

and medium Imperial French Green.

Light

Hackamtai-k Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and

and Hack Stable for Sale.

port him up the Hudscn, or some other
river, to Chicago. Here was a brave dis-

her two

id most Brilliant in the
Market,

te23

attend to both of my Stables I will
New Cienfuegos Molasses.
ASsellcannot
my Congress street Stable at
fair rate.
This stand is too well known to need any extended

ONE

PAINT !

38 FRANKLIN STREET.

I

Composed of

GREEN

R. RAND,

W, H, SIMONTON,

COMMERCIA L STREET.

take when he reached New York to find the
waiting to trans-

Indians and their canoes in

coverer.”

HORSES FOR SALE.

STREET,

jaJPD

JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO
mclwlmlo
8 and 9 College Place. New York.

!

St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Syrnp,
AW Scovill’s Blood and LiverKi,ter9'
MortPs UverV|ims.Tc'r0Che8’ °W*““tad

LIEBIG’S

English emigrant of the best sort—an intelligent mechanic, who would have excited no
surprise if he had been caught reading Every
Saturday, who had his wife and children and
personal effects with him, and went about
diligently inquiring what steps he should

d3t

60 Commercial

a

CHARIiES EDW. CLIFFORD.

Swansdown for a trimming to opera sacks
It is
has been much affected this season.
very becoming to most wearers, but rather
embarassing to gentlemen escorts Flakes of
the soft material fly about with generous profusion and lodge on the garments of near
neighbors, so that at the end of two act a ot
an opera, a gentleman in a full dress suit
looks like a large blackbird just finishing the
cheerful process of moulting and giving evidences of intentions to change into a white-

The editorial gossiper in Every Saturday
says, “It happened to the writer once to re"
turn to his native land in company with an

MESSEIT’S ROW.

& CLIFFORD.

undersigned have formed
copartnership
THEunder
the above style for the practice of law.

PNEUMONIA,

food.

bird.—Boston Traveller.

mc2

RANDALL &

80 MIDDLE

has

section of Wetzel

li lu.iy ue, iTii. rirs ueui, mai t am auumg
of time
0 the
an
to
senators to put an end to these uncertain dothe bill to return to the committee without furl her attempts at instruc-

The finance

1874.

7

CLIFFORD

remedy for

Old Arc, not Disease, should end

Days

offer

full line of

It breaks up the NionT
sweats, relieves the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals
the lacerated nd excoriated surfaces which the venom oi the disease
produces.

SPITTING OF BLOOD.
CROUP,
WHOOPING COUGH,
and all other diseises of the
respiratory organs.

our

u

HALL’S BALSAM IS THIS REMEDY.

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash
fel3d6m
prices.
to

JOB

deviate.

we

The firm name will be used in closiB g up
afiairs.
FENDERSON & PLUMM ER.

where may be found at all timca

leaves occasion-

penetrated the eastCounty, West Virginia,
describes a section of about thirty square
miles where a newspaper, secular or religious,
The mud and log shan
never finds its way.
ties contain from eight to ten children each,
and there was one family of fifteen persons.
Indian meal, he says, is the chief article of
gentleman who

A

ern

NO. 3 EXCHANGE STREET,

conquered.

be

KIMBALL, Boston.

Recommended

and uuder no circumstances shall

Tha undersigned will continue business at,

cians assure us

HALL’S BALSAM is also
COUGHS.
COLDS,

SPRING LANE.

A SUPERIOR

SYSTEM,

jei7

the“ or“’t

fc2G«lm

American Printers’

ONE PRICE

THE

our

are

suppose she

they

PORTER & CO.,
35 India St., Boston, Mass.

NOTICE.

Lungs,

book iu which

gentlemen visitors. At first
belongs to the Young Men’s
Christian Association, bnt it is not long be'
fore they rightly construe the letters to mean,
“You May Come again.”

strictly

copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers is thi~
day dissolved by mutual
consent.

AMERICAN CONSUMPTIVE REMEDY.

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed
Store,
3

We shall adhere

J.

_

IT

Balsam for the

of Carpenters and

E. W. nUNT.
E. A. OSGOOD.
Portland. Feb. 16, 1874,fe!7dlm«

DR. WM. HALL’S
and

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S

PORTLAND,

do.

we

a

name

to carry on the business
Builders at 41 Market Street.

THE ORE AT

, fo
Icl9

Boston will exhibit the assortment

Tarnishes and

the undersigned have formed
copartnerWEship
and style of Hunt &
under the Ann

Osgood,

rare

It is reported that a young lady in Lancaster has the letters Y. M. C. A. engraved on
one corner of her visiting-cards, which she

Portland, Feb. 20, 1874.fe23d3w

Copartnership Notiee.

“
<■

Brass

the
in all

THE

3000 Bag* Herd* Cram Hoods.
“
lOOO
Bed Top
500
Michigan Clover Heeds.
“
500
No. New York Clover Heeds.
“
“
400
Ohio
“
300 .“
Pea Vine
“
•«
<<
150
Alsike
“
*<
«
35
White Dutch
«•
<•
300
Millet

Hungarian

on

Dissolution-—I. D. Merrill & Co.

circular to

Orchard

23,1874,

duy.

HOVEY & DEAN, to carry

Carriage, Sleigh and Sign Paiuting

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Pfanwf
“I conscientiously bcTeve that your Piano is in
every respect a most magniticeut instrument.”

(12m

SEEDS!

“
“

contradiction that no house east of

S. HOVEY.

style
business ot
its branchGrateful for past patronage
es at shop 45 Preble St.
they would solicit a continuance. AM work warrantW. S, HOVEY.
ed to give satisfaction.
S. DEAN,
fe25d3w

of

St.

of

Sole Agents for N. E.

Copartnership Notice.
We the undersigned have formed a copartnership
under the firm name and
Feb.
this

Numerous County Fairs.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

CO.,

WM. H. JOSSELYN,
T. A. JOSSELYN.
mh4-lw

W.

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts ot the U. S.

every piece.

GEO.

boldly without fear

CELEBRATED

THE

any

FURNI-

2, 1874.

Dissolution of Copartnership.
subscribers heretofore doing business under
the firm name ot M. HOVEY & CO., Carriage,
Sleigh and Sign Painters, 45 Preble Street, has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
M. HOVEY,

Illinois State Fair, 1870.

ENGLAND.

FIRST-CLASS

state

JOHN LUCAS & CO’s

RALPH BUTLER,
WM. H. JOSSELYN,
T. A. JOSSELYN,

Portland, March 2,187#.

FIRST PREMIUMS.

UNDERSOLD by

DEALER

we

a

are

ally missing.”

of the firm

PANY, lor the purpose ot continuing the General
Commission business, as successors to Butler, Josselyn & Son, and have removed to the “Miller Office,”
No. 90J Commercial street, where they will be pleased
to see old and new customers.

The American Piano.

our

customers the

March

name

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of JOSSELYN & COM-

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

BE

and

talks like

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

THE

can

efit.

NOT

UNDERSELL ALL OF OUR COMPETITORS !

&c.
rnCDUFFEE, Cor. middl

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers under the style of BUTLER,
JOSSELYN «& SuN, is this day dissolved by mutual

shall

ol our men if we

oar

to

us

nowadays,

becoming
but are occasionally to be met with. Of one
whose conversation is very entertaining but
rattier disconnected, a witty lady once remarked, “Oh yes, he's very clever, but be

COPARTNERSHIP.

PIANOS!

FURNITURE CHEAP
and give

will enable

as

del.

reieive

general judgment.

Good talkers

Watches, Jewelry,

3. W. A a. H.
A Union St*.

We do not want to Dis-

charge any

such

memora
au

this Continent of

on

cor.

mnple

Street*.

GREAT RE-

oar

get a drink was answered in these
ble words. Fils de St. Louis monte

man-

inducements that a custom-

Stair Builder.
*■ F» C1BBV, K.o. 353 Fore
Street,
Croa. St., in Drl.no’. mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York A

Exchange St.

CASH at

connec-

New No. 233 Middle

For the next Sixty Days

A St. Louis man staying in a Boston hotel
where the bar is for safety located at the top
of the house, on inquiring where he could

IP We cordially invite in-

ABNER LOWELL, 155 middle Street.

(Successors to DOANJ5. WING & CUSHING.}

sell for

three reception days.—[Columbus (Miss.) Index.

our

MENS’ & BOY’S CLOTHING is

JaSdly

Silver and Plated Ware.

thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.- with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on tbe
premises; grounds contain 154 acres, excellent laud,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, 4 acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
aud good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook,
mar21tf

&

ufacturers

Sign and Awning Hanging.

FINE residence one-lialf mile

make

headquarters for READY

store the

promptly

McCOY A CO., 38 Sprin. Street.

3. N.

from the Railroad
A Depots, Post-office, House
good Schools and Churches,
six miles from
and Ell two stories'

onr intention to

Every garment

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.

Apply
Ja23dtf

WEYG

It is

to the

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON' 159 Midtile St.,cor. Cross*

place in

There was a colored wedding in town last
week which boasted cards, nine roasted pigs
and a hundred cakes, and tapered off with

to clear the counters.

Photographers.

1

in the Town
brook.

SOLD FOR ALMOST ANY PRICE

the greenbacks ?
Am. ve.
Ann
jet hat is to be done with the
green8
backs nowhere appears.
It the greenbacks,
afterreachiuc the Treasury, are to be paid out imain
penses, or in a crisis for bonds, as *13 oon non
were at once of the
*44,000,000
a
child can tell, without slate or
pencil, that
the transaction is expansion, if it be
expansion to add to the volume of
paper monev
afloat. On the contrary, if the
meaning be
that greenbacks having been paid to the
Treasury fcr bonds, which bonds are to become the basis of bank circulation,
are, in
the languge of the .senator Irom Vermont, to
be burned up. blotted out, and never reissued, the process is contraction.
Why?
Because the batik currency to be received upon the bonds purchased with the greenbacks
is to be 10 pei cent less than the bonds, and
10 per cent less than the greenbacks, and it
is to be lessened also in eflt'ct by the requirement of a reserve to be maintained by the
batiks. Thus, if greenbacks are to be paid to
the government tor bank circulation, and the
greenbacks are to be destroyed, in place of
substituting one for the other, d< liar for dollar. you will have substituted one for the
other less a large diminution. This is contraction as sure as gravitation.
The language before us is equally consistent with
either view.
In other words, in the form of
instructing the committee what to report we
have adopted a declaration which looks to
the right as much as it does to the left,
which tends equally upward or downward,
which leads to expansion as clearly as it leads
to contraction.
What progress are we making? What light are we shedding upon anything in doubt? What are we doing except
to expend the time of the Sena'e, and, as
politicians sometimes say, "‘making a record”
—a record not likely to be useful even in
■tripping one more than another of the parties to it? It seems to me, all having had
abundant opportunity to express their views
at large, and to record themselves upon one
governing point, that we might now all consent to let the whole matter go back to the
committee on finance without instructions.
Let them work out aud report some theory
practically applied, giving us the detail and
machinery by which it is to be executed.
The Senate may then advisedly concur with
the committee or take issue with it. The
Senate can then perfect the work of the committee, or overthrow it altogether, and by
better light find ground approved by the

hands to certain

of

Crora« Portland.

consent.

111 ,

CROASD ALE’S

4S Market St*

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BARBOUR, 950 Fore Street, Cor.

_ing land, likewise a large orchard, a
splendid large two-story house, large stab!e and outbuildings in perfect order. One of the best farms in
this State. The fences and everything about the

Sale

Hi.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

This property will be sold for half
of its value on account of the ill
health of the owner. The farm contains 120 acres of the best of farm-

For

KEITH.

—

LIQUID EXTRACT OF BEEF
ST.*

A.

J.

J

Winter Stock will be

largest

Sreet and

When women war ’gainst rum and beer,
and close for aye each diinking place; then
shall the salty, silent tear, roll sadly down
each lunch-fiend’s face.

The balance of Wallace & Walsh’s

tion with one of the

Carpet-Bags.

FOR SALE.

HOUSE

money-tenders are looking about
Probably one of the most
difficult things in the world is to find some
body to whom to lend money.

CLOTHING!

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Mannfaviurers of Trunks, Yaiises and

tf

Inquire

Boston

for customers.

Our

MSKR1

a

It is mortally aggravating to a boy with a
bard snow-ball in his band to chase another
boy a mile for the purpose of hitting him, and
then to miss him by about eight feet.

Spring and Summer

MADE CLOTHING.

J. A.

to take the 82de of a woman

42de.

blackguard.

Boy’s

and

and Fine Watches.
LOKELL, 155 Middle Street.
Acents for Howard Watch Company.

3. A. MERRIM, A CO., 139 middle HI.

CHURCHILL & HELCHER,

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
Portlaud. Oct. 13th.

Mens’ Youth’s

Carriage repairing

ARNER

place of business.

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.’s,

dIJckT

PARKER, WILDER & CO. Boston

Teacher Of the

FORTE

application.
The Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,

FURNITURE

Horse Shoeing and

Done in tbe best possible manuer by S.
YOUNO <fc CO.. No. 103 Fore St.

For Sale.

The Well-known Marr Farm

an

Upholstering.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
Jf. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’s Rloch
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

SALE-

We otter for sale our property in
Ligonia Village, C. E., consisting of
two Houses, airanged for eight families, and land and outouildiugs con•_nected therewith. These houses are
new and thoroughly and substantially built, and
fully occupied by prompt pacing tenants. This is a
most desirable investment for any one having funds
ro invest.
This property is entirely free of encumbrance and will be sold oa liberal terms.
For particulars rnd terms inquire of us, at our

PREMIUMS.

The

Furniture and

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of VJphols eringand Repairing
dsue to order*

For Sale

New subscribers (applying early) for the year 1874
may have, without charge, the last volume for 1873
of such periodicals as they may subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of the above periodicals may have one of the
“Four Reviews” for 1873; subscribers to all live may
have two of the “Four Reviews,” or one set of Blackwood’s Magazine for 1873.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed unless the money ks remitted
direct to the publishers. No premium given to Clubs.
Circulars with further particulars may be had on

1, EXCHANGE ST.,

MANUFACTURER OF

PIANO

up of the club.

kinds

early day

line of

Streets.
HOOPER' & EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upbolstering done to order.

91 Commercial Street, Portland.

CLUBS.
discount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
clnbs of four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or of one Review will be sent to otoe address for $ 12.80, four copies of the four Reviews and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
To clubs of ten or more, in addition to the above
discount, a copy gratis will be allowed to the getter-

Unadjusted Losses,
Wm. K. LOTHBOP, President,
wm. A. SCOTT, Secretary.

WHITE A SOSg.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

c.

one

nil

elegant

er

A voter praising a favorite candidate at a
late Irish election said: “He is as fine a fellow
as ever lifted a hat to a lady, or a boot to a

eral

House,”

ja26

of

Walsh,

an

sninst

a

42, requires

A patent iion coffin dealer advertises that
those who have used his invention once will
use no other.

SI., Hussey’s Row,

and will open at

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
REN3. ADAMS, cor. Exchange aud Fed-

!pro]

of Great Britain

For any oue Review.$4 00 per annum
For any two Reviews. 7 00
For any three Reviews.10 00
For all four Reviews.12 00
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4 00
For Blackwood and one Review. 7 00
For Blackwood and two Reviews.. 10 00
For Blackwood and three Reviews.. 13 00
For Blackwood and the four Reviews 15 00
Postage two cents a number, to be prepaid by the
quarter at the office ot delivery.

300
300

ASSETS, JANUARY lit, 1874.

J.

UPHO LSTEEEB

E.

About

St.
Upholstering
dene to order.

The suosenber offers for sale his Hotel
rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining;
two wells cf water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner.
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick. Me.
marlSdtf

TERMS:
third the price of the originals.

street, Boston, 91a**.
deowly

—OF—

NO.

Maxed and

reviewing is

books worth

change

GRASS

^STATEMENT OF THeT
Ridgewood Insurance Co.,

J. H. HOOPER,

3Parlor

European

of all

Leading Periodicals

$363 093.97
8580.00.

WHITeT& SONS,
corner

cream

found here, and they treat of the leading events of
the world in masterly articles written by men who
have special knowledge of the matters treated. The
American Publishers urge upon all intelligent readers in this country a liberal support of the Reprints
which they have so long and so cheaply furnished,
eeling sure that no expenditure for literary matter
will yield so rich a return as that required for a subcription to these the

WORK, Agent,

Unpaid Premiums,

removal.

D.

The

CO.,

January 1, 1874.

AUSTIN,

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.

127 Middle Street,

IV.

uni

jyAgent for the Davis Washer.
Making Furniture to order and repairing promptly
attended to.
^ COKCBE»S STREET.

c. S.

TOOL

Providence, R. 1.
J.

44 Broad

PETTENGILL,

Brush

These periodicals constitute a wonderful miscellany ot modern thought, research, and crititism.

Curved
CLAIflP,

Holds
Firmest*

PORTLAND.

C. M. LANE.

140 FULTON ST., NEW YORK,
By arraDgemeal with the English Publishers, who receive a liberal compensation.

t Adjustable

Building)

Order slate at W. P. Hasting's
corner Exchange and Fedetal
promptly attended to.

CO.

SCOTT PUBLISHING

LEONARD

WAETER COREY & CO., Arcnde, No.
18 Free Street.
GEOE.GE A. WHITNEY, No. 5tt Ex-

Working;

DEALER IN

D.

F. EATON.

Wringer.

qp

REMOVAL.

&

THE

Please remember that

de!6dtfC.F. Libby.

LANE

BY

IV©. 233 middle

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

basicRt

& Counsellors at

J. C.

weeks.

address

WATEK

ST.,

REPRINTED

help it, and preler to sell

13

BUTLER & LIBBY,

MIDDLE

-AND—

THE SPRING- TERM
of the Eaton School for Boys will commence

PIPING.

M. M. Butler.

(Evangelical.)

THE

Prof. JOEL WILSON, now at the head of the Normal Department at Kent’s Hill, with a competent
Prof CHOATE will
corps ol assistant teachers.
continue in charge of the Classical Department.
For further particulars address the Principal or
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Sec’y.
Secretary.
felO-eod&wtf
Argus and Transcript copy.

ap2i___

91

FOR

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine,

45 Danlortli Street* Portland, Me*
O. L.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
oclOtf
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.

CLARK,

Bank

(Conservative.)

&

op-

smile

travelling fifty-cent dollar

—OF—

Wallace

Street,

Pearl

FOSTER’S Dye House, 34 Union Street.*

SALE.

The “Limerick

MEANS,

Dye-House.

corner

one

LOT of vacant land, sitnated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn bv How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, aud adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

EDINBURGH REVIEW, (Whig )
LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW,

&

Park.

posite

toper—“That bright

still.”

A Westen paper chronicies a visit trom
store.

STOCK AND FIXTURES

Carpenters aud Bailders.

WHITNEY

A

The British Quarterly
REVIEWS.

—

3 Doors East of Temple St.,

(Casco

situated

FOR

304 High St., S. S. KNIGHT.

At

St. Augustin’s School for Roys,

FEDERAL STREET,

Attorneys

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
nolOeodtf

Technology !

Mass. Institute of

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
215 COMMERCIAE STREET,

VJAS AND

willcom-

MONDAY, March 16,1874.

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

103

St., Portland.

SPRING TERM of this Institution
rpHE
JL mence on

Engineers,

W. C.

B.,

Grcely Institute.

at lowest

MANUFACTURERS

UET!

LIBBY,

of Grove and
mile from Portland,
a 2J
cou«isting
house, with an ell, piazza
front, and containing 12 finished rooms with an
abundant of closets, cemented cellar, cistern water
and bestkiudof furnace. Anew stable, very convenient, 22x30. i acre land well cultivated and finely arranged with shrubbery, grace, and strawbei ry
vines and dit
out kinds of fruit trees.
Enquire of
D. M. C. DL-.N, 227 Middle St., Portland. felSdlm
is

undersigned

ot

the

Portland Me.

_

Desirable Residence lor Sale at
Woodford’s Corner.

bought

have

me

“Patrons of Husbandry”—female match*
makers.
For

The

A. PERKINS tunnnfactarer of
plain
aud fancr Candies, 387 Ceugress St,

311 Cougres* Siireel.

property
Dalton stree's,about
SAID
of
story

Portland and Vicinity.

Confectionery.

C.

Secfy>

WHOLESALE COAE DEALERS

sale

~ro

A

Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eod&wtf

We have also tor

unfur-

or

or

At The

MAINE.

at

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
rpWO
A single gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

This

88 MIDDLE STREET,

ROSS &

furnished

of the

city,
pleasant part
IN
nished, with without board.
Address
E.
37 Brown

Call

Counsellor at Law,

No.

HOUSEKEEPER,

Post Office. Portland.

EDUCATIONAL

ANDREWS,

1-2

Address

ME.

work at moderate
Good
Aim to Pleawe.may 20

42

boarding house.

a

Rooms Wanted.

enlarging done to order.

Attorneys

Rooms To Let.

Wanted.
active Woman to take charge of house-

mavl4tf

moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of the skin.
and judge for yourselves.

er.

te2t>dtw

A

AU the new styles, Berlins, Rembrauts, Medallion
lie Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
eard, by which new process we get rid of freckles

practice

H., No. 10

B.

HOUSE in the western part of the city, to
purchase or to lease. Address, stating location,
fc26dlw
BOX 875, Portland P. O.

del7dtf

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Will

LOWER

SMART

office.

febio_____

rHE

To Let,

The song of a

the.ultimate

on

1^rp?9l‘‘on

—OF—

Cabinet Maker.
CAR8LEY, Silver St., opposite the
^■rket. Office and Ship Earuitnre Hepairing promptly attended to.
del*3m

House for Sale.

d!>!finve>n fnp°n’ dependsof

Gossip and Gleanings.

Book Binders,

desirable House on the corner of Free and
Oak Streets, with Stable attached, The House
is in good order, with gas, Sebago, furnace. &c. The
lot contains about 5000 feet of land and is one of the
most pleasant situations in the city. For particular s
enquire of
J. F.

THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH S. 187

Win. A. QUINCY, Room
11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchauge St.
SMAI.E &■ SHACKPORD, lie. 35 Plain
Street.

ConPLEASANT Tenement of six
be
gress street, near the Preble House, will
rented lor $175 per year to a satisfactory family desiring to purchase the furniture. App'y to F. G.
fe2Cdlw
PATTERSON, No. 13 Fluent Block.

fe25dlw

tenement in House No. 114 SpriDg Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle
Street.
fe4dtf

13

rooms on

WESTMINSTER REVIEW, (Liberal)

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

In

WANTED.

BETWEEN

PORTLAND, MAINE.

PORTLAND,

quire of J. C. WOODMAN, 118$ Exchange Street.
fe23
tf

Middle Street., UpStairs,
Portland, Maine.

the Eastern Railroad Depot and Middle St., Wednesday, the 24th Dec., a wallet
containing from eighty to ninety dollars. The tinder will be liberally rewarded by leaving it at this

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

C.

on

rooms

will find it advantagecall in person.
L. K. BAKER,

or

Lost.

NO. 84 1-3 NIDDI.E STREET,

S.

profitable business,

and

to

PORTLAND,

Tenements
Green Street, contain
TWOiaggenteel
six
each
Sebago water and gas. En-

TO THE CITIZENS

haunts

oc4dtf

A

THE

ADVANCE.

Who does not sec that it means contraction
to the con traction
ist and expansion to the
MnPR.n8lonist? Whf> does mt orsec that
points north
points
*3“'rw',etlier
e.|au?uage
it means contraction or
,

PRESS.

_MISCELLANEOUS.

BREED,N*.©» Middle

Ac

street.

Furnished Tenement.

J

For Rent,

HOYT, rofio

on

Fluent Block.

HOUSE

Temple St.

servant in one of the F. F. V’s: can do all kinds ot
house work, is well bred and i>erfectly reliable.
For further particulars enquire at 44 Pine street.
Portland, Me., where he has been known for several
mar3tf
years.

Portland,

Apply
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office

House to Let,
57 Park Street, containing ten rooms.
Gas, Furnace, Sebago, Water Closet, Coal
House, &e. Ren; $550. Apply to
BENJ. FOGG,
de4dt f
Corner oi Fore & Exchange Streets.
Room to Let wiflb Board,
front ROOM with hoard, at 38 State
Sti eet, corner of Gray.
no4dtf

Wanted—Situation.
a house or body SERVANT, by a colored (Mulatto) man, 30 years of ace, brought up as house

STREET.

Jyl7

Prices.

at
S. D. MERRILL & CO., 31

in

bought

Enquire of F. O.
fe2tf
Exchange Street.
the street.

on

FURNISHED

Light Express Wagon,

mar3-3t*

rent
CO., 15

BAILEY

WANTED,
DOUBLE and Single Harness.

Real Estate

or

x

cheapest

_TERMS *8.00 PER ANNUM IN

Booksellers and Stationers.

Secuiity,
large, commodious and light store No. 18 Ex- ON
THE
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c.,
change street, containing 5 floors 85 20 feet.
to b.
Commission. Houses
and sola.

The

BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW,

SEILER,

FRESCO PAINTER,

Copying and

BOX 915, Portland.

SATURDAY,

:il0 CONGRESS STREET,
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reference,

mc3dlw

ARTIST,

Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card
jPictum, Rem brant, Medallion, Arc*, from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Get rid of Freckles, Mole* and other imFor ah of which no
perfections of the Main.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for vourselves. mch!8dtf

JANIES

APOTHECARY CLERK, one that lias bad
two or three years experience.
Address with

179

GEO. E. COLLINS,

RESIDENCE

Wanted.

to Loan.

Honey

1874.

"■ <’ COBB, Nos.38and 30Pearl Street.
Bn direct route between New Custom
House and Post Office* near the .Market.

BULLETIN.

Lease

5.

Bakers.

/Patterson’s Real Estate

first class

to the

answers

of

mc3dtf

G.

jn24*lw then tf

Large and Desirable Store to

Dick. The tinder will be suitably reby leaving blui at No. 10 Hill street.
m<**lw
S. F. HAGGETT.

]

Free Street.

P.

MARCH

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

REAL ESTATE.

mar4-3t

____

A
warded

At 52

Wanted.

ATTORNIES AT I AW.

L.

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
for families or single gentlemen.

BLETHEN,

MOTLEY &

W.

Wanted.
SECOND-HAND WAGON, Phaeton or Rockaway—the latter preferred—must be in good
condition. Address Box 1554, giving peice

Lost.
SMALL black and tan DOG,
name

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

(Over Dresser &

TO LEI,

A

Exchange St, Portland.

mail subscribers
vanee.
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WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

MORNING

THURSPA7

18._PORTLAND

jel4-dtf

Press office.

Harp for sale at a bargain. Can he seen at
\V. It. Iwombly’s Piano Warerooms, 15ti Exfebl7tf
change street.

ENGLISH COD.
A Choice Article for Table Use,

tion itself.

Just Beeetvcd.

ate has

1

D^JST-A. & CO.

mar2eo<13t

rriiJK PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING. MARCH 6, 1874
furnished
T.
with a Card certificate countersigned bv Stanley
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
us by demanding
managers will confer a favor upon
credentials ol every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as we have iuformation that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Every

Press,
sively,

regular attache of the Press

and
a

have

we

disposition

no

to

s

be,

even

Among tlie acts of the late

Legislature par-

ticularly interesting to this section of the
State are the appropriation of
$25,000 for the
Maine General
Hospital and $20,000 for the
Relbrui School, the establishment of the harbor lines in Fore
River, the steam whistle
law, the game law, tbe law lor the protection
of islands, the law
relating to jury trials in
the Superior Court aud the
granting of several charters for business corporations.

pas-

The Fifty-third Legislature adjourned yes-

party to such frauds.

terday afternoon, having passed

but

publication

guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
or reserve
xuuuications that are not used.

hun-

three

dred and forty-two acts and one hundred and
thirteen resolves. The geueral court worked
forty-nine days. It will lie known in history
as the Legislature that took the first steps to
raise reveuue by other means than direct
taxation.
The fast-that the Democratic senators
voted with Messrs. Cameron, and other Republicans of that class to confirm Mr. Butler's collector, has led several papers to suggest that it would be well for these gentle-

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases ind’spensable, not necessarily for
as a

com-

_

.

Washingtonian Rally!
State Reform Clul> will hold its third
Ji'.? .M.aiine.
“®eting
Meoxian Hall
in

Augusta,

Wednesday. March 11, at
tion of

at

on

l» o’clock P. M., for elecofficers fjr the ensuing year.
Mam Meet ing in the
Let there he a grand
evening.
rftHy ot all those who have “lelt ott drinking,” or
who desire “to leave oti.”
All temperance men and women who have never
touched or tamed that which can intoxicate, are invited and expected to come and
partake of our brokbread and bless it.
Free return tickets over the Maine Central.
Per order Ex. Committee,
GEORGE E. BKrCKETT.
President State Reform Club.

en

The Sanborn Contracts Again.
Although the House has received another
installment of the correspondence in connection with the Sanborn contracts it is
doubtful if all the facts have been obtained.
Enough, however, has been brought to light
to make it certain that a change was made
in the revenue laws by the instigation of Gen.
Butler in order that one of his unscrupulous
followers might have the business of collecting internal revenues unpaid, using for this
purpose the regular officials and retaining for
his own use fifty per cent of all receiptsThis change in the revenue laws, on the face,

appeared

ligent public
ures emanating from

regard
concealing

shall be annexation.”
A favorite song of tbe temperance ladies
out West is, “Shall we gather at the river?”
and the response of the saloon keeper in every iustance is, “By all means. Start now.”
—Rochester Democrat.
The Kennebec Journal says that all the
industrial interests of the State have an excellent promise for the ensuing season.

Before General Butler and his friends in
Congress fully conclude to make a raid for the
restoration of the franking abuse outright
they had better think a little over the salary
grab and its lessons. Meditation of that sort
will be pertinent and pi of i table.—Albany

some

Journal.
Mr. Dawes to the New Hampshire Republicans : “I regret that my engagements make

trick or fraud. There can be no doubt but
that the purpose of the Butler-Sawyer amendment to one of the appropriation bills ol last
year, providing that the “Secretary of the
Treasury” shall employ not more than three
persons to assist the proper officers of the
Government in discovering and collecting
any money belonging to the United States
whenever the same shall be withheld upon

it

was

States,” however fair
designed to steal from the

public treasury, millions
were legally due and for

collection of

he will consent to the use of his name, are
questions not yet determined. General Butler appears so confident of being able to secure the nomination that he is not
paiticular
who the candidate may be against him.
er

that meanest of generals mistook like Simfor a soldier. Indeed, for all we know

moDS

Sanborn may be a poor boy, a soldier and a
Christian just like Mr. Simmons. This man
the

principal

actor with

Butler.

The Argus explains that tbe statement
concerning the Governor’s alleged promise to
McGillicuddy, was inadvertently copied from
the Auburn Clipper, aud adds that “no one
who knows Governor Dingley would for a
moment believe he made any such promise.
Zion’s Advocate thinks the temperance
men were affraid the\4rgr«8 was
right, and
that Captain Sturdivant, if elected Mayor,
would “exert the influence of the office in
favor of temperance on the Democratic bas-

The

other party mixed up in the matter is Assistant Treasurer Sawyer, who, as Senator from

North Carolina, secured the passage of the in*
nocent amendment above referred to. The
partial report furnished by Secretary Richardson declares the nature of the contract made
by Mr, Bout well as Secretary of the Treasury
with Sanborn by which the latter was to receive fifty per cent, of such collections as he
made; while the later correspondence furnished shows that Mr. Boutwell instructed
the

regular

ments

published is one from Mr. Banfield, solicitor of the treasury, giving notice to
regu-

lar collectors not to receive
payment of taxes
in cases embraced in Sanborn’s
contract,

thus giving him a complete monopoly and
half of his Jeceipls for doing the work
belonging to the regularly appointed and paid officers.

It seems

hardly probable that Messrs. Boutwell, Richardson, Banfield and others, would
knowingly lend themselves to a conspiracy to
rob the public treasury, and we cannot believe that they would. Indeed, we believe
that they were only intent on bringing to justice a large class of corporations and individuals that had for years defrauded the revenue; but the fact that the Department is

obliged to resort to such means to collect
taxes honestly due, is not, creditable to its
Simmonses, Manleys, etc., who are paid to do
this busiuess. But so far as Butler, Sawyer
and Sanborn with his associates, aie concerned, it is almost beyond question a conspiracy to rob the treasury of over seven millions. Fortunately the scheme was defeated
when Sanborn and his associates had only
pocketed a quarter of a million. Perhaps it
would not have been investigated had it not
been whispered about that “Butler was in
it.” He is the patron of thieves and from
long practice at plundering is specially fitted
to prepare a scheme to rob the nation.

Sevebai, years since Mr. H. J. Kimball of
this State weut to Atlanta, Ga., built a hotel
and engaged in various kinds of business. In
the course of time reports were circulated
that in connection with ex-Gov. Bulloch of

that State he

engaged in various schemes
plunder
public Treasury, the precise
nature of which we have forgotten. The
natural jealousy ofthc people'and the partisan
feeling rgainst Mr. Kimball because of his
business relations with Bulloch, rendered it
impossible for him to continue in business in
to

was

the

that

State and he left.

change has taken place
respecting Mr. Kimball.

Since that

time a

among business men
He has returned to

Atlanta at the earnest solicitation of many of
the men who opposed him two years since.
We have before us the Atlanta Constitution
of February 22d, in which a public banquet is
tendered Mr. Kimball by nearly fifty firms
and business men of that city and
vicinity.
In the invitation these parties pay a
high
compliment to the energy and character of
the Maine man. In response, Mr. Kimball
writes a long letter decling the banquet and
saying that he is there to vindicate his good
name and to engage in business as a citizen
of Georgia. The paper from which we quote
says

editorially

that

Mr.

Kimball, by facing

his accusers puts the burden of proof upon
them. In the course of the article the Constitution says:
It is due to him (Mr. Kimball) to state, as
we are
informed, that upon his arrival here
when he announced his|presence to Governor
Smith, inviting his readiness to answer to any
responsibility, Governor Smith trankly innlo’fh him !hta Judge Linton Stephens,who

h

criminal prosecution.

t0 ^ase a

The Senate has takerTthiT
Centennial
matter in hand and from all
appearances will
retain control of it for some
time. What-

may be the result, it is
very evident that
there is a strong
feeling in that body against
the
making
exhibition
ever

inter-national and

so

committing Congress to the scheme as to
give the managers unrestricted power to
•pend as much money as they choose The
proposition to make it national seems to

meet with much favor.

be settled

as

The question
should

early as possible.

The Savings Bank bill was attacked in the
House yesterday, which caused a general rally of the friends of this important measure.
Among others, Mr. Millikin of this city, made
a
short, sharp, sensible and effective speech.
The bill was saved ard has become a law.
The prominent
features of the act are the restriction of
investments within the limits ofby tlle Press and the irn^ C6Dt’ °" ^

7Iofe°mI^en<le(1

£osIts?nthea deposUoXs°7ne

municipal taxation.
hill”

tj

at

“B

eXempt

from

Senal7aHolbTook7asapre'4n!,e 7°"*

ed for the bill.

least,

is."

and collectors to aid San-

assessors

born in his work, and that the latter oblained
the information upon which he brought his
actions entirely from the books of the regular
official,and in some cases authorized the latter
to make the collections, which was a
part of
their sworn duty, and report to him, he setling with the treasury department and receiving his filty per cent. Among the docu-

The delegation of
represented the people.

one

Jw-

in New Ham-

ponents is who it will be best to nominate
against him. Within the last few days, the
name of Henry L. Pierce has been prominently mentioned as a regular candidate of
the Republican party against Butler. Whether Mr. Pierce has been consulted, and wheth-

which the Government has an ample corps
of well paid officials.
John D. Sanborn appears to be one of Butlers’s own, being one of the camp followers of
Gen. Butler’s army during the war whom

was

speak

course, Gen. Butler intends to be a candidate, and tbe question among his op-

of dollars which
the

for me to

through the Republican party.”
A Washington special to the Globe says
that the Butler and anti Butler parlies are
actively speculating upon the campaign for
Governor in Massachusetts, next Fall. Of

such terms as he shall deem for the best in-

face,

impossible

shire be'ore election, for a cause never more
worthy of support and never dearer to me
than now—retrenchment and reform by and

terests of the United
upon its

reorganize

be the belief ol the political class among them
that we must have it at any price, and tbe
more determined will they be that the price

all meas-

him as

tu

Current Notes.
The St. Jchn News in
speaking of the reciprocity project says that “clamorous entreaty
on our part can have no
tendency to remove
either obstacle. The more we cry out fur
free trade with our neighbors the stronger will

as

have come to

Butler,

the Democratic party.

do many other transactions of the Essex intriguer but the intel-

right,

all

under the lead of

men

Washington Mews and Gossip.
BUTLER TACTICS.

There is some gossip concerning the action of
Gen. Butler this morning in moving to reconsider the vote of

yesterday by

which the House
agreed to give to the Committee on Expenditures in the Department of Justice power to
send for persons and papers in order to promote
tins purposes of the investigation into the ex
penses of the Marshal’s office in the Western
Judicial district of Arkansas. Upon an examination of the journal this morning the
resolution seems to have beeu adopted by
unanimous consent, and not under a suspension of the rules, so that General Butler bad
the right t > reconsider. When the argnment
upon this motion shall come up there will be a
very bitter opposition to Butler's'motion. It is
well known > liat the Department of Justice
lias long desired tho most thorough investigation into these expenditures.
THE MOIETIES QUESTION.

The Committee on Ways and Means, this
morning, had under consideration the subject
of payments of moieties to collectors, fraud informers and the seizures of papers and books.
The City of Boston was represented by Messrs.
Rice, Chandler, Nourse, Hyde. Spaulding and
others;New York by Messrs, Shultz, Robbins,
Dodge and others. The proceedings opened by
the reading of testimony which Mr. Jayne gave
tho committee a week or so ago, in ths absence of the merchants, and at its conclusion
he resumed.
He began with a good deal of
warmth, and, in a vehement manner, read from
newspapers statements of Rufus Story of New
York, accusing him of defrauding the government by underweigliing a cargo of pepper, and
in connection with which it was alleged that
the firm had paid .$100,000 in settlement, whereas the statement rendered to the
Treasury showed that the government had received but $10,000. This, Jayne did not specificallv deny, but
said that the missing $30,000 was paid to the
attorney; that he (Jayne) never bad anything
to do with taking moneys in such cases; that it
was paidfto the District Attorney.
Members
of the couimittee ruled that so serious an accu
sation against a hitherto respectable firm should
not be entertained in the absence of the party
concerned.
Jayne then lost his temper, and
declared that there was a combination of
thieves against him, and he defied the efforts
of all concerned to put him down. He proceeded in this strain until interrupted by the
acting Chairman, Mr. Kelley, wuo declar
ed the committee would not listen to such language and, if proceeded with, he should be ordered from the room.
Mr. Jayne thereupon
apologized, and was allowed to proceed. In
the case of Storey & Co he stated that the loss
sustained by the government, though undervaluation, or a failure to pav duties, was $5000
while the penalty was $«0,000, the remission
acts not coveriug the case.
The committee
then refused to hear him any more in specific
cases, and the rest of the time was
occupied by
Mr. Jayne in a generaljdiscuss.on of the subject.

Sews and Other Items.
Thursday, April 2d, has been appointed for
Fast Day in Massachusetts.
The latest zeyphers which disported itself in
Buffalo agitated a two-story wooden building to
its fall.
The editor of

a Jackson, Miss.,
newspaper
out with a pistol in bis band, for
the purpose of vindicating his character for
truth and veracity. We don’t know whether
he succeeded or not, but be was brought back
on a wheelbarrow, with a blanket over
him, as
quiet as a lamb.

lately

went

Ex-President Fillmore, whose serious illness
has been reported by telegraph, had a
slight
stroke of paralysis about two weeks ago,which
has since extended and has caused mnch apprehension. Within a day or two he has slightly
improved, but his case is still critical. Mr,
Fillmore is

now

The St.

the Simmon’s

confirmation

was

secured

the

“The ruling remnants
dbicagoTribune says:
it the Republican party find a ready co-operation in the inefficient relics of the Democratic
party. This is the source whence they drew
their strength in the last national contest. Such
co operation is
not new.
It was present in the
Credit Mobilier
in
frauds, in the
the Fort

from
a

Sneliing swindle.

now

national

on

It
wherever there is

disgrace.”

salary grab,
will
a

be

job,

a

found
steal

Centennial
Celebration.—Tuesday
ning the citizens of Orono dedicated their

or

evenew

town hall and celebrated also the one
hundredth
anniversary of the settlement of the town. The
Hon. Israel Washburn, Jr., of this
city, delivered an eloquent
address, which was listened
to with close
attention, and Rev. H. C. Leonard, of Westbrook
Seminary, read an origina.
iwem. There was a
very large audience in at.
tendance. The new ball is a
fine edifice and
was constructed
at a cost of
*17,000.

Edinburgh REvtEw.-The

i^en't

there.
•‘Cincinnati hoasts of 3000 shops where liquor
is
retailed, which furnishes support for
about 15,000 families,” is the way one paper
puts it.
The ladies of Sturgis, Midi., have succeeded
iii closing every saloon aud drinking establishment in the town, and the dealers in the “arment

dent” have signed a pledge to abstain from tlie
business in future.
The business of liquor selling is uncertain in
Vermont State constables are at any time liable to confiscate the stock, and
consequently
very small quantities are
on hand.

usually kept

Rutland, however, has been so long free from
interference, that when a raid was lately made
the dealers were badly caught.
Two wholesalers lost §10,000 each, and the hotels from
§1000 to §2000.
Rev. Thomas K. Beecher thinks that religion
Buffers about as much us the liquor busiuess by
“The specially
the sidewalk prayer meetings.
bad feature,” says Mr. Beecher, “is the prostitution of prayer; making of it a sidewalk pasttime.” Aud then he asks how the following
would do as au additional stanza to

Montgom-

"Prayer is the Buckeye woman’s dodge
To stop the rumshop door.
They hear her pray, aud run away,
And

never

drink

no

“Li’fe

eto,” “Results of the Education Act,” “The
Devotion of the Sacred Heart,” “Mr. Disraeli’s

That Haunted House.
Immediately following the investigation of
the Press correspondent at the “haunted
house" in Sanford, which was not as satisfactory as might have been desired, a fresh inter-

more.”

One feature of the woman’s temperence
movement is the solicitation |of physicians to
confine their prescriptions of alcoholic remedies
An experiment
to the narrowest necessity.
has just been tried in Bellevue Hospital, New
York, which may serve as a precedent forthese
doctors who are desirous of gratifying the ladies without arousing morbid appetites in their
patients. A man with a crushed foot was successfully braced up for a surgical examination,
not by doses of whiskey, but by hypodermic
The craving
iujcctious of stimulating fluid.
for strong drink must indeed be great iu any
man who would wish to take it through his
skin.
The Cincinnati Gazette has returns from sixj
ty-one cities, towns and villages in Ohio and
Indiana, showing the results accomplished in
those places by the women’s temperance “cruThe
sade” up to about the 2lith of Februasy.

comprise fifty five towns in Ohio. In
places 245 saloons have oeen closed; 91
drug stores have signed the druggists’ pledge,
returns

these

and about 15,000 persons the total abstinence
pledge On the other hand there are 559 saIu Indiana 9 saloons aDd 9
loons now open.
drug stores have been closed and 1283 persons

quiries relative
ed details, and

Folsom, (dem.)

Arrowsic.—Eben D. White,Moderator; JaMcFadden, Town Clerk; Benj, Swett, Silas
S Shine, Samuel Beals, Selectmen, &c.;
Benj,
Swett, Constable; Wm. Porter. Jacob W.
Swett, Auditors; James M. Shea Eben D.
White, Sidney Swett, S. S. Com.; Samuel
Beals, Collector.
Phipbburg.—Charles V. Minot, Moderator;
Nathaniel C. Reed, Town Clerk; Nathaniel C.
Reed, Barker Duley, Wm A. Perry, Selectmen. &c.;Charies V. Minot, Treasurer and
Collector; Nathaniel C. Reed, Isaac A. Field.
Calvin B. White, 8. S. Com.; Joseph Nichols,
Auditor; Alvin Gstcbcll, Thomas Minot. Jr.,
Joseph fiowker, Timothy B. Bowker, Constables.
son

Chesterville.—Moderator, S. P. Morrill;
Clerk, John C. Wheeler; Seiectmen, Chas. V.

Pinkham, Emery French, Benning Glines; S.
S. Com. 8. P. Morrill; Treasuer, Alvin S. Riggs;
Constable and Collector, John W. Lothrop.
Chesterville voted on Monday to exempt from
taxation for five years, the iron foundry at Farmington Falls, in said town

Newburgh.—Moderator, Ariel Kelley ;Clerk,
Geo. R. Tburlough; Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor, Jabez Knowltou, Chas.
Croxford and John Sawyer; Treasurer, Jabez
Knowlton; Agent, and Auditor, C. H. WhitH. Whitney and
ney; S. S. Committee, C.
Johh Sawyer; Constable and Collector, Benj.
F. Smith.
Frankfort.—Moderator, J. T. Rowe; Clerk,
Upton Treat; Selectmen, &c., James Haley,
Franklin Trundy, and Alonzo Lane;Treasurer,
Joseph Biethen; Collector, R. A. Treat; Constable, Thomas Morton.
Plymouth.—Moderator, S. G. Butman;
Clerk Granville Mansnr; Seiectmen, etc., Sanford Chick, Benjamin Loud and J. W. Pushor;
Treasurer. John P. Palmer; Collector and Constable, Edward Smart; Supervisor of Schools.
David C. Gray; Town Ageist, S. G. Butman.
Lincoln.—Moderator, Samuel Tobie; Clerk,
D. A. Murray: Selectmen, &c.; W. C. Clark,
John Frost and S. U. Chesley; Treasurer; U.
Piper; S. S. Com. Mrs. E. L. Averill.-$600
was voted in aid of a free high sehool.
Otisfield.
Moderator, Robinson Cook;
Clerk, Silas Morton; Selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of the Poor, J. Wardwell, Daniel
Holden, Joseph Holden; Treasurer, William
Lamb; Town Agent, Pa.vson Patch; S. 8. Com.
Thomas Jackson. All Republicans dxcept the
S. S. Com. and Treasurer. Last year all of the
Selectmen were Democrats.
Harrison.—Moderator, O. G. Cook, (rep.);
Clerk, T. K, Sampson, (dem.); Selectmen, As
sessors and Overseers of the Poor, Josiah Munroc, (dem.); David Frost, (dem.) Geo. W.
Brackett, (rep.); Treasurer, A. K. Morse, (rep.)
Agent, O. G. Cook, (rep.); S. S. Com. O. G.
Cook, (rep ); Collector andfConstable, Reuben
Hobbs, (rep.). No question of politics raised.
The town raised $250 for high school, the same
as last year.
Paris.—Moderator, Gen. W. K. Kimball,
(rep.); Selectmen. Wm. A. Frothingbam,
(dem.); Geo. F. Hammond, (dem.); Ethan
Willis, S(rep.); Treasurer, Alva Sburtletl, jr.,
(rep.); Agent, Peter C. Fickett, (rep.); Collector, John Blank, (lep.): S. S. Committee, H. E.
—

Mclntire;

Reed, (dem.); O. F. Taylor, (rep.); R L.
Taylor, (rep.); Treasurer, Amasa Richards,
(rep.)
kumford.—Moderator, Ephraim Goddard;
Clerk. Wm. Frost; Selectmen, Jonanthan Mar.
tin, Henry M. Colby, John Howe; Treasurer,
Calvin Howe; Supervisor, Rev. John Elliott;

Republicans

Portland.—Clerk,

Jno. P. Hodson;
Selectmen, Jno. P. Hodson, L. H. Moulton,
Abel Thompson; Treasurer, C. H. Bartlett;
Agent, C. L. Jones; School Committee, M. C.
Hutchins.
Statement of financial affairs of
the town gives: Disbursements, 85762,77; resources, 84087.35; liabilities, 84163.96; indebtedness, 876.71.
Anson.- T. Gray, ITown Clerk: Selectmen,
&c., T. Gray, H. T. Emery, T. J. Moore;
Treasurer, T. F. Paine; S. S. Committee, G.
F. Moore.

Embden.—Town Clerk, L. H. Walker; Selectmen, &c., L. H. Walker, David Stevens,
2d, Jotham Witham; Treasurer, David All-

Bethel—Sfod., Abernethy Grover; Clerk,G.
R. Wiley; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers
of the Poor, C. M. Kimball, John Barker Daniel B. Grover; Agent, R. A. Frye;
Treasurer,
David Hammons; Collector of Taxes. Eben
Clough; S. S. Committee, Rev. J. F. Simmons.
Byron—Moderator, Samuel Knapp; Clerk,
A. O. Reed: Selectmen, Joseph G. Reed, Harvey Bancroft, A. O. Reed; Treasurer, John E.
Shaw; School Committee, Leonard Thomas.
Dixfield—Moderator. E. G. Harlow; Clerk,
Geo. S. Holman; Selectmen. Geo. S. Holman,
Hiram M. Cox, Marion Holman; Treasurer, S.
E. Griffith; Supervisor, Isaac Randall. All
Democrats but

one.

Hartford—Moderator, William C. SteveDs;
Clerk, M. C. Osgood; Selectmen, &c.. B. F.

Cary, John T. Glover; Treasurer,
Thompson; Collector and Constable,

Leonard
William

Alley.

Hebron—Moderator, Samuel P. Cushman;
and Treasurer, Rodulph Greenwood; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of
Poor, I). D. Graffam, C. C. Cushman, S. P.
i ushman:
Supervisor of Common Schools, Miss
Sarah C. Bailey.
Alberts. Austin; Clerk,
t,?lE,XJV°,T.Mo<ieratorGGleason; Selectmen, Sewell Gotf, OsF.
Jra,sl{'J°bn Stanley; Treasurer, Hen71 arjG Supervisor of Schools, Albert S.
ab°Ve Were choseD regardless of
party views!®

Town Clerk

Ove^eera'o?

Ubiel Smith;

J*fIect.men1

1.10 f-A CONGRESS ST., (loom
Office Hour* g A. M. to 1 P. M.

Clerk,

AtRessors and
Overseers of Iivfr;
oor, Geo. Atherton, L. W. Kilgore, N. S. Baker; Treasuter, N, S. Baker.

Query.—I cut from the Press the following
tem:
A private letter from Washington
[says that
Senator Morrill voted against the confirmation
ot bimmons.
Now, Mr. Editor will you please tell us how
Mr. Hamlin voted.

IT*. 6.

HAVING DECIDED TO

AMY GOODS IN MY STOCK

—

Prices

At

a*

Mississippi, environed with its craggy bluffs.—
They claim a population of about 10,000. They
have one Free Baptist, one Baptist, one Congregational, one Methodist, and one Universalist church, several nice school bouses; County
house and jail, and three hotels. A very large
and prosperous boot and shoe business is done

here.

Ara Cushman & Co., it is said, have the
largest shoe factory in New England, run by a

single firm, measuring 210 feet

on

Railroad

street aud 142 feet on Court street. They employ 400 hands and turn out 2000 cases of boots
and shoes in a year. They estimate their expense for help at $15,000 per month. E. F.
Packard & Co. do a large
also M.
Crafts &

business;

Co.,

and some fifteen other firms.

STATE

Call before Purchasing
Elsewhere.

L.~CROSS,

MIDDLE

fc-6

hh let

To the Public.

Society.
The public

are

therefore requested to give prompt

information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may

come

to their

that the offenders
justice.
ap29

knowletlgo,
brought

are

The Journal says that the mother of James
M. Lowell died suddenly on
Saturduy, of heart
disease.
Mrs. L. was buried Tuesday. It is
stated that the prisoner Loweil was
greatly affected when told of her death.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The skeleton of a woman, with the flesh fallen from the bones, was found under a
haymow at North Aroostook, about eighteen or
nineteen miles from Presque Isle.
As vet no
particulars are received.

CHARLES M. HA1YKES.
MIDDLE

The Journal says some of those who

are

in-

dustriously stacking ice at Gardiner and vicinity, are putting up five inches of snow to

of ice.
Mr. James H. Banks, the courteous
and efficient Messenger of the Senate, was
Tuesday
presented with a purse of $55—a gift from the
Senators.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
The Bdwellinr house occupied
by Joshua
Boynton, and the dweihng house and store of
Lendall Hutchins, in East New Portland were
destroyed by fire Feb. 26th. Partially’insured.
one

THE

Indigestion’a martyrs.
family spring Irom
°J the1human
disordered stomach,
and may be prevented by invigorating and toning that abused and neglected

o
9

H os tetter’s Stomach Bitters.

Let it be

borne m mind that the liver, the
kidneys, the intestines, the muscles, the ligaments, the bones, the
nerves, the integuments, are all renewed and
nourished by the blood and that the digestive
organs
are the

grand alembic in which the materials of the
vital fluid are prepared. When the stomach fails to
provide healthful nourishment for its dependencies
they necessarily suffer, and the ultimate result, if
the evil is not arrested, will be chronic and
probably
fatal disease somewhere. It may be developed
in
the kidneys in the form of diabetis, in the liver as

congestion, in the muscles as rheumatism, in the
nerves as paralysis, in the Integuments as scrofula"
Remember, however, that each and all of these
consequences of indigestion may be prevented by the
timely and regular use of that sovereign antidote to
dyspepsia, Hostetter’s Bitters.

iti.

c'.

NOTICES.
ji.

a.

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable Mecbadc Association. will be held at Library Room, Mechanics’ Hall, on THURSDAY EVENING, March 5th, at 7J o’clock.
A By-Law will be submitted for the action of the
members, providing that no Real Estate belonging
to the Association shall be sold except by vote of
two-thirds of the whole membership.
GEO. A.
HARMON,

A

mc3d3t__

Secretary.

music.
Old stock of Sheet Music for
only for five cents a piece. Also

feSsntf

EUREKA

FAMILY

BREAD!

Has been tried and is said to be fully equal to the
B«st Home Hade Bread.
Ask your Grocer
for it. For sale from our Carts and from Bakery,
22

ANDERSON STREET,
sntf

FRENCH

j

LANGUAGE.

JIILES L. MORAZAIN,
OF

PARIS,

Instrtuctor in French

at the

School.
a

High

APPLETON BLOCK.

sntf

N1SS ANNA F. PITCHER,
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Gnitar.
Terms reasonable,

111 Congress, corner of Lafayette Street.
fe3

lm*

TOILET

POWDER.

Renders the Pace* Neck and Arms soft,
smooth and fair.

Warranted free from poisionous ingredients and
harmless to the skin or complexion by Prof. Hayes,
State Assayer, and Prof. Babcock, both well known
Chemists of Mass. Azoluto is put up in square
packages, white for children, and all skin irritations.
25 cts by mail 30 cts. Also pink or flesh color for
the complexion or lace, 35 cts., by mail 40 cts.
Sol l
by all Druggists, or address M. S. BURR & CO., 10
Oak St.. Boston, Mass., Agents for U. S.
felGsn3m

tale for a few days
Books very cheap.

C. K. HAWKS,
rr middle Street.

London.
At at Calcutta 16th

Black Silk
I wish to

Question!'

day received,

and shall sell very

the

following

Ten Years
Credit, Interest only 6 per cent.
Descriptive Pamphlet* with
Sectional Map* sent free.

that

announce

I have this

NOW FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.

THE

*
a

rapidly

Black Silk.

Rhine,

Land

Gro de

Cumberland,

25.

Heavy Cashmere

Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
au26snti

OBSTACLES TO MARRIAGE.
Sappy Relief for Young; Sen from the effects of Enors and Abuses in early life
Manhood
Restored. Impediments to Marriage removed. New

method of treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars sent free, in sealed' envelopes. Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No.
2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
haviug a high reputation for honorable conduct and
professional skill.
fe6sn3m

_MARRIED.
In Denmark, March 1st, at tbe residence of the
bride’s father, by Rev. R. Henry Davis, T. Weston
Hubbard,' Esq., of Hiram, and Miss Nancie S.,
daughter of T. I. Filigree of Denmark.
In Bath, March 2, Freeman C. Bowker and Annie
L. Sprague, both of Phipsburg.
In Bath, Feb. 28, Zina Preston and Mrs. Nancy W.
Blinn.
In Auburn. Feb. 28, Herbert S. Coburn and Miss
Ida M. Blaisdell.
In Kennebunkport, Feb. 28th, by Rev. Wm. B.
Bartlett, Mr. James William Robinson and Miss
Etta J. Emery, daughter of Mr. Jacob Emery of
Kennebunk

TDTEZD.
In this city, March 2, Thomas H. Berry, youngest
of Ira
aged 23 years.
In this city. March 3, Mrs. Abby B. Hammond,
wile of Wm. Hammond, aged 56 years.
[Funeral on Thursday atternoon at 2J o’clock, at
her late residence. Burial at convenience ol the

Berry,

this city, March 4. Mrs. Sarah Catharine, wife of
Philip Thomas, aged 56 years 8 months.
In this city, March 4, Mrs. Lucy, wife of Leslie F.
Reid and daughter of James and Hannah Skanks,
aged 18 years il months.
[Funeral services on Friday atternoon at 3$ o’clock,
at residence, No. 3 Laurel street.
Boston, Bangor,
and Eastport papers please copy.]
In Readfiela, March 2, Mrs. Ann Bacbelder, aged

82 years 5 months.
In Kennebunkport, Feb. 27th, James Hillier, formerly resident at Eastern Point, Gloucester, aged 80
years; known here to a troop of boys and others who
have thronged his hut, as ‘"Uncle.”

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN 8TEA1HER8
From
Name.
For
Date
Atlas.
New York Jamaica.Mch 6
Hibernian.Portland
IV ch 7
Liverpool
City of Montreal... New York.. Liverpool_Mch 7
...

Mch

GOOD

war-

#1.50, “BRO.

prepared to iurnis music,
String—on all occaBy applying to J*
COLE, Leader and Business Manager, No. 16 Brown
Street, and at Band Headquarters, No. 10} Market
Square, all orders will be pioroptly attended to.
eodistf

Rare Chance for

Mechanic.

a

desirable

subscriber will sell the

at

property
Cook’s Mills in Casco, consisting ot
THE
l}-story
of
honse and wood-house, with *5
wkh
a

Soie #2.50.

Drap
which

land,
}
interest in a excellent saw mill and water privilege.
Will sell all together or either separately. The al*ove
will be sold on favorable terms, and oft-rs a first rate
Abundance of hard ami
opening for a mechanic.
soft timber near by. For further particulars enquire
of WM. M. COOK, on the premises.
MARY E. W. COOK.
mc5deodlw&w7wl0
acres

Best black Genoa,

New York.
Ar at Cardiff 14th ult, ship Frank N Thayer, Starrett, Liverpool.
At Demarara 8th ult, brigs Harry, Brown, for New
York 4 days; Liberty, Devereux, from New York,
disg; and others.
Arat Cardenas 23d, brig Juliet C Clark, Moore,
New York.
Sid 20th, sch Delia O Yates, Yates, North of Hatteras.
schs

is

any number pieces—Brass and
sions where music is required.

of

mc5

ship Theobold, Adams, New Orleans;
Prussia, Rich, Key West.
Sid fm Dublin 1st inst, ship Humboldt, Drummond

Providence;
goula.

d3w#

PORTLAND B AND !

de Soie

Extra heavy Cashmere de

Savannah.
Sid 3d inst,

and

Lyons, both of

de

A Good Farm for Sale.
In New Gloucester, only half mile
from the Corner. 60 acres go«si land,
1000 bushels apples and pears gather
ed the last fruit season.
A 2-sitry
'_house, barn a id wood-house. One
mile to two depots.
Pi ice only $2,5<0, easy payments.
Applv to WM. II. JERRIS. Real Estate
me5MW«&F3w&wlw
Agent, Portland.

pronounced by

are

experts, much superior to
the celebrated

#4.00

Bon-

NEW AMETHYST KINGS
AT

—

PIICUUIS,

risn.

WHARF.

t mc3

black Silk for #2.00.

Cld 4tli, brig Kalnna, Nash. St Thomas.
Passed 4th, brig David Bugbee, Staples, from Malaga for New York.
Ar at Valencia 2d inst, sch Maud, Robinson, New
York.
Sid fm Cuxhaven 2d inst, ship King Philip, Dailey,
San B'ranciseo.
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst, ship Mogul, Freeman, from

a

one

BAKER'S,

RICHARDSON'S

popular grade

very

COAL,

well picked and screened, at the market price,
of the best places to purchase is at
”

The Portland Band

a

—

E.v»

YOU WISH

IF

actually worth #2.00.

—

net

Walter E Palmer, Staples, Pasca-

21st, brigs Abbie Clifford, Clifford, Sagua; H C
Sibley, Fowler, New York; sch M & E Henderson.
Spear, Cardenas and Baltimore; 23d, Mary Helen,
Sanborn, do and North of Hatteras; 24th, brig Eliza
Stevens, Estes. Matanzas.
Ar at Matanzas 23d, sch Kate
Carlton, Grant, from

Silks at #3.00 per yard.

There has not

been

—

O'.

H.

mar5

77 .MIDDLE. NTKEKT.

LAM SON’S.

Iw

Sid 23d, sch A?mon Bird, Drinkwater. Baltimore.
Sid fin St Thomas 12th, brig Kodiak, Peters,Sagua;
13th, sch Abbie Duun. Fountain. Cuba; 14tb,Nulato,
Small, Porto Plata, to load for Boston.
Sid fin Sagua 13th. brigs Sarah Gilmore, for New
York; 16t.h, Wenonah, Russell, New Orleans; scb
Frank Jameson, Jameson, (from Baltimore) for Port

Wanted.

a

•time for many years when

Philadelphia.

FIRST CLASS
quainted with the

A
j

Black Silk Dress

good

could be bought

Bermuda 26th ult, brig Nary Fink, Dyer, trom
York for Havana, repairing spare.

Sid fm Calcutta 16th, A’askaj Humphrey, Boston.
Ar at Messina 2d ult, Shannon, Sawyer, Naples.
Ar at Gibraltar 10th ult. Sparkling Water, Dahl,
Philadelphia, (and cld tor Trieste); Cadet, Leighton,
Malaga, (and cld for Boston).
Passed do 4th, David Bugbee, Staples, from Malaga
for New York.
SPOKEN.

Call at the store of Ho-

Staples, No. 78

ratio

St.,

dle

and

look

at

Mid-

mc5d3t

board for
lady and two
PLEASANT
children, located between Chestnut and State
Street*.

A Golden

2000 Yards Plain Checked

Linen

7
7
7
7
10
10
11
12
13
14
14
14

PORT OP PORTLAND.
Wednesday, March 4.
ARRIVED.
Franconia
Steamer
Bragg, New York—passengers
and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer Katahdin, Roix, Winter port for Boston.
Scb St Elmo, Davis, Boston.
Sch Terrapin. Wooster, Portsmouth, to load for
New York.
Sch Ida Lewis. Huestis.'Portsmouth.
Sch Sea Bird, Warren, Westport.
CLEARED.
Sch Wm Connors, French. Georgetown, SC—J 0
Baker.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, New York—Chas Sawyer.
Sch Lhilion, Urant, Providenco—Berlin Mills.
MEMORANDA
Barque Jonathan Chase, at New Orleans, sustained
material
no
damage by the fire in her hold. The
cargo was mostly damaged by water.
Brig Sparkling Water, Dahl, from Philadelphia for
Trieste, which put into Gibraltar 14th ult, leaky, will
have to discharge part of cargo to get at the leak.
Sch Anna Barton. Frink, lrom Portland, arrived at
Philadelphia 25th with the crew of sch Julia A Rider,
which foundered at sea.
Sch America, Sprague, from St John, NF, for Boston, was driven off the coast and put Into Bermuda
previous to the 25th ult, with loss ol sails, rigging.
&c, and crew frost bitten.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 23d, barque Rainier, Hayden. Port Gamble.
Ar 2d Inst, ship David Crockett, Burgess, from
New York.
SEA BECK—Sid 22d, ship Grace Darling, Bleven,
Melbourne.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 26th ult, brig Wenonab,
Russell, from Sagua.
Cld 26th, eebs S E Fabene. Lyman. Savanllla and
Ruatan; Anna, Trott, Havana.
Cld 2d. barque Proteus, Cbipman, Narva.
MOBILE—Cld 25th, sch YoSemile, Webber, for
Brashear City.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sch H H Flak, Wixon,
Havana.
Sid 23d, sch C C Bearse, Blalsdcll, New York.

by

sent

mail.

of line

among which are

few

a

3

&

for

—

at

50 cents.

10,000

LAST

OF

Hamburg Edges

Yards

10. 19 1-9, ■«, 90, 93,
37 1-9 cm. per Yard.

6,

This is a fresh lot and
this season.

At

seUing

am

$25.00 and Paisley

twilled,

one

of the best

30 and
have had

we

worth

doub-

$40.00,

GOODS

DRESS

Low Prices.

Very

a

few:

Manic at 19 1-9 ceata per yard.
Oar lat Light Tlohnir. 33 rla.
! price 69 1-9 cram.
One

Former

lat Mlriped IHahnira 93 cram.

■mail lot Milk and Wool Ernania
eta. Former price 81.93.

at

73

Black and While Check Milka63c.

down to

Special Bargains This Week.
Gore Corsets

prices.

We quote

Corsets, Corsets, Corsets.
Hip

sale

India SPRING

striped

Shawls which I

le

more lot of
mer price, $1,00.

YARD.

bought at a Great Discount from Importers price*, and will be sold at less than Wholewere

ALL OUR STOCK OF

the, $300

DEERING BLOCK.

One

PER

CENTS

They

perfect imitation of

ANDERSON’S, Shawls from the fine

a

fair

quality

for

Black and While Mlriped Milk. 73 ceata.

For-

One lot of Embroidered French
Corsets at $1.25 a pair. Former price, $2.50,
(the best bargain in Corsets we have yet
offered). One lot of Germon Woven
Ail of
Corsets, 50 cents a pair.
our $5.00 Corsets marked
down to $3.50.
And the entire stock of these Goods comprising
the best and finest assortment in the
city, at a corresponding reduction.

$10.00.

Better Ciradraat91 per yard.

I have

quite

a
-A. FULL LINK

pile of cheap Spring Shawls

Black

Alpacas

and

Brilliantines

JCMT OPENED,

for

$2.00.

at

93

cram

91.00 per yard.

to

PLEASE EXAMINE OUK

A Special Bargain this week will be a
lot of White Tucked and Embroidered
Skirts, Felt Skirts and Trimmed and
Rnflied Skirts, which we shall sell

HORATIO STAPLES

Those at $1.25 marked down to 98 cents.
Those at
$1.50 marked down to $1.15. Those at $2.00
marked down to $1.50. These at $2.50
marked down to $1.90. Those
at $5.00 marked down to $3.90.

78 middle

To those whose needs,
do not call for

a

for 25 cts..

NAPKINS TO MATCH.

Grey

BLOCK,
i!1w2d

en

grades.

fabrics, that

25,37 1-2, 50,

Bargains

all of

we are

and 60

them.

Not

Towels for 25 cts.
a

Dill

such as New York Mills. Wamsatta,
and the new,

Congress,

lower

Elmwood, which

is

Also all the medium and

grades, snch

as

the well

known Boott E
at 10 cts.

II. JR. PAYSON & CO.,

Bleached Cotton,
Constantly on hand a

Dili assortment of

32 EXCHANGE STREET

10-4, 9-4, and

8-4, cottons for sheets.
By calling at the

ocl_PORTLAND.dtl

BONDS

new

Dry

6’s
6’s
6’8

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity. If judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and
principal collected without charge. Guarantees
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investments and
improvements made on commission and on shares.
cent, inetrest free

Bankable paper

--.

7

Chicago
Cook Count;
Louisville Ky.,

G. R.
Real

Estate

/

and Loan

Agency
d

*Y,®

Nearly

f'•

corner

6’s

opposite

eodly

JVEW CROP

Cienfuegos
Now

Molasses l

landing from Schr

Dauntless,

316 llhds., 30 Tierces, IO Barrels
Choice Cienfuegos Molasses,
and for sale

by

E. Churchill & Co.,
PORTLAND PIER.
mc3dtt

Portland. March 2, 1874.

ICE.
CARGOES

OF

PURE

N. O CRAKI.

o>! No. 78 Middle Street,
the

southern

of the Post Office.

deOdiwtf__
Warehouse Scale Cheap.
have

Yon

a

Fairbanks Dormant Warehouse Seale,
Price $92; almost

WENn. 5, weighs 2500 Pounds.
new.

cheap.

Will sell

F. O. BAILEY A CO.

Office 15 Exchange Street.

mch3td_

will And all that is set forth in

“•fob SALK BY—.

Bali Warned.
Oaa

SWAN & BARRETT,
eod leb!8T

DAVIS,

I C E

it.id

100 MIDDLE STREET.

sold.

Brown’s Block.
2d

...

Horatio Staples,

1,"

Gold

bought and

Furnished aid Whipped by

jj8

»

Agents,

cor. Biown Sis.

$30,000

Goods Store of

6’s

No

To loan on first class Mortgages in
Portland and Vicinity in
sums to suit.

6’s

...

Stock.

mar3TI'AStf

better lhan either of the above
brands.

FOE SALE BY

...

our

COVELL & COMPANY.

stock including all the best makes,

...

....

examine

_

•

•

ty^Pleasc call and
trouble to show goods.

important lot of Goods in

In Cotton Goods 1 have

Cleveland.)*g
Dayton, Ohio,
g’s
Chicago
7’g
Cook County
rs
Scioto County, Ohio,
S’s
s’s
Toledo, Ohio

•ep24

beanty

the Stock, is a lot of large All Lin-

...
State of Maine
6’s
----Portland
6’s
-----Bath
6’S
Lewiston
6’s
Rockland
6’s
Cincinnati
j»g

Illarion County, Ind.,
Maine Centraffc.
E. & IN. American R. R.

for

the least

BONDS.

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo
Cincinnati

Dress

selling
cts.

ANDERSON’S,

Bangor

Alpaca

for 50 cts.,

I wish to call particular attention to the large stock ot new

Heavy

Portland
Bath
Belfast

Black

$1.25.

to

A few more of those
Merino Vests and
Drawers at 75 cents—the last this season.
And our
entire stock o» Merino Vests and Drawers, the finest
assortment in the city, will be closed out at this Sale,
regardless of cost

....

selling

One lot all Linen Towels lO cents
*•
•*
“
20
Damask
“
•*
Bale Knssia Crash
lO
“
“
«
•*
121-2 c

Black Brilliantines from 50 cts.

Merino Under Tests and Drawers.

fe24_

a

I

Silk,

am

and all the intermediate

A lot slightly imperfect Hose, fO cents a pair. Also
Ladies* Lisle Thread Hose, extra width Hose.Men’s
Brown Mixed hall Hose, and all our Woolen Hosiery
at a GREAT REDUCTION.

DECKING

respectable

very

QUALITY

Turkey Ked Damask $1.00,

or purses

Black

a

would announce that I

JBrilliantine

cent
BEST

Street,

Hosiery, Hosiery, Hosiery.

3

50

PORTLAND.

As we need the space in our Store for new Goods
coming in next month, have concluded to close out
the balance of our Cotton, Lisle Thread and
Balbriggan Hose left over, at a great reduction in price.
Among some of the bargains we shall oiler will be
found
Boxes ot Ladies’ Milk Clock Balbrizgan
Hose. Mold last season at 75 reels a
pair and will be closed oat at 83 a box,
Hisses’ ltnlbriggau Silk Clack
Hose, 45
cents a pair—a few bexes
only.
Ladies’ Extra Cotton Hose finished sennas
38 cents a pair.
Ladies’ Iron frame Hose, donble heels,
38 cents a pair, or $3.35 half doz.

Miniature Almanac...March A.
Sun rises.6.29 I Mood rises.8.25 PM
Sun sots.5.55 ! High water.12.45 PM

NEWS.

AT

—

We shall sell this entire Lot of Goode at

2 5

Samples

Shawls,

Handkerchiefs,
—

AND

—

At

Linen Shirt Fronts
and

Opportunity

We Shall Open Thi* Day

not.

or

—

Shirts, Linen Collars
Cuffs, Neck Rnfflings,

MRS. C. J. T.,
70 Franklin Street.

THE

Corsets. Hosiery, Under Wear,
White Tucked and Embroider-

a

Address

STRIPED NAINSOOKS.

whether you buy

and varied stock

Closing Out Sale
ed

and

rooms

them,

Continuation of the Great Annual

OF

one well acbusiness.
Apply to
C. I). B FISK & CO.,
233 Middle Street.

mc5*lw

cheap.

so

Also opening to day a large

Jan 17, lat 2 S, Ion 26 W, ship Florence Treat, trom
Cardiff for Melbourne.
Feb 20, lat 30 30, Ion 72 30, barque Carlton, from
Baltimore for St Jago.

—

SALESMAN,

Clothing

Wanted.

a

[Latest by European steamers.l
Sid fm Liverpool 15th. ship City ol Brooklyn, Herriman, Cardiff and Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Havre 15th ult, Corcica, Carney, New Orleans; 16th, Vigilate, Fulton, New Orleans; Mignon,
Soule, do.
Cld 16th, Annie Torrey. Libby, Key West.
Sid fm Antwerp 14tb. Stephen Davol, Huntley, for
Havana; 15th, Lizzie Moses, Cox, United States.
Ar at Hamburg 16th ult, Franklin. Linnell, from

PURITY.

York..Havro
Mch
Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool
Mch
Canima.New York. .Bermuda
Mch
Idaho.New York. .Liverpool... Mch
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana
Mch
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool... .Mch
City of New York. .New York Havana.Mch
Claribel.New York. Hayti, &c....Mch
Scandinavian.Portland... Liverpool.... Mch
Henry Chauncy.
New York. .Aspinwall.. .Mch
City of Mexico.New York Hav& VCruz Mch

Deputy

#1.-

Heavy Gro grain

ranted all Silk for

New York.
Sid tm Cuxhaven 2d inst, ship King Phillip, Dailey,
San Francisco.
SM tm Messina
ult, brig L F Munson, Brown,
United States.
Ar at Gibraltar 10th ult, brig Sparkling Water,
Dahl, Philadelphia, (and cld for Trieste); Cadet,
Leighton, Malaga, (and cld for Boston.)

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Parthia.Boston.Liverpool

number

one

order of sale from the Supreme
begun and held at Portland,
County, on the second Tuesday

an

ol January A. D. 1874, 1 have taken one steam holler, smoke pipe, one wrecking pump and four section**
of iron pipe, and shall sell said property enumerated
above, pursuant to said decree by public auction on
SATURDAY, the seventh day of March, A. D. 1874,
at 16 o’clock in the
forenoan, at the end of Union
Wharf, in Portland in said County.
Said order of sale was obtained
by the proprietors
°* Union Wharf against said
property for payment
of whaitage due thereon anti satisfaction ot
any lien
said proprietors had thereon us set forth In the
original petition. Terms cash.
Dated at said Portland, the 2d
of March, A. D.
day
1874.
mhrxlta
MATT. ADAMS,
SherlS.

Fine

better than the above

ult, ship Anahuac, Matthews,

utuquo

ss.

Judicial Court
PURSUANT
within and for said

Fine Gro de

Rhine,

ft

Sheriff's Sale.

grades of

$1.00 per yard.

O. F. DAVIS
Commissioner U. p. p.
Om aha, Neb.
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perfect shade of

a
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Alexandria, E, 17th ult, barque Commodore
Dupont, Nichols, New York.
Ar at Barcelona
nit, brig Goodwin, Craig, from

«ou,

PIONEER,

handsome Illustrated Paper, contain!,m
the Homk

i Addres*

Ar at

»*«»nua

NEBRASKA,

IN

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Melbourne Dec 21st, barque Envoy, Berry,

safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresl* and imparting to it

son

!

NEWPORT—Sid 2d. schs Bengal. Titus, (fm Rockland) for New York; M W Drew, Chapel, (fm Jacksonville) for Bath.
In port 2d, schs Maud Mulloch.
Norwood; Ontario,
Sprague, and Louisa A Boardman. Norwood. Providence for New York; Amelia. Bullock, Portland for
Philadelphia; Czar, Snow, Bath lor New York ; Baltic, Parker, Portland fordo; Wm R Page. Hilliard,
Eastport Tor do; Louisa Smith, Webber. Fall River
for do; Lucy Hammond, Robinson, Fall River for
Virginia.
In Dutch Island harbor 3d, Wm Butman,
Knowles,
from Providence for Virginia.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d, schs Fanny K Shaw
Watts, Savannah 10 days for Kennebunk. (with loss
of jibboom): Stampede, Dow, Boston for Charleston.
SOMERSET—Ar 28th, schs Abigail Haynes, Smith,
Elizabethport; Abel W Parker. Dean, do.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, brig Add'e Benson, Bowden,
Anguilla, PR.
191. 8lliP Emma* Rich, London; sch Martha
Maria. Veazie. Sagua.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 3d. schs Ida Lewis, Heustis.
Portland; T'J Trafton, Hoyt, Kennebec; Florence
Mayo, Hall, Rockland.

A

Brown. Portland, Me.

Farming Lands

Rich

—

j

Haskell, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, sch Anna Barton,
Frink, Portland.
Below 2d, sch Jos Oakes, from Caibarien.
At Delaware Breakwater 2d, schs Ruth H Baker,
for Cardenas; Margie, for Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, schs Nellie, French. Savannah; Webster Bernard, Smith, Jacksonville 20 days;
A B Perry, Look. Providence
Art 4th, barques Benj Webster, from Matanzas;
Carrie Wyman, Eaton, Cardenas: brig Mary E Pennell, Eaton. Caibarien.
Also ar 4th, brig Mary Gibbs, Upton, Cardenas;
schs Della O Yates, Yates. Cardenas: H E Smith,
j
Smith, Aux Caves; Allie Bickmore, Bickmore, and
A L Butler, Hodgkins. Matanzas.
Cld 2d, schs C H Hodgdon, Foster, Baracoa; Annie
L McKeen, Charleston.
Cld 3d. ship Imperial, Crosby, San
Francisco; bark
Emma F Hernman, Nichols,
Havre; brig Guiding
Star. Moore, Cardenas.
Passed through Hell Gate 2d, schs Ada Ames, from
New York tor Rockland; Bedabedec, Elizabethport
tor Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 2d, sch L Holwav, Bryant,

Schlotterbeck's Moth and Freckle Lotion

door above

MILLIONS OF ACRES

Iquique.

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best In the world
The onl? True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
IdAw
tvrs»

one

j NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

son.

At
New

*n25

a MARBLE

IN THE

—

Waldoboro.
BALTIMORE—A 2d, sch Light Boat, Wood, from
New York.
CM 2d, barqne Danl Draper, Rogers, for Liverpool;
brig Ellen McLeod, Tibbetts, tor Fort de France; sch
Oliver Jameson, Jameson, Bath.
Ar 2d, sch Lulu, Snow, Boston; Daniel Webster,

Interested

To All Who are

I

Spain.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

AZOLUTO

ADVERTISEMENTS,

Sid

RICE & CALDERWOOD.
jr30

MARINE

COUNTY.

Isaac Maher of Lubec, is supposed to have
been drowned Feb. 17th, while going from Lubec to Pembroke.
His boat was
up
l ist weak, but nothing has been beampicked
of him.

SPECIAL

STREET.

Jamssntf

St Laurient.New

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

organ witn

anti he will see to it
to speedy and strict
Per order.
sntf

COUNTY BONDS.
[
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
BEAL ESTATE SORTGAGEg.
All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.
96

Son. and Florida.

SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, barque Annie Kimball,
Knox. Liverpool.
Ar 2d, sell Maggie Mnlvey, Allen, New York.
Cld 2d. sch A J Slmonton. Hall, New York.
WILMINGTON—CM 28lh, sch A W Ellis, Fergu-

Boston.

The Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Animals respectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. SO Middle
street, (up stair*) has been appointed Agent
of the
*

In

patents.

WASHINGTON

STREET.

tamily.

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewiston Journal says the U. S. Marshal seized at Mechanic Falls quite a number
of Canada Machines, which are
infringements
on the Singer
Manufacturing Company’s letter

Customers,

me a

me;

Auburn.—A Press correspondent writes
that “Auburn is a thrifty and vigorous little
city, located on a plateau; flanked by wooded
hills, with the Androscoggin in front; somewhat resembling Winona, on the banks of the

Suit

to

E.
SI

LAYS

20

intend to vacate the store in March.

I

Please Rive

application. .*

appraised at $500 and $50 was taken off. Powers’ reputation is bad.
H. J. Hathaway of Houlton testified: was
deputy-collector at Van Bureu in 1869; knew
about the seizure of ConlifFs team; Powers
was boasting of
making the seizure and of doing it alone; Powers said that as he was going
home he met and seized the team; I said to
him, “Why not let Mr. Vandine, the collector,
make the seizure?” he said, “I will take care
of that.”
Baker—Did you know what else you said?
Jewett—Don’t ask that; it is not necessary;
no more about that.
Court—I must and will have from this time
forth fair play for witnesses aud
they must be
protected from insult.
Witness —I mentioned to Powers
that I
would report him for taking
one-quarter of the
seizure illegally; Powers did not say he had
received one-half; think it was iu the fall
of 1870 that I met Powers in
Presque Isle;
Powers said he was there to sell the
property of
Joe Hines to Joe J. Whitney, C. F. A. Johnson
and David Dudley; met Powers a little while
afterwards at Honlton, and asked him what he
made of the Joe Hines matter; Powers replied:
*‘I waut you to understand that Hines attempted to gouge me out of several hundred dollars,
but I took $3200out of him;” the reputatiou of
plaintiff for chastity and honesty is bad; I
don’t know that it was Powers who discharged
me from office; the Secretary of the Treasury is
supposed to do that; it was through Powers’
influence I suppose; I filed charges agaiust
Powers; never saw the affidavit before it was
published; witness explained the threats in the
Town Hall as political and figurative; I said to
Mr. Powers: “I told it to you then and tell it to
you now, iu the presence of 250 persons.”
Joseph Hines testified to the transfer of property amounting to about $3500 to secure a debt
of $1700; that the balance was not returned,
aud to other matters of a similar nature.
In the cross-examination the plaintiff went
into a loug and tedious examination of accounts and recalled Hines several times, but
was stopped by the court.
The docket for three years before the libel
was put is to show the amount of
plaintiff’s
business.

FOR THE —

NEXT

the sounds continued for a moment, and soon
after ceased. Soon after lie returned home as
be was satisfied with one evening’s sojourn,
yet intimates his intention of visiting the house
again in search of new developments. He attributes these raps to mesmeric or electrical

asked Powers next day who informed
against me; he said no one; the property was

—

CLOTHING, FURNISHING GOODS,
HATS. CAPS, &e.,

creak

libel, Tursday, M. Conliff testified that he had
a team seized in Honlton in 1869
by Llewelyn
Powers, who was alone; two men were with

OF

--

NEW

New York.

a Few Days Longer,
1 will Sell

water.

The Aroostook Libel Suit.—The special
of the Boston Herald says that in Powers-Cary

BEIUAIN

—

My Old Stand for

He reaches the wiudow and cautiously peered
oat expecting to detect some persons at the
well,. Imagine his surprise when no one was to
be seen, and the sweep was frozen to such an
extent that the combined strength of four men
would have failed to move it. While he gazed

power, yet cannot explain its

AT

—

by a sound which he was at first unable to dis
tinguish. It soon became evideut that the wel*
sweet was being rapidly used.
Another sound
accompanied it. He listened attentively. The
bucket was being emptied of its contents. Reluctantly, we coujecture, he ascended the stairs
to the rooms above, where the well was
plainly

continues; the
splashing of the

sellsn6m

SPECIAL NOTICE !

at the western side in the direction of the
witches kitchen. Visiting that portion of the
house nothing was detected.
At intervals he
would he startled by singular sounds at different points, yet nothing presenteu itself.
A
sleigh neared the house and the sound of the
bells, which were large, commonly termed
“cow-bells,” suddenly ceased when in front of
of the building,and there seemed to be a clanking of chains for a few seconds throughout the
house. This was of short duration.
He agam
visited the dififerreut rooms, and at nearly
twelve o'clock was about to cast himself upon
some hay which was lying in a large closet in
the basement, when his attention was attracted

to be seen. The sounds
of the old sweep and the

Residence Prelle

House._

rattling sound, continuing for several minutes,

Se

Roxburv.—Moderator, S. A. Reed, (dem.);
Clerk, J. L. Weeks, (rep.); Selectmen, S. A.

but one.
New

OCULIST

the current

He examined every portion of the building for
the second time. He was next disturbed by a

Swasey,

Assessors and Overseers of the Poor,
Wil’iam K. Green,
Joseph Hall, Benjamin
Lovejoy: Treasurer and Town Clerk, William
S. Walker; S. S. Committee. Lionel Brackett,
Noah Hall.

mc4dtd

OK. JANIES A. SPALDING,

mischevious young men, and since then has o\idea tally considered all ghostly demonstrations
traceable to the same cause.
Unaccompanied,
he left the village, proceeded to the house, entered and awaited the marvelous. But a short

—

All

year.
Deering, March 2, 1874.

iu these matters last summer, when
heeutereda small uninhabited building, in
which lights were seen which suddenly vanished
when persons approached, aud soon after as
suddenly darned up again. He traced the
ghost to a neat mechanical device operated by

Taylor;

Constable. Geo. A. Farnham.
Fayette.—Moderator, Geo. Underwood;
Clerk. T. F. Palmer; Selectmen, Dr. A. G.
French, John Wing, Geo. Keith; Treasurer, S.
H. J. Berry.
Nathaniel
Vienna.—Moderator,
Graves;
Clerk, H. Dowst; Selectmen, J. Porter, H.
Dowst, and M. Brown; Treasurer, Nathaniel
Graves; Constable, D. Dawton; Collector, W,
P. Brown. All Republicans.
Washington.
Moderator. Hiram Bliss;
Jr.; (rep.) Clerk, E. S. Young, (dem.) Selectmen, A. J. H. Newball, N. Poland and Wm.
A. Humes, (repubs.); Treasurer, P. G. Ingalls,
(rep.) Agent, James W. Farrar, (rep.) 8. S.
Com., E. S. Young, (dem.) Collector, S. W.

Order.

Per

experience

Clerk, James C. Mosher; Selectmen. Chas. A,
Yeaton, Charles B. Crowell. A. E. Faught;
Treasurer, John S. Minot; S. 8. Com. John C.

Putnam.

doubting

are re-

DEERING—The Citizens of Deering are requested
to meet at the Town House, in said town on FRIDAY, March 6th, at four o’clock in the afternoon to
nominate aboard of town officers for the ensuing

reports, resolved to investigate the matter for
himself. The gentleman in question had some

Municipal Elections.
Belgrade.—Moderator, Thos. Eldred; Town

Collector, Frank P.

and

Only
Deering

Town House in said town on
SATURDAY next at 5 o’clock P. M., to nominate a
board of town officers, for the ensuing year.
Per Order Rep. Town Com.
Deering, March 3, 1874.
mc4dtd

to the accuracy of the publishthe public reluctantly accepted

imaginations,

of

to meet at the

quested

natural, having thoughtfully listened to the
wonderful discretions which former residents
have given, arrived at the conclusion that some
persons must have beeu blessed with extremely

signed the pledge. There are 53 saloons
still open. In the aggregate 254 saloons and
100 drug stores have been closed; about 16,000
There are 611 saloons
have signed the pledge.
still open.

lectmen,

CAUCUSES.

the statements as correctLast week a gentleman of the village, who
professes to entertain nr. fear of ghosts or goblins, nor of any other power, human or super-

liberal

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 20tli, sch Jae.ns W Brown,
Nickerson, Providence.
At St John’s Bar 24*h, wailing water, schs Charlie
Bucki. tor Portland; J M Morales, T W H White i

NOTICES.

DEERING—The Republicans

est was awakened in this matter, and the remit formed the engrossing topic of conversation for a time. The gentlemen constituting
the party were beseiged on all sides with in-

have

Peru.—Moderator, Henry S.

SPECIAL

time had elapsed before the hs was startled by
a sharp sound in
another apartment and at
once repaired thereto'for the purpose of ascertaining the cause. Nothing was to be seen.

ery's hymn;

number,

I t received, has the
fol,°wing table of contents:
Libraries, Ancient and Modern “Memoir and Letters of Sara
Coleridge,” “The Di
lomatic Service,” “Autobiography of John Stuart Mill,” “Ninth Census of the United
States,’
“Heer’s Primeval Life in Switzerland,”
of
the
First
Earl
and Correspondence
of Mir-

Glasgow Speeches.”

The clergy of Providence, It. T.. are to hold
a meeting on the 10th inst., to consider whether it is best to inaugurato the praying move-

bee.

about 74 years old.

Albans, Vt., butter market was firm
on Tuesday at 35 to 44 cents.
Speaking of the Democratic votes by which
<

Temperance Notes.
on whiskey are shortly to bo
inaugurated throughout the length and breadth
of New Jersey.
Women’s raids

300

this advertisement is true.
1

mart

eodlw

BARRELS Fresh Dug Slack Salted Clam
Bait for early

Portland,

"^"WHIDDE*-

Feb.

10, 1874.

No. 12 Union Wharf.
Iel0d4w*is

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 5.1874

CITY AND VICINITY.
the pkkms

Mar be obtained at tbe Periodica) Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Kobinson, Brunell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out oi
the city.
At Biddeford, oi Pillsbury.
At Saco of I., Hodgdon,
At
of J. s. Carter.
At Gorfcam, of News Agent.
At Bat it, of «J. O. Sliaw.

H'aterville,

At

Kennebunk^

of CE.

MUler.nd

SteV0DS & C°'

New Ailvi riiNcuicDU To-Dar.
column.
Young.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Carpets, &c,—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Pawnbrokers’ Sale—Abram & Bro.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Chance for
Mechanic—Mary
Board Wanted.
Coal—Bro. Baker.
Farming L nets—O. F. Dayis.
Sheriff’s Sale—Matt Adams.
Amethyst Rings—C. H. Lamson.

E.

a

W. Cook.

estness, aud there was in her very voice a sense
of wrong as she pleaded for her sisters, the bondwomen of Utah.
In noble and generous phrase
she defended the sincerity and purity of the

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eureka Machine Silk.
I. A. It.

Mormon

A.—Special Meeting.
Superior Court.

MARCH

CIVIL

TERM,

1874, SYMONDS, J.,
ING.

PRESID-

Wednesday.—In the case of Stevens vs. Carleton
the jury rendered a verdict for the plaintiff for
$420.21. Motion for new trial filed.
B. D. Yerrill for plaintiff.
N. Webb for defendant.
Municipal
BEFORE JUDGE

Court.
MORRIS.

Tuesday.—Honora

Murray. Open shop on the
Lord’s day. Fined $10 with costs. Paid.
Jolrn York. Search and seizure. Fined $50 with

Api>ealed.
County Att’y.
Hugh Doherty.

Costs

Cobb & Ray.
Search and seizur. Tried and

continued.

^

County Att’y.
Patrick McGlinchy. Search
$50 with costs.

Mattocks & Fox.
and seizure.

Fined

Paid.

County Att’y.
McGlinchy,

Williams.
Joiner.
Search and seizure. McGlinchy and McCue,
discharged. Joiner Fined $50 with costs. AppealJames

for its clear bright grey eyes under beautifully
arched brows, for its wide forehead and it;
mouth expressive of resolute determination.—
Her delivery was distinct and
pleasing, and hei

part of the hall.
simply told in short
and direct sentences, though now aud then she
broke into a passionate protest as the
memory
of her wrongs crowded
upon her. Her lecture
was
singularly free from bitterness, save when
she spoke of Brigham Young; then the thought
of a hundred slights gave an acerbity to Her
words which seems foreigu to her nature. Her
whole discourse was marked with a deep earu

Ann Eliza

Black Silks—Horatio Staples.
Portland Band—J. Cole.
Farm for Sale-Wm. H, Jerris.
Wanted—Salesman.

Life,” at City Hall. The audience was not a
large one, though it was select. All had word;
of enthusiastic praise for the speaker, and it i;
safe to say that City Hall will lie crowded ot
her next appearance.
Mrs. Young is a woman thirty years of age,—
an attractive looking blonde, with a graceful
carriage and fine figure. Her face, though nol
beautiful, is noticeable for its intellectual cast

John McCue and Michael

Burn under the very shadow
of the temple at Nauvoo, taken to Salt Lake
City when hut four years of age, she was
brought up iu the tenets of the latter-day saints
and taught to believe that the creed of Joseph
Smith was the only true religion. Within the
bounds of the Mormon church was eternal happiness; without its pale everlasting perdition
Cherishing that belief for thirty years she willingly accorded to her sisters an equal sincerity.
She was introduced by her agent, Mr. Pond,
who announced that she would deliver her lecture on “polygamy as it is” Saturday afternoon
and her lecture on the Mormon religion Sunday
women.

evening.
Iu beginning she remarked that the nineteenth wife of a man in the nineteenth century
would excite curiosity iu a heathen country, yet
in this land of civilization the matter is regarded

of little importance. Briefly tracing the
of her early life and instruction in the
Mormon icligion, she devoted some time to a
description of her baptism at the age of sixteen
years in the endowment house, iu which tbe
as

events

ceremouies are of a semi-theatrical character,
and the language blauk verse,- paraphrased
ed.
from the Bible aud Milton’s Paradise Lost; in
Mattocks & Fox.
County Att’y.
one portion inculcating the strongest
faith in
Cornelius Connelly. Search and seizure. Fined $50
Mormon doctrines, and intense hatred of the
with costs. Appealed.
United States government aud ail Gentiles.—
M ittocks & Fox.
County Att’y.
Her eighteenth year found her upon the stage
Cyrus Hanscomb. Common seller. Recognized
of Brigham’s theatre, and the year following
for his appearance at May term.
she was married to her first husband. Cruel
treatment led her to secure a divorce, and she
Williams.
County Att’y.
returned to the houie of her parents. Brigham
Wednesday.—One case of larceny of iron from
there met her and proposed marriage. Itegardthe Grand Trunk Railroad. Respondent discharged.
ing such a union with the horror natural to
E. M. Rand for the road.
Strout & Gage.
any true woman, who feels that it would be
wholly devoid of affection on the part of her
Brief Jottings.
husband, Mrs. Young finaliy consented, influIt mostly rained yesterday. The sea was very
enced by her reverence for Brigham as the
prophet of God, by the wishes of her parents
high outside, and the Bangor steamer was forc- and
a desire to hem a brother who had incurred
ed to seek the harbor for a shelter.
tiie enmity of the church. Married
secretly in
Alderman Davis, of the Chelsea city committhe Endowment house, and commanded to
keep
her marriage from tbe outside world owing to
tee on the 6re department, was in town yesterBrigham’s fear of the Gentiles, she
and
visited
room
the
of
the
“Hooks”
to
day,
house-keeping with some cheap furniture and a
gather some ideas in regard to drawing the few dishes from the sale of an old bakery. This
is a sample of the wedding outfit of a polygatrucks by horse power.
mous wife.
Rigid parsimony was also pracThejquarterly payment of pensions began a*, ticed
in supplying clothing, which was limited
the agency yesterday. About 8100,000 will be
to cheap grades of prints and muslins.
If an
paid out.
extra breadth of cloth or extra bow is asked
the
wife
a
A boat of SO tons has beeu purchased by the
for,
may expect
private lecture, if
not a public castigation.
A ye ir later she was
Air Motive Company, and the Chase’s patent
removed to one of Brigham’s farms, where her
will be applied to her.
mother was compelled to perform dairy work,
Messrs. Charles H. Cha3e & Co. have char
aud she to carry the products to Brigham’s
family. Overwork producing illness, her mothtered the barque Jane Maria and the German
er was requested to leave, and from that
mobarque Nordpal to load with deals at St John, ment Mrs.
Young hated him cordially. Comfor Bristol channel, at 110 shillings per standthe
ef
menting upon
object
Brigham in taking
ard.
young wives at bis advanced age, the lecturer
said that it was merely to gratify his vanity—
The Woodford’s Corner ladies have decided
to show that although old he could marrv as
on Thursday evening,
March 12, to have their i
many young women as be wished. Jealousy
entertainment which has been postponed varifirst obtained a place in her bosom when Brigham promised to accompany her to a ball, and
ous times for various reasons.
came accompanied
by another wife. Her de
The clouds broke away about seven o’clock
testation of the man increased when she belast evening and the stars came out to hear
came aware of his many- cruel swindles in
Mrs. Young lecture.
grasping the property of widows, orphans and
helpless Mormons to satisfy his inordinate
The people on Adams street complain that
greed of gain. Yet she was so firm a believer
the Argus has misrepresented them in stating
in the power of the Mormon church and of
that rowdyism and pistol-firing are prevalent
Brigham as its head, that she could not decide
to revolt, for it was hard to give up the religion
there.
of a lifetime. After a wretched a lonely life
Mrs. Young is very anxious to see the Atlanon the farm for three years, seldom visited
by
tic ocean and to hear Mark Twain lecture.—
her husband, he at last erected a cottage-house
for her in Salt Lake City.|
Then she is willing to turn her face westward.
Tired of the niggardly support allowed herMatters are very quiet at the station nowaself and children from her husbaud’s purse,she
days. What a paradise the city would have asked and obtained permission to keep boarders.
This was granted, with the notification
been had the man who “favors temperance—
thai she should wholly provide for herself in
on a Democratic basis,” been elected.
the future. This from a husband worth milThat team of McGlinchy’s was stopped by 1 lions! Under the circumstances she determined
to free herself, and selling the furniture, rethe Sheriffs again yesterday and a seizure
moved to the Walker House, the leading GenJ
made.
tile hotel, and began a suit for divorce and support from her husband’s estate.
Brigham’s
Police Notes.—A man was arrested yesteriawyers raised a question of jurisdiction of the
of
for
the
a
small
lot
of
lumber
larceny
day
court, and the question remains to be decided
from the Boston depot.
by the Supreme Ceurt of the United States.
Her Mormon friends endeavored to dissuade
Officers Burnham and Merrill arrested Thomher from this course of procedure, aud her
as Rafferty, yesterday, for assaulting his
wife
mother wrote her a long and affectionate letter
and turning the family out of doors. Some
which was read to the audience, urging her to
time since he deposited 8400 with the Bishop
repent, to cling to the church and insure ‘her
eternal welfare. This letter, beautiful in its
and took a note therefor. His wife fearing the
language and earnest in thought, is one of the
note might be lost, took possession of it. Therestrongest proofs of the infatuation of many of
the
Mormon believers. Referring to the priassaulted
her.
The
fellow
Rafferty
upon
apvate family affairs of the prophet, Mrs. Young
pears to be a peripatetic arsenal, foe he had on
said that now, at the age of seventy-three, he
his person wli ;n arrested knives, hatchets and
has nineteen wives—fifteen for time and eternrevolvers.
ity and four by proxy. Seveu of them live with
him at the Bee Hive and Sion House; his first
Uncle Oliver claims there is a strong temperwife in a small cottage in the rear of one of the
ance sentiment in Portland. He keeps the only
buildings, while the others are scattered through
temperance house in the city, and he had eigh- out the city and territory. His favorite wife is
Amelia Folsom, who rules him with a rod of
teen applications for lodging last night.
This
iron, hates him intensely, scorns his counsel,
leads him to infer that people' will patronize a
and instead of receiving his lectares meekly,temperance house when they can find it
lectures him herself, a la Candle. Her sole reawho
for remaining with him is to reap the ada
woman
son
Mary Small,
eighty years old,
vantages of his wealth, and the other wives
has long lived at the west end of Congress St.,
as
she
crave her favor to secure such benefits
was taken to the work-house yesterday.
Offichooses to accord them. Brigham has fortycer Garland, who visited the hovel in which she
five l'ving children, mostly grown and married,
aud seven daughters are "plural” wives. Interlived, reports it as filthy beyond description.
esting particulars of the working of Brigham’s
There was but one arrest for drunkenness
household and his sufferings from the over
yesterday.
bearing disposition of his favorite Amelia,were
related with apparent satisfaction by the lecTwo men, Brannegan, notorious for his conturer, and seemed to be highly relished by the
nection with the Stafford arson case, and Jouraudience. Briefly referring to the mental sufdan, notorious for nothing in particular, step- fering and
squalid poverty which is the fate «f
ped into a house on India street, yesterday, and the great inajo' ity of the Mormon women of
the
asked for liquor. The bar-keeper, suspecting
poorer class,the lecturer expressed the hope
that her mission for their relief would be a
them to be spies, mixed np a decoction which
successful one, and that Congress would sweep
was once in great repute as a sovereign remedy
away the last vestige of the system of polygfor measles, and Jourdan drained a glass of it.
amy. On her own part, the door of legal redress hail been opened for her, she had entered
Not liking the taste of the beverage he made a
it and had secured the boon which she had
disturbance, whereupou the bor-keeper kicked
him and his comrade into the street.
rests.

I- A. R. A.—There will be a
special meeting
“le Irish Americau
Relief Association this
(Thursday) evevening, March 3th, 1874, to consider business
relating to the celebration of the
coming St. Patrick’s Bay,and to make arrangements for the Easter Monday Ball.
Per order,
John J. Sheahan, Sec.
Rines & Robebtson are selling great barcotton of all widths, 4-4, !)-8, 5-4,
9-4
and 19-4 in bleached and unbleached goods; best
165
Middle
H.
H,
quality.
street, opposite
feb3 eop tf
Hay & Co.

gains in

Job Pbinting.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Pbess Printing House, 109

Exchange St.

No

ar-

craved, liberty.

BY TELEGRAPH.
FIFTY-THIRD LEGISLATURE.
[SDeeial to Press.!
SENATE.

Augusta, Mar. 4.
The business ot the Senate was confined to
concurrent action on papers from the House.
The resolve relating to industrial statistics,
passed to he engrossed by the House, was inde
finitely postponed by the Senate by a vote of

postponed.
The Senate insisted upon its vote fixing the
salary of the Attorney General at $1500, and
appointed a Committee of Conference.
The bill subsequently came from the House,
that branch adhering to its vote, so it failed.
The sub committee of the Committee

House.
The bills

passed to be ena cted in
subsequently passed by the

Hampshire Temperance Union,

aud

has de-

livered temperance addresses with great success
in almos; every part of the State. He is a reformed man, and the narration of his experiis extremely touching and effective.
Mr. Daniel Clarke, of the firm of Clarke &
Lowell, is sojourning in Washington.
J. N. Herrick, Esq., is engaged in transcribing the ancient records in the County officers at
Alfred, York county. By a careful estimate,
'ed OB the progress made for two years past,
jj^
offlcers iu<iKe that it will take him
the Cc'nnty
to comPlete them.
seventeen vears
a Party trom Bos
W E skii 'il,Ss’Esq ’and
Hie lumber mills at Bethel,
in’
ton,
700 pounds.
killed a moose receL>tly’ we|gbing
Ealmoutb.
The slaughterers are a/'
ence

interested

Lodoers.—The present w.'hter has been remarkable for the number of pe.Nons who have

applied

for

lodgings

at

the

police

Every stormy night from twelve
men

have been

provided

to

with shelter.

station.

eighteen
'a

tbe

main they appear to be decent people, ready
and able to work, but npSble to get employment. In former wititets many of them have
fouud work in the building of railroads, but

panic changed all that, people becoming averse to lending money for questionable
enterprises and land grants having given out. What these men willdo the
coming summer, unless they take to the potathe money

patches and hay-fields, it is difficult to tell.
At present they are dependent upon Uncle
to

Oliver’s hospitable care. They couldn't fall
into better bands, for the grey-haired turnkey
has a heart as big as the dome of City Hall,
but municipal charity has its limits and the
present condition of

things can’t

last forever.

Novel Exhibition.—This
everilng Sergeant
Ambler, the well-known swordsman, delivers
at City Hall, his illustrated
lecture on heroism
of the old world and the new. The
lecture will
ibe found to embrace
entertaining historical intormation, thrilling incidents of persoual hisand brilliant displays of scientific
swordst0
'“b’P. Dressed in the picturesque costume
ma.
Scotch Highlanders, which he
wore
of the'
the Sergeant
will
while in' -‘be English Army,
bis son in a broadsword combat.
engage V,
’ .Placed at the low price of twentvTickets
no a.full bouse is looked for.
five

centra

'-J“»frow evening Eev. G. W.
at Eluent Ha" “■
en‘
Bicknell deliver.
The lecture ’S h,ghly spokeE
titled “Spasms.”
contams many
of by all who have beard it and
efforts ln churcl
sharp hits at those s **Bmodlc
and state which so s, ,ldom eometoany good,
Ticket# are for sale at Rockbridge’s.
Spasms—Tr

[T™

affair. Good music was furnished and ;an order of fifteen dances hopped through.
There
was the usual variety of costumes, clowns and
kings, devils and angels mingling on terms of

equalitv wonderful to behold, Amcng the
prettiest costumes and most graceful maskers
were the Goddess of Liberty and Night. There
were many Nights, but the one in question surpassed all others in the elegance and appro,
priateness of her dress.

Regiment

The Daughter of the
also attracted much attention.

Lecture and Concert Notes.—The following engagements for the month are hooked at
Mr. Geo. A. Jones’ Maine lecture
Agency:
Miss Kate Stanton, this week at St.
John, N.
B Halifax and
Amherst, N. S,; Rev. E. H.

Chapin, Biddeford, 17th; Bangor, 18th; Portland 19th. Temple Quartette with
Mrs. H. M.
Smith, at Norway 9th, Augusta 10th, Gardiner

11th, St. John N. B. 12th and 13th; Barnabee
with Joseph and Madame Heine
and Howard
M. Dow, Bath lOtli, Rockland
17tli, Brunswick
18th, Gardinerl9th, Skowliegan 23d, Augusta
24th, St. John N, B. 26th, Bangor 27tli

A Seasonable Subject.—About this seathe ladies are looking among the stocks of
goods with the purpose of purchasing for the
season, Staples, No. 78 Middle street, announces a large stock of silks and other season

souable goods which he proposes to sell at a
very low figure. Mr. Staples knows the market, and has had long experience, consequently
he has a stock for Portland trade. Read his
advertisement aud then go and see the fine
Ruuiember the place,
on bis shelves.

goods

No. 78 Middle street.
The successors to Wallace & Walsh, C. D.
B. Fisk & Co., at No. 233 Middle street, have
opened a full line of men’s and hoys’ spring
and summer clothing, which they are offering
The balance of the
at astonishing low prices.
stock will be sold at almost any puce to
clear the counters. Those in want of ready
made clothing will find their account in call-

old

ing.

_—

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Eureka

Spool

Silks

Goon Prints for 9 cts.,

are

at

full length.

L, D. Strouts.
mar3-eodtf.

A large assortment of Decalcomanias just
fb2odlw
received at Schumacher Bros.

Nice heavy bleached and brown cottons for
10 cts. at L. D. Strouts.
mar3 eodtf.
O. Bailey, & Co., sell at new salesroom,
J-Fore
stock of groceries consisting
street,
'eadiuo articles found in such places
of n"
business. See advertisement
auction col,

17b
r

umn.

a

in

Ag-

were

the

House,

Senate

and

the Governor.
A message was received from the House by
Mr. Richards of Camden, informing the Senate
of the disposal of all business before that body.
A similar message was sent to the House.
Messrs. Abbott of Kennebec, Martin of Ox-

seut to

ford. Morrison of Penobscot, were appointed a
committee on the part of the Senate, to act
with Messrs. Williams of Augusta. Carvill of
Brunswick, Morrow of Bangor, Pressy of Lewiston, Boardmau of Belfast, Davis of Cornish,
and Leavitt of Eastport, of the House, and inform the Governor that the Legislature having
acted on all matters before it, ts ready to receive such (communication as he might choose
to make.
The Governor then sent a list of acts and resolves

approved by him, numbering 342 bills,

and 113 resolves.
The usual resolutions of thanks were presented and adopted. Remarks complimentary to
the President were made by Messrs. Shaw,

Emery, Martin, Arnold
President responded and

and

Craudon.

the Senate

The

adjourned

sine die.
house.

Mr Boardman of Belfast, introduced a bill to
incorporate the First Congregational Society at
Belfast, which, under a suspension of the
rules

was

put upon its passage.

On motion

of

Mr. Wilson of Bangor, the
vote on the report of the Commission on Claims
of Public Lands was reconsidered and the rewas referred to the Governor and Council
for settlement.
The bill taxing savings banks came up on its

port

possage to be enacted.
Mr. Boardman moved to ameud the bill by
striking out sec. 3.
Mr. Milliken of Portland,opposed tbe amendment.Tbe committee gave the matter a long and
patient hearing and were unanimously in favor
of the bill; besides tho tax cannot be collected
all of the

at

willing,

banks

savings

and if you strike ont

unless

they

this section

are

you

virtually destroy the whole bill. Some of the
best lawyers of the State were present at the
hearing and gave this as their opinion.
The amendment was further discussed by
Messrs. Bradbury of Oldtown, Wilson of Bangor, Keed of Bath, Pullen of Portland, Talbot
of Last Machias, North of Augusta, who all
The House rejected
opposed the amendment.
the amendment.
Passed to be Enacted—Bill to amend sec, 49,
chap. 27, R. R., relating to the punishment of
intoxication; relating to taxation uf railroad

to incorporate the
Park
Association; to legalize the doiugs of the town
of Woolwich;
autnorizing the selectmen of
towns to establish public watering places; to
protect the rights of owners of islands; additional to sec. 8li,
30, public laws of 1805,
relating to armories for military companies; reto
lating
savings banks; relating to taxation of
insurance companies; granting a charter to the

Newport

compunies;

chap.

Alumni Association of Bates College; relating
to election of directors cf the Mequnticook
school district, town of Camden: to incorporate
tile Unity Cheese Co.; to amend sec. 10, chap.
140, R. S., relating to discipline iu tbe State
Prison; to incorporate the Portland Mutual
Fishing Insurance Company; to amend chap.
142, R. S., relative to the Insane Hospital; to
of the Supreme Julicial
authorize clerks
Courts to appoint deputies- to incorporate the
Fairfield and Waterville Horse Railroad Co.;
to amend the bill relating to a Municipal Court
for the city of Lewiston; authorizing the Somerset and Kennebec Railroad Co. to change its
location below Kendall’s Mills; to.ainsud an
act concerning the military; explanatory aud
amendatory of an act to amend sec. 1)5, chap.
G4, R. S., relating, to embezzlement of property|of deceased persons, approved) Feb. 18tli,
1874; to repeal ail act to amend chap. 18. R. S.,
relating to ways in unincorporated places; additional to chap. 24, R. S respecting liabilities
of railroad companies for paupers; concerning
the military.
Finally Passed—Resolves in favor of the
Maine Industrial School for Girls; making additional provisions for the care of the State
sinking funds; providing for a representative
from this State in the third National Prison
Reform Congress to be liolden at St. Louis,
Missouri, on the 13th day of May, 1874; providing for a statute of Gen. Wm. King to be placed iu tbe National Statuary Hall at Washington ; iu favor of Sprague, Ovfen & Nash; on the
pay roll of the Senate; on the pay roll of the
House; in favot of the State Reform School; in
favor of the State Prison; in favor of the Secretary of the Senate; concerning the abolition of
the office of Land Agent; authorizing a temporary loan; providing for military purposes; for
the reprinting of the special laws of 1820 and
1821; relating to an inter-St,ate Tax Association; providing for the expense of investigating
the affairs of the State Prison.

Adjourned

to

Lancaster

Personal.—A New Hampshire correspondent says that Mr. Francis Murphy, of Maine,
has been laboring for nearly- a year for the New

on

riculture, was appointed to visit the Agricultural College during the summer as follows :
Mr. Coffin of Waldo,of the Senate, and Messrs.
Wasson of Surry, and Lord of Saco of the

two o’clock p.

in.

AFTERNOON.

Mr. Richards of Camden, was appointed a
committee to wait upon the Governor and
inform him that the House was ready to ad-

journ.
Mr. Talbot of East Machias, moved the usual
vote of thanks to Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Speaker, in feeling remarks. The motion was
The
seconded by Mr. Morrow of Bangor.

Speaker made an appropriate reply
Mr. Leavitt of Eastport, moved a vote of
thanks to S. J. Chadbourne, Clerk, and O.
Smith, Assistant Clerk.
Mr. Pressey of Lewiston, moved a vote of
thanks to F. A. Small and George H. Blake,

a

a

Fire at East Boston.
Boston', March 4.—The freight depot of the
Eastern Kail road Co. at East Boston took fire
yesterday at ten o’clock, caused by the explosion of a carboy of vitrol. The flames spread
with great rapidity aud the roof aud wooden
parts of the building with much merchandise
and cars were destroyed, The loss is estimated
at

$200,000.

Bloody Tragedy in Charlestown*
Another terrible tragedy ha? occurred in
the Charlestown district.
In 1860 James
Dwight was convicted of arson and seut
to State prison.
He remained there a year and
was pardoned on condition that he should enlist iu the army. His convic.tion of the crime
for which he was partially puuisbed, was due
largely to the testimony of one William McLaughlin. Since then Dwight has uot regardBoth
ed McLaughlin with friendly feeling.
men are members of the Bunker
Hill Yacht
Club and tonight while iu the club rooui
Dwight, who was under the influence of delirium tremens, drew a revolver from his pocket
and saying to McLaughlin, “Do 1 owe you anything.” ‘‘No.” “Then take that,” and rais
ing his revolver, Dwight tired a shot, taking effect in McLaughlin’s light side. McLaughlin
ran fro*" the room
followed by his assailant
who fired a second shot,which took effect in bis
right breast. McLaughlin ran some distance
to bis home •where, at midnight, he was uot
expected to live Dwight, after McLaughlin s
disappearance, endeavored to blow out his owu
brains, but failed and is likely to recover.

13 to 6.
The bill establishing the salary of the Attorney General came from the House indefinitely

The

Masquerade.—The masquerade at
Halljlast evening in connection with
Raymond’s dancing school was a very pleasant

VVm. M.Mahks.

NEW YORK.
Important Cage.
New York, March 4,—The Tribune says that
a case will be argued iu the Supreme Court of
this State for this couuty ou next Saturday, in
which the United States government will be
placed in an attitude of lending public funds to
sustain a private bauking house, while receiving as security property the title of the borrowthe
er in part of which was questionable afad
relations of the borrower to all of which were
of such a nature that a leading private banking
house did not consider it good security.
An

Proposed Denomination Union.
Negotiations are pending between the committee representing the reformed church in
America and a committee from the Geural Assembly of the Presbyterian church south, relating to an organized union of these bodies.
The meetings begin Monday and will continue
daily until a conclusion is reached. The meetings are secret.
Two Riot* of Striker*.
the Brooklyn reservoir works
at Hampstead, L. I., have struck for increased
More
than
half were Italians, who rewages.
sumed work at the old rates, but the Irish and
Germans assaulted and drove the Italians off
and many were injured. The steam shovels and
other machinery were broken. The police, who
the disturbance, were aswere sent to qnell
saulted and for a time driven off. After shootof
the
rioters
one
the ringltaders were caping
tured and the others dispersed.
The Washington Manufacturing Company of
Gloucester, N. J., discharged 700 men yesterday who asked for higher wages. Accompanied by wives and children they surrounded the
residence of the superintendent, at whicli they
hurled missiles of every description.
They
threatened to fire the mill, but were finally disa
after
severe
the
struggle, iu
persed by
police
which many heads were broken.
The laborers

on

Various Ratters.

The fire at Bain Hall last night buruedj the
panorama of the Pilgrim’s Progress.
Four large government bonded ware houses
have failed this week, owing to a falling off in
imports since the panic of las; September.
The trial of the Woodbull women is going on,
Abb.v L. Merriman, daughter of the publisher of Webster’s Dictionary, committed suicide by jumping from the fourth story window
of a water cure to day.
The progress of the temperance reform in the
city is a source of congratulation te the friends
of the cause.
Strike of Railroad Reu.

Waverly, March P4.—All the employes of
the Lehigh Valley Railroad at this end of the
route, except the engineers, struck this morning. About 250 are out here where the movement was initiated and they have thus far captured ill trains that reached the junction of the
Erie and Lehigh Valley Railroads.
They
switched the cars, set the brakes aud removed
done
the brake wheels.
was
Everything
quietly and in order. The mails have uot been
obtained. This movement is extending aud it
is reported will reach the entire leugth of the
road to-morrow morning.
The strike is for
more wages, the strikers claiming that the rewas
submitted
duction last December
to under
the promise that as soon as business was revised in the spring their wages would be restored.

WASHINGTON.
Treasury Balances.

Washington, Mar. 4.
The following are the Treasury balances today ^-Currency, $3,120,204; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $50,655,000; coin, $S5,920,401,'.iucluding
coin certificates $40,809,300; outstanding legal
luternal revenue
tenders. S382.000.o00.
ceipts, $277,506.
Caleb Cushing Snell lor T.ibel.

Mrs. Myra’Clarke Gaines has entered a suit
against Caleb Cushing, claiming $200,000. for
libel in that in one of the bills recently filed by
Mr. Cushing he charges her with making
‘•wanton and grossly malicious accusations”
of bimself. Judge Paschi brings the suit for
Mrs. Gaines.
Various Ratters,
Chief Justice Waite took the oath of office
and his seat on the Bench to day.
The President has appointed the following
government directirs of the Union Pacific railroad: James F. Wilson of Iowa, J. H. Mollard of Nebraska. G. C. S. Harrison cf Indiana,
John A. Tibbetts of Conn., and Francis B.
Brewer of New York.
The Committee on Ways aud Msans this afternoon gave a hearing to Alpheas Hardy, Jr.,
of Boston, and John C. Niles of New York,
who advocated that green fruits should be free
OJ duty,
The Indian appropriation bill reported to the
House to-day appropriates $4,931,779 against
$5,541,419 last year.
intelligence has reached the Department of
State that on the 16th inst., the act of the Canadian Parliament will come into operation,
prohibiting the transportation of goods and
passengers bv waters from one port in Cauada
jo another, except on British vessels, and imposing heavy penalties if any goods or passen
gers are carried contrary to the provisions of
the act.
Informer

Jayne.

New York. March, 4.— A Washington despatch to the Times says that a great deal of
personal feeling is engendered in the examination of informer Jayne before the Ways and

Means Committee aud the committee has decided not to permit any more personal charges
by Jayne, The Boston and New York merchauts are making strong afforts to have the
moiety system abolished by Congress.
The Tribune says reporters are excluded from
the hearing before the Ways and Means Committee of Jayne and others.
It is stated that the loss to the government
for failure to pay the required duties hy Phelps,
Dodge & Co., was only $1600,whereas that firm
over $280,000,
was compelled to pay
a
large
share of which was pocketed by informer
will
Mr.
before
the
com
Dodge
testify
Jayne.
mittee; also A. H. Rice. Collector Arthur and
Naval Officer Lafliu of New York have been
It is not generally believed that any bill reforming the moiety system will pass Congress,
owing to the opposition to such a measure from
Conkling in the Senate and Butler in the
House. A heavy custom house lobby is working against any modification of the present

system.

Messrs. Woodruff and Robinson paid $50,000
to Jayne for the government on account of a
discrepancy of $4400 which was occasioned by
duties on
a change in the law relating to the
salt. It was admitted that the firm had shown
first case of
no criminal intent, and it was the
such a character in the experience of the firm,
whose business had covered over $250,000,000.

Fort)-Third

Congress—First Session.

Death of the Rcr« Dr. Balk am, of Lewiston.
Lewiston, March 4.—Rer. U. Balkan], D.
!>., while riding this morning was thrown from
his horse and instantly killed. He was for
many years pastor of Pine street church in this
city. He was professor of Logic and Christian
Evidence in Bates College.

Death—Marine.

Eastport,

March 4.-Mr. Gideon
Stickney,
citizen, and for many years a
prominent man in temperance and masonic orders, died here to day.
Revenue Cutter Mosswood has succeeded
in
hauling off the brig J. C. Shaftner which went
ashore on Nash Island some weeks
sgo.
Mnicide.

a

well known

Banqor, March 4.—Nathaniel Dresser, of
Blnehill, 07 years old, committed suicide by
hanging ,last night.
The McCoek Murder.
Dakota Territory, March 4.—
In the District Court to-day the case of P. P.
\\ iuteruute, indicted for the muider of General
McCook, was called. On motion of the prosecuting attorney for a nolle prosequi, which was
granted by Judge Shannon, on the ground that
the action of the former grand jury was illegal,
and that the defendant was not present at the
time of the challenging of the jury. The defendant was admitted to 83500 baill to await
the action of the next jury.

Yankton,

K1BTEOBOLOGICAL,
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUB
HOCKS

War

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,

l
>

Mar. 4, 8.00 (P. if.))
For New England
and the Middle States on Thursday, north and
northwest winds diminishing in force, and d e-

cidedly lower temperature.

Washington, Mar. 4.
Mr. Ramsey submitted a resolution instructon
mittee
Transportation Routes
ing the Couto the sea board, to report upon the expediency
of improving water routes and railway communication from the Mississippi Valley to the
commerce
among
seaboard, and promote
States by cheapening transportation between
the East and West by improving the navigation of the Mississippi river from its source to
the Gulf of Mexico, and lake navigation from
Lake Superior to Lake Ontario, and by charterthe
ing a double track freight railroad from
maxMississippi river to the ocean at the low
imum rate of six mills a ton per mile. The resolution was laie over.
The Senate discussed the liquor traffic bill1111'
til the expiration of the morning hour, an
amendment having been offered by Mr. Bayard, providing that all ol the commissioners to
make inquiry should not be in favor of prohibitory legislation or total abstinance.
the expiration of the morning hour, the bill
was laid over and Mr.
Carpenter proceeded to
speak on his bill providing for a new election
in Louisiana.
Mr. Carpenter in the course of his remarks
expressed the belief that if the federal troops
were withdrawn from Louisiana, Kellogg s
government would not stand. There were two
questions involved as to the passage of this
hill. First, have we the power to pass it. Second, the expediency of passing it. The constitution provides that each State shall have a
Republican form of government, and one of the
first requisites of a Republican form of government is that its office shall he filled by a person elected by the
people. The power of Congress was derived from the constitution, from
the tumults in Louisiona or the frauds of Cured on the I.yuch board, and he asked any Senator within his hearing if Congress had not the
Dower to give the people of that State what
they had been cheated out of, namely, the
right to elect their own officers. Should our
government, be overthrown, it would be by
these steady encroachments.
Congress should
see at all times t at each State had a
Republican
form of government, and any Senator
declaring that Congress bad not the power to
interfere now would declare to Kellogg and his
followers: “You can repeat this thing in 1876
aud 1880 and in 1884, Congress has no
power to
set it right.’’ If Congress had no authority to
interfere then the McEnery government could
set itself up also by force.
Violence was as

Ojj

as

man

iiiterfere’?W0U

W&rfthere,™
People of
.'

remedy for that.
State preferred a
entirely difWorn
nfr
hearnly concurred with the
that the State govern>Vl!,c‘»nsiu
ot Louisiana was root aud
branch, a usur“e,i
pation, but lie could not agree with him as to
the remedies.
De (Carpenter) believed the
Kellogg govern*
ment was held
up by the bayonets of the Umteu
states, sustained this honor by troops of the
United States, and he wanted to know what
remedy there was for this difficulty. The SuPrcme Court of Louisiana was iu
conspiracy
with Kellogg, aud would not
inaugurate anv
inore.for reform. The State legislature was in
the
couspiracy and it would not do. The goveenmei.t would not aud the
people could not
because federal bayonets were levelled at them.
The powers of the federal
government were as
sovereign, except as limited by the constituas
tion,
those of the Czar of Russia.
Congress
could declare war to-morrow
against any nation with or without cause.
Ii could tax the
last dollar from the
pockets of the people or establish female suffrage or put women in the
army.
The great argument made in the press particularly was the inexpediency of ordering a
new election on the ground that it would he a
dangerous precedeut, bat that was not sound
logic. Calomel was a dangerous medicine aud
that because doctors
as well might it be Slid
gave it to grown men, they might give it to infants.
Look at the probable of effect of Congress
saying it could do nothing in the present condition of ihe Southern States. Having just
emerged from a civil war. would it be safe to
say to them when they hold their elections
next fall, “Get in by fraud or any way, there
is no power to put you out.” What greater license could be given to the lawlessnes of the
land? What element would say if that is your
game, we will play it, and they would play it
under the sanction of Coturess. Such action
in the present condition of the Southern States
would he the most dangerous thing that could
The Senator from Indiana (Mortou)
be done
had said pass this bill and there will be bloodshed in Louisiana. He said the Republicans
were all in favor of Kellogg and ttie responsible
Democrats were all in favor of him. If they
are, which is to cause bloodshed? He could be
elected fairly aud CoDgress would sustain him
m his high office.
The speech of the Senator
(Morton) about bloodshed exceeded anything he
(Caroenter) had heard since he left the nurseIt reminded him of the old, old song, “fa
ry.
fe, fi, fo, fun, I smell the blood of an English
man.
Blood, blood, blood, blood, he said four
times. Did the Senator expect to influence the
Senate by any such argument.
There would
be no bloodshed b.v a new election. The government could enforce it by the army and uavy
if uecessary, if uot, the nation had better furl
its banner and put its affairs iu the hands of a
receiver.
'

re‘he,whole
fioreroment it

£

£ro“

a

a

was an

,£e

it was agreeu w lane up
to-morrow aud continue its

uie

FINANCIAL AND COJWTIERCKAL
Review tl Portland Markets.
Week Ending Mar. 4, 1874.
There has been some improvement in trade during
the week, and the aggregate ot sales is much larger
than it has been in any week for some time past.
Our merchants are sanguine of a better business this
month and next, as the stocks in the country stores
have become

In commercial values the al-

steady at 112}@ll2i—the extreme quotations The
Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that he shall sell
83,000,003 gold during the month of March. Wednesday, 4th, the rates were lower, selling at 111$@1I2.
Apples are not so plenty as they have been and
prime frnit brings 83 5b@6 00. Dried apples are in
better deman
10@14c. Beans are lower for pea
and medium which arc quoted at 82 75@3 00
the former
aud 82 25@2 50 for the latfor
ter; yellow eyes are firm at $3 25@3 50. Box
shooks are scarce and are firmly held at 75@G0c lor
pine. Butter is very firm at 40(S42c for choice qualities, 3&o«40c for fair to good, and 30@34 for ordinary
to common. Cheese is firm at our quotations. Coal
is without change. Coftoe is hardly as firm though
quotations are unaltered.
Cooperage is in Ugh*
stock and the demand has subsided. Copper is 2c off
1 at

for

sheathing. Cordage

are

more

is unchanged. Dry goods
prices are firmly maintained.
Duck is steady with a good demand. Drugs aud
dyes are without alteration in prices. Fish arc quite
active and the increased demand has reduced the
stocks, which are firmly held at our quotations.
Flour is dull and though quotations are not altered
active and

buyers are enabled to obtain concessions. Fruit is
in good supply; peanuts are higher aud are selling at
$2 75@3 00—the African crop being very short. Oranges are selling at 83 5C@4 50 p bux, aud 88@9 p
case; lemons at $4@5. Hay is a little firmer than it
has been, there being some export demand. Iron is
steady and prices are firmly maintained. Lard is
weak and quotations for tierces and kegs are 1c oft.
Leather is a little easier for sole, with a fair demand.
Lime is unchanged. Lumber is firm and there is an
improvement in the demand. Higher prices are an*
ticipated. Molasses is in good supply, several car
goes having arrived during the week; new Cienfuegos is selling in small lots at 42@43<\ and choice Forto Rico Rico 72@73c. Nails are steady at $4 25. Naval stores are quiet and unchanged. Oils are with-

change in anv particular. Paints are steady.
Plaster is unchanged. Produce Is rather quiet; eggs
are lower and sell in large lots at 21@23c and retail
out

a

25c; t>otatoes have advanced to 75c by the carload
an l 85c in small lots.
Provisions are quiet: beef is
unchanged but clear pork is 50c oft’. Salt is steady.
Seeds are steady at our quotations. Sugars are not
so firm and quotations are slightly reduced; granulated is selling at 10f@10jc, and cofi'ees at 9@10c according to graJe. Teas are hardly as strong though
we do not reduce quotations.
Tins are without
change. Wool is in fair demand and prices are well
sustained especially for fine fleeces.
FREIGHTS.—There are some offerings for Cuba
but the tonuage here is sufficient to meet all demands. Rates are unchanged. Since our last report brig Mattie B. Russell has been taken for Sagua and back N of Hatteras at $4 75 for molasses
and,52Jc p 103 lbs of sugar ;German bark Nordpol and
bark Jane Marla to load deals at St. John, N. B., for
Bristol Channel at 110s per standard. Coastwise
at

freights are dull and unchanged.Some lumber freights
York have been taken at $2 75. A schooner from Savannah to Yarmouth at $10 for hard pine;
a schooner to Charleston, S. C. at |5 lor
hay; a
schooner to Wilmington, N. C., at 86 for hay, with a
return cargo to Brunswick of hard pine at $10.
to New

DAILY

DORKaTIC REi'KIPTS.

Receipts of Floor.
EASTERN R. R.

Bbls.
W&CR Millikcn.100

Conxianres.

Consignees.
Bbls.
Norton <& Chapman,

Co.200

v

HOUSE.
A memorial of Hew York bankers and merchants against inflation and protesting against
the Secretary of the Treasury issuing treasury
notes without authority, was presented.
The
names

depleted.

teration of prices from those of last week is very
slight, and in most cases shows a slight decline. The
money maiket is easy and the banks are enabled to
accommodate their customers,while outside the rates
Gold has been
are a trifle above those of the banks.

centennial uni

consideration until
disposed of. Mr. Frelingbuysen offered an
amendment that the Appropriation Committee
report a bill granting $3,000,000 to the Ceutcnnial.
Pending a vote the Senate adjourned.

Total.300

Receipts

of

drain,

utes.

THE WAR ON RUM.
At Sit.

Consignees.
No. cars.
Kenscll & Tabor, oats.... I

Total. 2
W True & Co.

Railroads and steamboatsSteamer Franconia, from New York—2600
dry hides, 08 bales rags, 41 do rubber, 5 do wool, 26 do
domestics, 100 rools leather, 16 casks linseed cil, 79 do
paris white. 535 bbls sugar, 74 do dried apples, 250
boxes window glass, 35 do pipes, 50 do soap, 50 do saleratus, 100 do tobacco, 71 pigs lead, 109 kegs of white
lead, 50 do b. c. soda, 282 bags coffee, 108 do bone
bliick, 67 do nit. soda, 10 hhds tobacco, 7 tea do, 150
pkgs sundries.

Receipts by

[Sales

Chicago, March 4.—The women’s tempercrusade in this city is virtually abandoned.
At a meeting of the ladies yesterday some of
the niost prominent movers in the matter announced their intention of giving up the attempt, as neither the press nor the clergy of
the city susta ned the movement. Some wholesale liquor dealers here assert that the temperance movement in the eountry has already affected their business unfavoiably.
ance

In Massachusetts.

Boston, March 4 —The Mass Total Abstinence Society, at a meeting to-day, adopted the
fallowing resolutions:

Resolved, That inasmuch as women and children are the chief sufferers of the untold evils
of intemperance, it is eminently appropriate
that the female sex should take a most active
part in the efforts of the day for the suppression of this universally acknowledged immorrlity, and we look with deep interest on the
womans’ movement in regard to the temperance reform, and with hope that Divine Providence will direct and overrule it for permanent

good.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this board
no great success in the temperance reform can
be expected till the Christian church and ministry take a decided stand on the side of personal total abstinance.

Sales at Auction.
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R R.— @115
Eastern Railroad. 72}
Boston & Maint Railroad. 109}
York Manufacturing Co.1835@1837}
Continental Mills..87f @ 88}
Hill Manufacturing Company.132}
Laconia Manufacturing Co.— @ 470
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s. 1893.163}
New York Stock and {Honey TVarket.
New Fork. March 4- Morning.—Money at 3 per
Gold at 112. Sterling Exchange at 4.64} @

percent.

New York. March 4—Evening.— Money easy at 3
4 per cent.
Foreign Exchange at 483} for prime
hankers 60 days sterling, and 487 for demand.
The
cust oms receipts to-day were $293,0C0.
G Id closed
at 112, after selling at 112} @ 111}.
The rates paid
for carrying were 3, 3}, 2} 4, and 2 per cent. The Assistant Treasuier
out to-day $145,000 on account
of interest and $167,000 in redemption of 5-20 bonds ]
The day’s business at t ie Gold Exchange Bank

@

Lewi* Plan Abandoned.

Worcester, Mass., March 4.—The women
of this city, after a day’s session, have decided
to abandon the Dio Lewis plan of operation
against liquor dealers, and have adopted a new
aud entirely original plan. A large committee
lias been organized, aud in sub-committes of
two or three, it is proposed to first visit the
owners of buildings occupied by liquor dealers,

and with prayer and intercession induce them
to sign the bnilder’s pledge not to let their
premises to any one for the sale of liquor. They
will also visit the dealers at their homes.
Fatnl Shooting.

Philadelphia, March 4.—This p. m., during
a fight among some boys at the corner of 2nd
and Mifflin streets, Henry Haight, aged 14, was
shot and instautly killed by a boy named Wilkinson, who fled. It is believed the deed was
acc dental.

FOKEIGN.
—

(Spanish Affair*.
Madrid, March 4.—The aggressive
ments of the Carlists have aroused the people
to aid the government to crush the insurrection.
Contributions of money and clothing are pouriug in, and all the ti.eatres in this city are giving performances. Telegrams from the provincial authorities offer material support.
The latest advices from Bilboa report no
danger. The Carlists keep up the bombardment. About 200 shells are thrown into the
move-

city daily.
miUTOR TELEURA1H4.

body of troops arrived at
the Red Cloud agency Tuesday, but all tbe Indians had fled eAcept Red Cloud and a few of
a

his men.

Edmund Thomas, bookkeeper attheDedham, Mass., jail, shot himself Tuesday in the

woods of that town.
The Kansas House passed a bill making it a
misdemeanor for a member o‘ the Legislature
of any State, county or township officer to ac
cept a railroad pass, under a penalty of from
$100 to $1000 fine.
Several telegrams have been received in Havana, reporting that ex-President
Cespedes
was killed by the San
Quentin battalion and
his body biought to Santiago de Cuba, where
it was reeoguized, after which it was buried in
that city.
James B. Groome was inaugurated Governor
of Marylaud Wednesday.
The Michigan Legislature met in extra session Wednesday, to consider the report of the
constitutional convention.
The District of Columbia investigation begins

day.

to

The New Jersey Legislature is voting to sell
Slevens’ battery given the State by the' invent-

or.

Count de Chambord is not ill

as

might employ

Tbe ice has again left the Hudson, doing

damage.
A Barcegat despatch

no

says that a square rigashore on the shoals Tuesday
and became a total loss. Two boat loads

ged vessel

went

__

Novel and

Dressed iu the lieautiful and picturesque costume
of rhe Scotch Highlanders, which he woie while lu
the European army, he engage* icith his Son In a
most thrilling and exciting exhibition of acl«nl
corn bn! willt
Hrou«l»\« or-**.
At C’ity
Hall, Tbu«*dny Kvrains. nt N
rents.
ieb28d5t
•’deck. Tickets

Lecture by Rev. G. W. Bicknell.

CHAS. WILKINSON, MANAGER.
TWO

recent current prices.
In New York there has been a very fair demand
for both clothing and carpet stock since our last, and
prices in all cases have been well sustained.
In Philadelphia there has been a greater degree of
activity this week, but no essential change from last
week’s quotations. Some holders are very firm in
their views, while others are disposed to meet buy

on

Boston Boot and Shoe market.
Boston, March 3.—Th shipments of Boots and
Shoes from this market to places outside of New Eng
land tor the past week, irrespective of those sent direct from factories, comprise 34,130 cases, aguinst
30.614 for the same week last year.
l’he total shipments since
January 1, have been
201,077 cases, against 228,306 cases for the same period
last year.
Business remains without material change and the
sales fall behind the corresponding period last year,
and have not, as a whole, come up to the expectations of manufacturers. Manufacturers who have a
quantity of goods on hand are not disposed to increase their production
any faster than they receive
orders, and buyers only order such goods as they require for immediate use or to keeo up assortments.
Serge goods are less active than last season, and
hand-made work obtains the preference over machine made goods, especially in work designed for
women’s wear.

market.
ending Wednesday, March 4.
sales
Georges’ Codfish—In good receipt, with small
at 5 50 & qtl.
Bank Codfish—Stock small,and market fairly active
at $4 75 @ 5 00 per qtl.
Mackerel—In light stock, without transactions of
and prices nominal.
note,
Oil—We quote at 55c & gal.
Smoked Halibut- We quote at 12c ^ lb.
Codfish Cheeks—6c j? lb.
Boneless Codfish—6J @ 7c ^ lb.
Gloucester Fisk

For the week

..

Brighton Cattle market.
For the week ending
March 4.
At market for the current week: Cattle. 1847;
Sheep and Lambs, 6,392; Swine, 5,350; number of
Western Cattle, 1606; Eastern Cattle 16 ; Working
Oxen and Northern Cattle and Milch Cows 225. Cattle left over —.

Wednesday,

I’riceHOfBfefOalUe, p cwt, live weight;-Extra
qualily 87 00 @ 7 50; first quality $6 25 lie 6 75; second quality $5 50 @ 6 00:
third quality 84 25 S 5 -'5;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, <£c., 83 50@
Brighton Hides 74® 8 cents p ft. Brighton Tala 5Jc P ft.
Country Hides 7 @ 7Jc p ft. Country Tallow 4Jc

low 0

Calf Skins 16 @ 18c P ft. Sheen Skins 1 50 @ 2 25
night,
of men escaped.
each. Lamb Skins $150 @ 2 25 each.
The supply of Cattle in market for the week has
The U. S. Supreme Court has decided that
not been so iarge as that of one week ago. The Beef
nstning in tbe constitulion of tbe United States | trade at Boston for several weeks past has been very
interfere with the right of States to restrict or I dull, and the supply has been larger than the demand. Cattle cost higher at Albany, and prices upprohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors,

NIGHTS

ONLY,

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, March 6 & 7.
I
The Supreme Favor te

Lillie

Wilkinson !

Supported by the Strongest Dramatic Company now
Travelling, in new Plays never before acted lieie.
FRIDAY EVE’G, inarch 6,
The New York Weekly Story,

JANE TAIL’S

MISSION,

or

DOOMED FOR LIFE.
SATURDAY EVEN’G, March 1.
Wilkie Collin’s Latest Novel,

The Dead

Alive.

Tickets ready two days in advance at
Doors open at 7; commence at 8.
UF*Por particulars gei a programee.

Box Office.

HOLT, Business Agt.

fe28dlw_II.

uy uenetui vesire

Mrs.

Eliza

Ann

Brigham’s

Young,

19tli

Wife,

Salt Lake City, will deliver her secood lecture,

from

“POUGAHY AS IT IS.”
AFTERNOON next at 2.30 P. M.
SUNDAY EVENING, 8ih, her third lec-

SATURDAY

on

and

on

ture,

hogs.
No shipments re{»orted.

“THE MORMON RELIGION,”

xoledo. March 4.—Flour la (lull and unchanged.
Wheat dull and lower; No 3 Whit© Wabash at 1 46;
Amber Michigan 1 46$; seller March 1 46$; or April
1 49$; do May 1 54: do June 1 56$; No 2 Red at 1 43.
Corn is quiet and unchanged; high Mixed at 62c;
seller March and April 63$c; seller June 59$c;uew
614c; lo.» Mixed |new at 60c; no grade at 59$; new
584c. Oats ouiet and unchanged; No 1 at 51c; No 2
at 47c. Clover Seeds at 5 25.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat. 16,000
bush corn, 2,000 bush oats.
Shipments-0,000 bbis flour, 0,000 bush wheat, 11,000 bush corn, 0,000 bu8h oats.

Admission to each lecture 33 cents to all parts ot
the house.
EFTkkcts on sale at Stockbrldge's and at the
door,
rach5td

MUSIC HAL L,
liontiny. Iflareh 9.
E. MAURICE,
J. T. FANNING,

Detroit. March 4.—Wheat active and higher at

1 594 for No 1 White.
Corn is
are dull and declining at 48$ (jg

Proprietor.

Business Manager.

Engagement of the Great Character Artist,
MR. JOHN MURRAY,

Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat, 0.000
0,000 bash oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour, 5,000 bush wheat, 0,000 bush corn, 0000 bush oatB.
Charleston,March4.— Cotton is steady; Midling
uplands 15c.
Savannah. March 4.—Cotton nominal; Middling
bush corn,

Who will api>ear in his world renowned
tion of

“Rip

uplands at 15|c

Mobile, March 4.—Cotton nominal; Midlling up-

Van

Supported by

impersona-

Winkle.”

Powerful Company.
General Admission
.*15 els.
Reserved Meals
-50 els.
Doors open at 7; performance to commence at S.

15|c.

New Ori.bans, March 4.—^Cotton is firm and in
good demand; Middling uplands at 15c.

a

«

Enropean Markets.
London, March 4—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92 @
92$ for money and account.
Americau securities—U. S. new 5s 1043. Erie 42$; !

Change

ot programme

mhl_M.

nightly.

PRICK WEBKR. Agent

AUCTION SALES.

preferred, 67.

LIVERPOOL, March 4—12.30 P. M.—Cotton is dull
and unchanged; M::*,iiiing uplands 7} @ 7Jd; do Orleans 8(a)8$d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2000
bales tor export and speculation.

Groceries, Crockery mid Store FliJ

lures at Auction.
THURSDAY. March 3th, at 24 o’clock, at
new salecroonj, 176 Fore street, we sliall sell Ten.
Coffee, Tobacco. Cigars, Sugar, Cider, Canned aud
Shelf Goods, Toilet, Laundry and Family
Soaps.
Clothes Pins, Pickles, Spices, Mustard, Extracts aud
Oils, Tuba, Castile Soaps, Rice, Fancy Goods, Show
Case, Scales, Measures, Ac.; also a line of Crockery

ON

FOR
TO

SALE.

LtnUBERlUEN.

to the above advertisement the
subsciiiers would sell the whole or a part of
the above valuable Mills and Lumber lands to a
practical Lumberman who would be wil'ing to take
the superintendence of the whole business.
The mil. Is new and coiled one of the best in Nova
Scotia, and with the mill there is about 25,OOo acres
of the best Pine lands m Nova Scotia. These lands
are known as the Cushing Lands, and are well worth
the attentiou of Lur bermen. Apply to
DUFFUS & CO.,
jal2d2misHalifax. N 8.

Ware.

REFERRING

A

W

N T E D !

F. O. BAILEY A
I

REPORTS

PRINTED
—

AT TOE

td

Carpets, Ac.,

ON

Next Saturday, at Our New .Sales*
room, 1*6 Fore Street.
Brussels and Ingrain Carpets, new
J
Dining Chairs, B W. Waiurobe, Eiauere Ea-y
Chairs, Mattresses, Cot Beds, Chamber Set, Sewing
Machine. Magee, Petrie**. Superior and Model Cook
Stoves, lot Dry Goods, Fancy and laundry Soaps,

TENGLISH,

Groceries, Fancy Good*

Ac.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,

H. Case Gold American Watch.
4 H.
Silver Levci Watchc*,
3 line Seven Shooter Ptxiker
Revolvers,
Silver Plated Ware.
Clothing. Boots, Crockery and
Glass Ware, *S:c.
195

FEDERAL S fKRET.

_mar5td_Under the U. S. Hotel.

auction.
On Monday, March 9th, at
—

and at

manner

to

the

AT

—

ATLANTIC
we

find it to their
at this Office.

ca

O'clock,

lO

Lowest Price.

advantage

td

Pawnbroker's Sale of IUnredeemed Goods.
SATURDAY evening, March 7th, at 7 o’clock
ON
Abrams
& Bro., Pawnbro ers:
by
1

PORTLAND,

Selectmen wi

Auctioneers.

P?ar5__

Damaged coalat

—

Daily Press Job Office,
in the best

CO., Auctioneers.

mar3

!

at Aa. tion
FRIDAY, March 6th, at 10 o’clock, we shall
j
at house No. in Pine street, all the
In
I said house, consisting of English B.siv carpets
Brussels.
Tapestry, and Ingrains. Also Chamber Set, Child’s
Carriage and a small lot of Furniture, Crockery
Ware, Arc.
F. ©. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
m®rl
dtd

.hall

WHARF,

Bell about

TONS

500

COAL.

where it row is in the dock, byrorder of PORTLAND
Sl'EAM PACKET Cu.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Anctioneer
mch3
td

F. O.BAILEY &

Union Pacific income bonds. 77'

The Wool market
Boston. March 4..—[Reported *or the Press.]—The
list of prices quoted this afternoon:
is
a
following
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 60 @
do
choice XX 54 @ £6c; ao fine X 53 @ 55c; me65c;
dium 54 @ 56c: coarse 50 @ 52c; Michigan extra and
XX 51 @ 53c; fine 50 @ 51c; medium 50 @ 51c; common 45 @ 47c; other Western fine and X 50 @ 52c;
medium 50 @ 51c, common 45 @ 47c; pulled extra
40 @ 60c; superfine 40 @60; No 1,25 @ 35c; combing fleece 55 @ 60c; California 17 @ 36c; Texas 20
@ 37c; Canada 35 @ 50c; do combing 63 @ 70; Smyrra washed 22 @ 35c; do unwashed, 18 @ 22c; Buenos
Ayres 18 @ 38c; Cape Good Hope 35 @ 39c; Australian 40 @ 50c; Donskol 23 @ 37c; Mestiza pulled 50
@70c.
The market is firm, prices are well sustained, but
buyers operate c;mtiously and still hesitate to purchase to any extent. The markets abroad are still
quite encouraging and supplies of Wool, from any
point, cannot be placed here except at an advance

HALL!

At ugic

2 Mixed at 42*c. Corn firm and scare* at 57c for No
2 Mixed. Rye in good demand; No 1 at 79 fa} 79*c.—
Barley dull and lower at 1 33 for No 3 Spriug. Pork
at 11 37* on spot; 14 40 seller April.
Hams in pickle
at 9}.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 57,000 bush wheat. 00,000

N. Y.

Erie preferred.. 73
Union Pacific stock. 34
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 94
Union Pacific do. 85
Union Pacific laud grants.81}

•■NPAS.TIN.”
Stockbridge’s.
fe28d 1 w

Nnbjcct,

Tickets 35 cents, reserved seats at
Locture at 8 o’clock.

Cincinnati, March 4.—Fork in grod demand at
14 50. Lard is firm at 8* @ 8|c for steam; 8} fa:
8}c
for kettle. Bulk Meats firmer; shoulders at 5*c ou
spot; 6*c buyer May; 6*c do June; clear rib skies at
7*c on spot; 8* buyer June: clear sides at 7} @ 7Jc.
Bacon is firmer; shoulders at 6*c; clear rib sides 8*
@ 8g; clear sides at 8|c..
Whiskey is strong at 90.
Milwaukee. Marcd 4.—Flour is quiet and unchanged ; extra Spring 5 50ffa} 6 25. Wheal is steady;
No 1 Spring at 1 25 fa} 1 26; No 2 Spring at 1 21* fa}
1 21} on spot or seller for March; ; April 1 22* ^ 1 23;
seller May at 1 27. Oats in fair demand and firm ;No

of

74}

HALL.

FLUENT

FRIDAY EVENING, March 6th,

Barley

..

Pacific Mail. 42}
Centra* and Hudson River consolidated.... 103}
Erie. 45}

AMBLER.

Heroism of the Old World and New,
illustrating hie descriptive battle scenes by use of the
sword, giving at once in interesting .md entertaining
historical lecture, replete with thrilling, palhet’c sna
humorous incidents, and a brilliant and startling
display of scientific swordsmanship.

HiiiCAr.o, March 4.—Flour is quiet aud unchanged
Wheat is steady on spot aud quiet and weak for tutures ; No 1 Spring 1 20* fa} 1 21: No 2 do at 1
18* for
regular; 1 18* for fresh cash; sel er April 1 19|; seller
May at 1 24}; No 3 Spring at 1 13* @ 1 14*; rejected
1 08. Corn is steady; No 2 Mixed at 59*c fresh
cash;
59g @ 59|c seller Aril: 63*e seller May ;new No 2 Mixed at 54*e; rejected old 54*c; new do at 51
fa} 51*c.—
Oats are dull and lower: No 2 at 42* cash;
43*c seller
April. Rve is steady; No 2 fresh at 85c.
dull
aud unchanged; No 2 Spring at 157; 140 for No3
Spring. Provisions—Pork is steady at 14 25 cash;
14 45 seller April.
Lard is in fair demand and firm
at 8 55 cash; 8 70 seller April. Bulk Meats in
good
demand; shoulders held at 5|c; short rib middles at
7} fa} 7*c; 7|c for sbortcleur loose on spot. Whiskey is
dull, holders unwilling to make concessions at 93c
asked, 92c bid.
Receipts—13,000 bbls flour, §0,000 bush wheat, 42,000 bush corn, 34,000 bush oats, 5000 bush rye, 12,000
bush barley.
Shipments -12,000 bbls flour, 67,000 bush wheat, 7.OOOousb corn, 15,000 bush cats, 0,000 bush rye, 9,000
bush barley.

TOWN

The following were the ciosing quotations
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.

ITw.

SERGEANT

A

securities:
United States coupon 6’s,1881,.119}
United States 5-20’s 1862.116}
United States 5-20's 1864.118
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.
1J9}
United States 5-20’s I865,newex-int
.1173
United States 5-20’s 1867,. 118}
United States 5-20’s 1668,... .118
United States 5’s, new.114
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest..
....112}
Currency 6’s..
116

!

The Champion Nword.maa ef ibr world.
gives bis illustrated Lecture on

steady

lands

Startling Exhibition

Actual Combat with Broadswords

as

reported.

A delegation of Baptist ministers consulted
Mayor Stokeley of Philadelphia, relative to the
He said he
enforcement of the license law.
was
ready to do all he could, but as the law required actual drinking in a saloon in order to
make a valid complaint, he could not ask policemen to do this after having dismissed 200
for dtinking in saloons. If he had au appropriothers, but he had not.
ation, he

to which all friends are cordially invited.
HotOv»ters and Cool Creams and a tasteful
variety of other
lie tor sale utinng the evenings.
Alse a table of Useful and Fancy Articles.
Doors open at 2 o'clock P. M. Admission free.
mar3-3t*

unchanged.Pori

58$ @ 59c tor extra;
steady at G5c. Oats

v

refre-hinenta wdl

7li‘et^a!H

“jess

..

,t

the afternoon »a.i
evening „f

on

New York. March 4—Evening.—Cotton is
dull;
sales 3055 bales; Middling uplands IGc. Flour
quiet
and without material change: sales 9.000
bbls; Mute
at 5 70 @ 6 80; Round
Hoop Ohio at 6 40 @ 7 65; Western at 5 70 @ 7 35; Sout hern at 6 60
@ 11 00. Wheat
8l*^'ly; sales 73,000 bush; No 1 Spring at
1 oh .g 1 58; No 2
Milwaukee at 1 51 ;<n& 1 52; No 2 Chicago at 149 fa; 51; While Michigan 180.
Corn is
scarcely so active and a shade easier; sales of 583)00
Western at 76* fa} 81e afloat. Oats
hrm and quiet; suks49,000
bush; Western Mixed 6U
63c; White at 62* @ 64c. Beet is
15 80. Lard is
steadier; steam at
9 3-lbC.
Butter is firm ; Ohio at 25
fa) 4oc* State 36
@ oOc. Whiskey a shade firmer; Wt*stern96 fa 961c
Rice is dull. Sugar is Arm ; refining 7* w 7jc. “Coftee
is steady; sales 8155 bags; als » 4003 bags Santos to
arrive at 24}; Rio at 25 a} 25*o in Hold. Molasses unNaval Stores—
change.; Muscovado at 31 fa} 35c.
at 48c; Rosin is steady at
Spirits Turpentine
2 5t» for strained. Petroleum heavy and lower; crude
at£6}c on spot; refined at 15* fa} 151c. Tallow la active
at 7 II fa} 7}c.
Wool is firm; domestic fleece at 40 @ 65c; pulled
25 (fa) 52 *c.
Freights to Liverpool are steady. Cotton per steam
| @7*16d;do per sail at 5-16 Uu Id: Grain per sail
8* fa} 9 J.

«o1U®!L’

gathering

WKDkKNOlV AND
,«'I*u»**I»AV
tlarrh llh t Sih.

Kf«me*lac Market*.

firming, f1'***1,
p

Festival."
BAPMwi ciraca

w«Ul

a

first

follows:—Gold balances, $1,353,377; curren- I
THOROUGHLY competent person to take
cy balances.. $1,584,806; gold cleared $29,138,000.— j
charge ot a Mill on La Have River, N. S.
One
Government bonus active but lower. State boDds are
who
has
a practical knowledge of
nominal, stocks were depressed during the foreManufacturing
Pu e and Spruce Boards and Spruce Deals, Paling,
noon, and heavy shore interest was put out by the
Clapboards, &c. The VIill is driven by a Leftel
“bears,” maiuly on reports of the unfavorable action
wheel and runs two Gatgs, one large single saw
towards R. R. interest by some Western legislatures,
■with circular edges, &c., &c.
but in the afternoon there was a change in the genFor a first class mau good wages will be paid.
eral aspect of speculation, and the market turned
Apply by letter, with references to
from bear to bull with an active buying demand for
DUFFUS & CO.,
leading shares. Prices advanced from } to over 1}
jal2d2m
Halifax, N. S.
per cent., and in some cases the opening price not
only reached but passed and closed strong. The
principal changes of the day we e Lake Shore, 7P|,
77}, 78}; Union Pacific 34}, 33}, 34: Pacific Mail 423,
42, 42}; Western Union 77}, 73}, 74}; Erie 46, 44}, 45}.
The Atlantic, Gt. Western and Erie representatives
claim that tlie Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and
Indianapolis election to-day resulted in their complete criumph, and the defeat ot the attempt of the
Lake Shore interest to regain possession of tne road.
The following were tne quotations ox Government
was

ers.

Gen. Smith and

Social
There will be

prices.
Sheep and Lambs—From the West there was a fair
supply, all ownedby butchers and taken direct from
the c* rs to the slaughter bouses. Western Sheep and
Lambs cost, landed at Brighton, from 7 @ 8* i> lb.
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesale, 7*
8c; retail 8 fa)
8*c & lb. Fat Hogs, 5000 at market;
prices at 6* @
6*c ^ lb.

paid

.....

The

March. 4.1

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Tbs,
Tbs,

do

Boston Stock List*
at the Broker’s Board.

all grades were from } <a) |c
fl> higher than
those of our last quotations,
'l^hero were but few
Cattle sold at our highest quotations. There were a
few Cattle from Maine, Wor'- ing Oxen
principally*—
Beef Cattle are sold here ever. week to supply the
Maine markets.
Working Oxen—A fair supply in market. We
quotejsales of 1 pair, live weight 3300 lbs, girth 7 feet
5 inches, tor $220; 1 pair, live weight 3300
coarse
ones, girth 7 feet 5 inches, for $175; 1 pair, girth 6 feet
H inches, for $110: 1 pair, live weight 3200
girth 7
feet. $190; 1 pair, live weight 3000 lbs, girth 7 feet, for
$175; 1 pair, live weight 2900 lbs, girth 6 feet 10
inches, tor $185; 1 pair, live weight 2500 lbs, eiith 6
feet 6 inches, for $155; 1 pair, live weight 2500 lbs,
girth 6 feet 6 inches, for $140.
Store Cattle—With the exception of
Working Oxen
and Milch Cows there are but few Store Cattle
brought into market at this season of the year nearly
all the small Cattle being sold for Beef.
Milch Cows—We auote extra at *55 (S)
$90; ordinary $25@ $ 50; Store Cows $— @ $— per head.—
Most of the Cows offered in market for sale are of a
common grade.
Good Cows are selling quick at fair
on

49c.

No. car
Consignees.
GW True & Co.corn... 1

By water conveyance 1,000 bush cornmeal to Geo

I.oiaia, MO-

ST. Louis, Mo., March 3.—The first of a series of temperance meetings was held last night.
A large audiepce was present. Much interest
is felt in the inoveinentand a considelable number of persons signed the pledge.
F'aiinre of the Movement in Chicago.

Ac.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

represent $47,000,000.

The bill reported from the Territorial Committee concerning the examination of the law
in Utah, was, by leave of Mr. McKee of Miss.,
as Mr. Butler of Mass., wanted it,
referred to
tiie Judiciary Committee.
Subsequently the
referred
to
Committee of the Whole.
bill was
The Indian appropriation bill was reported
and referred.
The House resumed the bill regulating com
meroe between tl e States, and Mr. Arthur of
Ky., concluded his speech againstit,
Mr. Hurlburtof ill., a member of the Committee on Railways and Canals, addressed the
House in support of the bill, and characterized
the argunment made by Mr. Arthur of Ky.,
against it as an exhibition of the wretched old
heresy of State sovereignty.
Without action on the bill the House took a
The evening session will be for the
recess.
consideration of the bill for revising the stat-

summoned.

SENATE.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

title

a

federal judge, he

re-

reporters.
The usual vote of thanks to the messengers
and other officers was presented. The Speaker
then declared the House adjourned sine die.

fraud, and a little more manly.
skulks beneath the soiled robes of
has not the manliuess of
the one who goes out with a sword iu his hand
to maintain his
position. There was noquestiou iu his mind as to the
power of Cougress
to take
up the Constitution of any State and
declare whether or not it was Republican iu
form. The power of Cougress was supreme,
Mr.
of Cum]., said be must differ from
the gentlemau as to the power of Congress.
Mr. Carpenter said lie was sorry the Senator
would staud iu his place and virtually sr.y that
if
Kellogg and his friends joined hands and de
bed the
people of the State for 50 years Congress could not interfere.
Did he mean to say
if a hand of ruffians should seize the State that
Congress could not interfere?
Mr. Kerry said he meant to say that under
our system of
government, there is within the
State a
remedy for usurapation of the State
government or else a Republican form of
government is a total failure.
air. Carpenter
said: Suppose the people of
Connecticut should declare that they would
“a'ea m
iparcey; that they were sick and tired
ei'U )
,0i0Tl Rocermnunt, aud that their
a"d
Legislature should remain in of^ Longress then have
power
to

8J>od
W hen

MASSACHUSETTS.

°f

voice audible in the remotest
The story of her life was

entertainment

Lecture—Mrs.

florin on ism

Last evening Ann'Eliza Young, the nine
teenth and latest wife of the pseudo prophel
who has pitched his tent
by tbe great Salt Luke,
delivered her lecture entitled “The Story of Mj

AUCTIONEERS

PORTLAND
Safe

CO.,

Deposit Vaults,

—urn—

Commission

No. 97 Exchange Street.

Merchants !

Saleroom 176 Fore Street,
(OUtre 15 Exchange Street.)

SAFES TO RENT inside the VaalU at
from 913 ta 960 per annum
9PECIAL DEPOSITS of (Hacks, Bu.l,
and other valuable. received.
DEPOSITS of ANT

ARTICLES ofTAL-

UK RECEIVED at
cording to the size of

rate*

varying

package

nation

ana

oct24

a

w43tt

Maine Wesleyan Seminary
AND

C.

BAILEY.

W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
Saturday at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,

every

commencing

at 9 o'clock a. M.
Consignments solicited.

FOR

val

Bird, Manager

—

O.

ac-

COLLECTION and REMITTANCE
In tercet and Dividends attended to.

Robert A.

F.

SALE

ATatpublic
noon, where she
auction

ocddtl

on

ahe4th
now

day

lies In

!

of March next
the Horbor ot

Portauiouth, N. H„ the British Schooner “The
Star" (wrecked.) Also at the same time, all sail.,
gear, mast,, <&c., saved from said vessel and there
stored.
This vewcl was built under special survey, launched iu April 1871. claesed • A U, 7 years American
Lloyds and ol 117 tons British Register.

BostoQ, Mass.
MILLER BROS., CUTLER & CO.

fe2fsl5t

Notice ol Foreclosure and Sale ot

—

Mortgage.

FEMALE COLLEGE.

Rosilla

of

in

Plaisted,
Westbrook,
the County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
WHEREAS
the sixth day of Novemwile ot J. M. Plaisted,
on

H. P. TORSEY, LL.D., President.
The

Spring Term of

this Institution will commence

MARCH
ami continue
dress

Kent’s

thirteen weeks.

Westbrook at

9th,
For

J.

particulars ad

L. MORSE,

Secretary of Trantccn.
wBw7
Hill, Feb. 7, 1874.

PRATT’S

ASTRAL

OIL

Absolutely sate. Perfectly odorless. Always unform. II umi’jating qualities
superior to gas. Burns
in any lamp without
danger of exploding or taken
tire. Manufactured expressly to displace the use el
volatile dangerous oils. Its safety under every possible test, ana its perfect burning qualities, are proved bv its continued use in over 300,00 > families.
Millions of gallons Lave been sold and no aocldent
ever occured from burnoi
indirectly—has

—directly

ber, A. D. 1872, bv her mortgage deed of that date,
recorded iu the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book
39t>, Page 4G4. conveyed to John M. Allen, of said
Westbrook, Couuty and State aforesaid, a certain lot
ot land with the buildings thereon situated in »aid

forenoon for the

fe2Sdlaw3wM

when

lamps

retail by the
C'For^le at the

trade

as

the best

safegard

wholesale by

used.

108 Fulton Street. New York.

license from the Hon. Judge ot
at
Probate for Cumberland
County I shall sell
Wedpublic auction on the premises in Falmouth, on oci
■
nesday, the 1st day or April A. D. 18V4, at t*u rreuin the forenoon, so muc ot the Real llstate of
erlck Merrill, late of said Falmouth in
1
deceased, as will produce the sum ot (SlwUN
thousand nine hundred and oigbt doltas™*
dJin.
mid Adminsolo
of
mem ot his Just debts, expenses
Istrztlon.
r. HALL. Adminlsnratsr,
de bonis non wit.h Will annexed.
w3w*9
Falmouth, February 26, 1874.

PURSUANT

to

a

as

and purposes aforesaid.
JOHN M. ALLEN.
his Att'ys. Cobb & Ray.

By

AUBURN

Engineers.

are

MAINE,

prepared to make Dwight, Drawing and

EattaVtw, f« •«' y.drecription of Architectural and
years’ experienc.
vluguver'thirteen
and American practice,

Km-nnean

Administrator's Sale ot l^eal Estate

and bounded

No. 6 Phoenix Block,

We

and at
«Jt CO.,
au25w6m

generally,

reasons

Architects and Civil

Send for

proprietors, CHAii. PRATT

Village

MEN WAY B HOT HE US,

ing, storing or handling it.
The immense Yearly loss to life and property, reoils in
sulting from the use of cheap and dangerous
ihe United States, is appalling.
F
Ire
and
The Insurance Companies
Commissioners
the ASTRAL
throughout the country recommend
ar e

Sacra ran pa

follows:—South by land of John A. I.ow, west by
land of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal Company,
n nth-west and north by said Canal Company’s land,
and east by Spring street, so called, it being the lot ot
laud and buildingstheret n.upon which the grantor at
the time ol this convevance resided, with authority
in case of breach of the condition ol said mortgage to
sell said premises at nubile auction and from the
proceeds to pay the debt secured tbei eby; and whereas the condition of said mortgage bas been broken,
this ts to give notice tbat said premises will l>«* sold
at public auction on said premises on the twentve.gnt day of M areli A. 1>. 1874, at 9 o’clrck in tno

work In
put through

we

a

In the beat
are in a po.tand tell-

aatialactory

able manner.
our engineering surveys are not to be surpassed
for accuracy ami despatch.
We take pieasute in showing to gentlemen who
mav favor-us with a call, SPECIMENS of our work,

embracing Designs for Churches, Public Buildings,
Schools and Private Residences, on which we have
been

engaged.

Communications by mall promptly attended to.
Ref erescfs permitted to P .tlerson St Edwards.
Lewiston; Little, Sml'h & Co., Auburn: B. F. Sturgis, M. D.. Auburn; Robinson & Beede, Auburn j
Nelson Dinglev, Estj., Auburn.

INSLHAJNCE.

press.

the

Twenty-Ninth Annual Beport

Portland Wholesale Price Current.
Corrected for the Press to Mar. 4, 1874.

Apples.
Green,. 5 00 ®6
western
10®
Oried,

Ueet&PilT.

00
12.
eastern.
10® 14
Ashes.
Pearl, ^ ib— 11 @ ii
Pot. y ®

do

g'"

10

@

*>}

1JI I Nejjt"r
Ml* Weight

....

INSURANCE CO.,

Kerosene,

Loom, Harness

Whale,

»**d

OFFICE,

Neats Foot

Shellac

346 & 348 Broadway.

and

Varnishes

Wool

and

Pine®'*
e.x.'iiuib"! aSSo

Ciackers|»100^

33 ffl 42
Store. 20 ® 25
Candle..
Mould,*)lb....
@ 13
Sperm. 35 ® 37 J

Family,*)lb.

Cement.

V bbl.2

@2 40

Spruce.15 00
Hemlock.

..13 00

Clapboards,

JANUARY 1, 18M.

Spruce ex.3000 @35 00
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Piue.45 00 @05 00

....

....

...

Small,.

3 50

Hams,.

(a) 3 75

12

@

13

Rice.
Pollock,.2 75 ® 3 50
none
10
Haddock,....
Rice, }JMb,..
8J@
Malera ns.
Hake,.1 75 ® 2 25
7
Herring,
91
Saleratus, })lb,
@
Malt.
Shore,I? bbl 4 00 ® 5 00
Scaled,bx 25 ® 30 Turk’s Is.
20 ® 25 I bkd.(Sbus),. 2 37}@ 2
No. 1,.
87}
St. Martin,..
Mackerel, 4* bbl.,
none
2 50 @ 3 00
Bay No. 1, 16 00®17 50 Bouaire,
Bay No. 2, 13 00® 14 50 Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 @ 3 25
Large 3.11 00®L2 50 | Cadiz,in bond 2 25 @ 2 75
Shore No 1,..2100®23 00 Liverpool,duty
No. 2,.13 50®15 00
paid.3 00 @ 3 50
Medium...,10 00®11 00 Liv. in bond,. 2 50 (gj 3 00
Clam Bait. 5 0o®6 00 Gr’nd butter, 25 @
Meeds.
Flear.
Superfine,.... 6 00 @6 50 Clever lb.,_S} @ 10}
Spring x,... 6 50 ®7 50 Red Top bag, 4 @ 4 25
xx,.. 7 50 ® 8 50 H.Grass, busb.3 50 a, 3 75
do Canada,
Mich. 8 00 ® 8 50
none
xx 8 50 ® 9 50
Snap.
9
.,
Family 9 5U@10 00 Ex St’m Ref’d
@
7 00 o 8 00 Family,.
Illinois x,.
(§ g
xx,.... 8 00®i0 00 No. 1,.
7
@)
St. Louis x,.. 8 50 ® 9 50
Mpices.
••
xx, 10 00 ® 11 50 Cassia, pare,.
@ 45
Frail.
Cloves. 60 @ 65
Almonds,....
Ginger. 20 @
Soit Shell,.. 22 @ 25 Mace.1 65 @
Shelled,.... 40® 55 Nutmegs,@ 1 35
Pea Nuts,.... 2 75 ® 3 00 Pepper. 25 M 25
•larch.
Citron,. 33 ® 35
Pearl,. 9 ® 10J
Currants,
8}® 9
8 ®
9
Dates,
•agar.
12
18
®
Granulated,.
Pigs,.
10J® 10J
10 ® 10J
Prunes,. 12 ® 17 Cottee A.
Extra C,.
Raisins,
® sj
3 25®3 50
Layer,
o,.
<a 9t
L. M. new 3 75 ®
Syrups. 60 ® 80
New Val.<p lb
12 ®12| Eagle Sugar Hettnery:
none
Lemons,^ box 4 00®5 01 Yellow....
none
Oranges & case 8 00® 9 0( Extra do.
11
3
4
av.
Brown
5(
&boxes,....
50®
m rui u.
Nos. 12 & 16 10 ® 10.'
90 @
Com, Mixed*
Helming,
7]®
sj
93 W 94
Teas.
Yellow,.
Meal. 90 (a) 92 Souchong,
25 @ 45
35 ® 5u
Kye,.
@ 1 25 Oolong.
Barley,. 75 @ 85 Oolong, choice 55 <® Rn
Oats. 63 @
Japan,. ...45 ® 70
Fine Feed,
30 00 @ 32 00
Do. choice... 70 ® 100
a in*
Shorts,.. 28 00 @ 30 00
tiupewder.
Straits,,. 31 @ 32
30 @ 31
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00 English.
Shipping,.... 4 50 @ 5 00 Char. I.C.,.. 12 75@ 13 25
Char. I.X.,.. 1525 @15 75
Hay.
Pressed,Jpton 16 00 @18 00 Teine-... 12 00 @13 50
Loose,.14 00 @ 20 00 Coke.11 00@11 50
Straw,.11 00 @ 13 00 Antimony. 18 @ lit
Iran.
Zinc.
10 @
10fc

From tlie undived surplns of $1,742,554 41, the
Board of Trustees has declared a reversionary dividend, available on settlement of next annual premium

to

Tobacco*
Fives and Tens,
Best Brands, 65 @
Medium,.. 65 @
Common,.... 50 @
Half lbs.,.50 @
Nat’l Leaf,.80

...

Refined,.
Swedish.

4

Norway,.

8 <
20 (
14 <

Cast Steel,
German Steel

..

Shoe Steel

@
f'

Spring Steel
Russia,.
Galv,.
Lard.
Kegs, ? tt>,.. 10Jg
10 @
Tierces, ^ lb
Pail. 22 (g
Caddies. 12|oj

Lamb skins

MORRIS FRANKLIN, President.
WILLIAM H. BEERS, Vice-Pres. & Act’ry.

84

MIDDLE

W. F.

15th.,

..

..

State of Maine Bonds.99*.... 100
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 95
95*
Bath City Bonds,.89
90
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,. 90_91
Calais City Bonds,. 95
96
Cumberland National Bank,... 40. 58
59
Canal Natioual Bank,. 100...132
133
First National Bank,.100. 132*., ..133
Casco National Bank,.100.132 ....133
Merck ants’ National Bank,.. 75.96
97
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.132*... 133
Portland Company,. 80
85
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 65
67
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100. 95
96
Atlantic & St. Lawrence h. R.90
95
▲. A K. R. R. Bonds,. 86
87
Maine Central R. R. Stock,.... 100. 55
60
Maine Central R. R. Bonds. 7’s.96
97
Leeds A F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100.86
87
Portland A Ken. R. R. Bonds.. 100... j.
86
87
Portland A Ogdemsburg R.R. Bonds,
90
gold,
Portland A Rochester K. R. Bonds. 7*s„
92 asked
....

...

....
...

...

...

Losses Adjusted and Not Paid—NONE.
I
Unadjusted and all other Claims—NONE.
H. WHITNEY,
President.

....
...
...
_

....

...

WHAT

eod3w&wlt

Equitable

F. &

M. Ins. Co.,

PROVIDENCE, R.

Shall We Bay ?
“Tlie Wilcox & Gibbs Is the first Sewing Machine
that has brought comfort and relief to the household.”—Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, Editor Woman's
Journal.
any I have tried.”—Mrs. Henry
J

machine that yon

Comprehend and Manage,
No Spasms.

makes

the

Handsomest and

Strongest Seam.

FULLY
in

exchange

per

nt onr

score

of

the

on

1st Premium Me. State Fair, ’73,
miCAH
Corner

SAMPSON,

TAXES!

N°M»W«r«?VarrUf'“-r0en

gal red by City ordinance, o list of all the tixes assessed upon residents in 1873 amounting to tweniv
dollars and upwards, then remaining unpaid In tlii
bills committed to me together with the names of
the persons assessed therefor.
Portland, Feb. 26, 1874.

H. W. HER8EY.
Treasurer and Collector.

fe26eodtmc7

For

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

Us®

wells’
A T

Carbolic

n>s

Sold by

Tablets.

0MjV IN B,'rE BOXES.
® * * R
E BEMEDY.

Druggists^

____

medical.

fo24flw

the absence of Dr F ru
hl" °fflce from
"ha" ,el!t”p «
A. CLARK.

DURING
v^wnt?1

The

Highest Medical Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and

—

Deobstruent known to the medical world is

JURUBEBA

Street,
BOSTON.

.

It arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
nervous system, restores vigor to the
debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price SI
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New
York.
Ie7t4w

Directions accompany each bottle.

DOLLAR,

F. SWEETSIER, Wholesale Agent
lor Maine.
For sale by ail respectable Druggists.

CAM]

3m*

[ORINE,

The UNIVEKSAL MEDICINE
For tbe Household.
PRICE PER BOTTLE, 25 CENTS.
REGBEII HOYT, Proprietor,
30* Greenwich SU N. Y.
(For sale by all Druggists.)__fellt4w

TRY IT.

A. S. LIMAN S
Patent Pure l)ry Air Refrigerator

DADT A ATT110 nil Men and WoAlll.JrvrAl/1 Ail A men wauling a good
permanent business. Special attention is
called to
Handy Alias of the World,”
now completed, which has taken three years of
time and at a great expense, containing Twenty-four large & beautiful Maps of all the grand
divisions of the Globe, 1J. 8. Teritories,
4'nuada, and information of vast importance.
This oft rs a business chance seldom met with, and
should be improved by all wanting business
sure to make large pay, for it is just what
the people need ana will buy. Best of Com-

the Market.
is indispensable to Batchers,
dealers,
ITHotel
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
than its cost
Summer. Butchers

every
will

soon find their meats
it, in its best form,
recommended by their customers. The internal arlangement is such that a current of cold air is kept

who

constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, Sse., apply to

mission, exclusive Territory and fall description bv addressing D. L GUERNSEY, Publishers, Concord, N. H.

fel7t4w

Y
E A B!
C A A A
kJ \y
made with our splendid
COMBINATION PKOSPECTUS.

Q 9
-mm

5eprSen£?3WfnE0ren^KolcsTwante3^iH!ver5M5m^
wanted in
and Town in
ily. Agents

to whom all applications should be made, and who
mcb4eodtf
has full power to settle infringements.

TOS
Com"let?lout5r^SntT5osfyia5!r^DBra^^il^
to

Market Value.
Real Estate..$70,000 00
62,500 00
25,000 00
10,800 00
12,000 00

500 Shares Old National Bank, Providence.
500 Shares National Bank of Commerce....
200 Shares American Nationaf Bank.
100 Shares Manufacturers National Bank..
200 Shares Rnode island National Bank.
30 Shares Third National Bank.
100 Shares Fourth National Bank.
100 Shares Union Bank.
100 Shares Butchers and Drovers Bank...
100 Shares First National Bank of Warren,

5,000

3,750
12,500
5,000
4,500

00
00
00
00
00

distills

all

its

success.

3 PART SONfifi (or FEMALE VOICE*.
This is an admiraolo book to use with, or to follow
•‘The Hear of Singing.” Contains music from the
Has a special adaptation for
very best sources.
Ladies’ Seminaries. By W. S. Tildes. Price 81.00.

Aggregate

of Collection. 13,983 75

amount

of Assets...$293,924 93

LIABILITIES.
adjusted but not due.

Losses
$2,926 00
Losses unadjusted. 9,425 00
Amount required to safely reinsure all outstanding risks (New York standard). 63,648 84
Dividends unpaid.
183 50
Commissions, taxes, office and agency expenses....
4,000 oo
Capital Stock actually paid up in cash.200,000 00
Surplus, as regards policy holders. 13,741 59

Liabilities_$293,924

93

THOMAS G. TURNER, President.
Fred. W. Arnold, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before
LORIN M. COOK, Justice of the Peace.
January 20,1874.

J.

W.

MUNG-ER, Agent,
NO. 166 FOBS STBFET,

fe25eod3w

L. O. Emerson and W.

River

OF

NEWARK,

$200,000.00

StatementJOctobcr 1, 1873.
ASSETS.

Bank,.• •$ 20,915.14
Mortgage, (property
worth double the amount loaned,). 153,650.00
Loans on Call.(secured by ample collateral) 87,600.00
Heal Estate, cost,. 38,979.80
Interest due and accrued,.
5.786.82
Outstanding Premiums.
25,062.16
Office Furniture and Fixtures,.
2,000.00
$333,993.92

liabilities.

Uuitfusted

and

unpaid

claims,.$12,750.00

J. W. MIJNGER, Agents,
NO. 166 FORE STREET.
fe25

eod3w

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duty appointed and taken upon bimself
the

Irainistrator of the estate of
MOS ES GOULD, late of Bridgton,
in the counter of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds asthe 1 aw directs. Ail
persons bavingdemands
trust of A«

upon tbe esta te of said deceased are required to exhibit
the same; aiwl all
persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make
payment to
JOHN P. PARLEY, Administrator.
Bridgton, Feb. 17, 1874.
fel7dlaw3w*

ployment

Bit. J. P.

THE
np in the best manner, with
Co’s
with two

the Putnam
50-horse Boilers,

one

of

Machine
Engines,
Two runs of Burr Stones, Com and Cob Cracker,
Grain and Meal Elevators, Scales. Jointing and
Matching Machines. The Mill is situated near the
track of the Fitchburg Railroad and can unload a
car of com and elevate it into the mill in 45 minutes.
Price $17,000! $5,000 down, balance to snitl
W. F.howE, No. teomiiister, Mass.,| on premises

t$U$0d$v

Frruts—Being sworn, say*, I graduated at the

8 yv up* 1 guarantee it aa infallible on re for Nerve, Kidnoy and Rheumatic diseases, fiworn to, this 26th April, 1871P. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Philct.
weciepffyocn were Cured hyit, and will satisfy any one wrif-

ingus.Rev.Thoe.MurplivJ3.D.1l’rankford,Phila.R«v.C.H.
P'^ne,Media, Pa. Rev.J .S.B ucha nan .Clarenee.Iowa.Rev.
G.G.Snuth,
Pittaford, N.Y.
Falls Church,
Phila., Ac. Afflicted should write Dr.Fit.ler,Phila..for explanatory Pamph let A guarantee,gratis. Jf50 Reward for an incurable case.No cure no charge,a reality. Sold by druggie*'*

IMPORTANT

PUBIFIER. TO
INVESTORS
secured
April 30,1872.)

AND HOLDERS OF

—FOR—

STATE, COUNTY,

Kidney tk Liver Complaints, Sick Head*
ache. Female Weakness, Siatic and
Chronic Hheamatism and
Scrofalens Affections.

—

ValuableFarmfor Sale!

Holders of Bonds
of Interest is

known McIntosh Farm.

8itua!cd *n offh* ‘own of Windham
Dock Pond, aud about
?ear ?oad
Jffi A09A, tR"
0 *1
m.llea from Portland. This larm
oontaiiis

Passenger

o’clock

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Par
sonstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

urdays, returning alternate days.

Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfield

At Centre

daily.

OC6tC

Saginaw,

Panl,

St

Denver, San Francisco,

temporarily

«

makS

business freely given.

also buy and sell at the Stock

Exchange,

Railway Stocks,

Government Securities, etc.,
on Commission, for
Cash,
or on Time.

Accounts received and interest allowed
which may be checked for at
sight, same

on
as

balances
at bank.

H. C. WILLIAMS & CO.,
BANKERS,
P. O. Box, 4,002

Porrh^wIwLV1. Riding!!
eood%ilnp°w?& ^
water’g?£5
bearing.1 AfsJ s?orePwJ”Bt8’

49 Wall 84., New York.

fe5_
Hard Pine

consisting ot 2 story House
Stable, all finished and painted
wlth
mcnted floor, good well
ce7
thrifty Orchard of 60 apple, pear and ni,fmU?g amla
part Of them in
a
*
Vork"s^°P8
and Public Hall on the premises.
A good chance for a Trader or a Mechanic
ic of an>
kind? For particulars inquire of
W. H. WiLSON, on the
fe!3d&w3w*
Premises

On

dim

Timber

hand and sawed to dinien^^np.

Hprd Pine Plank, hard

x*ine

Flooring

AND STEP BOARDS.

V

!

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.
iy Wharf and Dock, First, corner of E Street
State street, Boston.
mySeodly

Office, No.

the

Northwest, West and Southwest
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in spleudil
is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
{^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

H^ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for eveiy $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.

Portland Sept. 12.1873.

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

We

are

giving

Immense

TO

Bargains

ALL!

and

Learn

onr

sixteen cents

AT

down to

an ounce.

1 lot Childrens'

!

yds.

new

patterns

Popular Price

of

Corsets! Corsets! Corsets!
All the desirable makes of Corsets, including

FRENCH,
THOMSON’S (Glove Fitting)

JACQUELINE,
Md. FOVS,
GERMAN, Ac., dec.,
suro

manufactured

Department.

“

Kid Gloves, #

,80

1.50

1.13

3.00

1.50

DAVIS & CO.

*6 P.

M.

Trains from Boston are due at Portland
*12.30. t5,00, t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
For Manchester asd Concord, N, II., via
U.dr P. B. B. Junction, t6.15 A, M., *3.10 P.

at

Por Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
Lowell.
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
t9.10 A. M.
Rochester and Alton Bay t6.15, A. M.,
with trains for

•gPor

^Po^MUton and Union Village

Per Old Orchard Beach, Sac# and Biddeford tl0.25 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at tli.20 A. M.
Por Scarooro, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford and Kennebnnk t2.30 P. M.
Returning, leare Kennebank t7.30 A. M.

For New York,

Albany, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Washington,

The

M. train arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
M., counecdng with trains lor New York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. i>l.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through
by either route.
All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter for refreshments at First Class Diidng Booms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdjnsburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at, and depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R R
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 p!
Tickets

between Portland
package
sale at 25 per cent, discount.
« station
in
r

"Freight

'Accommodation.
•Fast Express.

ample experience in practical use, this
AFTER
lead is
conceded to be all that is claimed
for
and is
now

it,
guaranteed fully equal to any in the
market.
It is strictly pure, containing
nothing but fine
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is of extraordinary fineness.
State Assayer’s Office, )
20 State St.. Boston.
j
Gentlemen:—I have analyzed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with results as follows:—This white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and is ground in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has good covering power,
and is in every respect of standard quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
and Chemist, Mass.

FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Genera! Agent, Portland*
ft

",

OGDENSBURG R. r.

CHANGE OF TIME.
On and after Monday. Oct 20 ift7a
VS3353«iand until further
tra.n. wuf
as follows:
J=:*--"-c^!2§leave,
•—^
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A M
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the iollowing Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
■Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. B.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and
--

depart.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK.
Steamers Chesapeake and Franwill, until further notice, run
as follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4
P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers,
making this tne most convenient and comfortable
ronte for travelers between New York and Maine
Passage In State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May

W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
Agents, 91 Market Square,
le23PORTLAND, ME.eodly

LUMBER.
Having erected a Steam Saw Mill at Frost’s Woods
(so called), East Deenug, we are prepared to furnish
Fine and Hemlock Dimension Lumber.
Pine Shipping Boards, Deck Plank, Ac,
at abort notice and at very low prices, delivered
any place in the vicinity of Deering or Portland.
.Any orderB left at our office. 272 Commercial

lelSdtf

Now is the time to snbscribe.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
THE

CARRYING OF

THE

IS|LA. I-ocal Agent wanted in every town in th
State

Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return 'Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.

Tbe Steamship
Priuisa, Hapt. Unit.a,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

Address

PORTLAND

PUBLISHING CO.

MATHBDAY, Fek. 98lh,
Immediately after the arrival of tbe Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (*ccording to accommodations).gio t. goo
Payable in Gold or Its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For

Sight

PORTLAND, ME.

Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Drafts

No. 3 India Street.
nol9dtl

Portland, Nov. 19, 1873.

Washington

Steamships of this Line sail from

end

of Central

Wharf,

THE

Boston

and

William Lawrence," Capt. F. M. Howes.
“William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold," Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
“John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmontl, by river or rail: and by the Fa. A Term.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R, to Washington and 1]

places

at

or

E.

SAMPSON, Agent.

1nne2t>S3 Central Wharf. Boston.

largest and fullest dally paper published In
Maine, and In the future as in the past, the Publish
rs'Propose to make It beyond question the
Tlie

■

Aim

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s Iron Line

of Steamers!

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to anu
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ?y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. RN., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’I Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
Janll ly

Best

Newspaper

in Maine.

and

Book, Card and Jolt

By making all it# department# fuller and more
uable.

The growing importance of Portland as a distributing centre lor Maine, and its increasing wholesale
a fttli daily paper
imperatively necessary
careftilly prepared daily account of the Portia

trade make
A

Wholesale Market will be given.
An extended report of
Sunday services in the city
will be presented each
Monday morning.
Exhaustive reports of
political, educational and
religious conventions and
meetings in the State ar
a prominent feature ol the
paper.
Whit a larger Editorial
corps than any paper i
Ma ne, with unexcelled
faculties lor

collecting news,

and more space to

PRINTING

devote to details, the Publishers
make every exertion to render the Daily Pres
a fuller and more
complete paper than it has hithert
been, and in every respect
will

979 Commeicinl (Street.

WANTED.

—1»—

PORTLAND

with

^PrompUyatEDWIN CLEMENT & CO.,

Portland Daily Press

West.

Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommocatlons.
Fare including Berth and Mealj to Norfolk f 12 50.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $14, time G5 hours.
For further information apply to

Street

mi"' wi»

We intend to make a- paper for
sensible people, and make it worth
S3 to each subscriber lor tbe year
1874.

LINE.

ALLAN^

£?rvilaSd’
^ *°u1k1 » large assortment of
all kinds of Building and
Lumber

fended toLUCAS’ “*the

We otter no pictures to make tbe value ot tb
Press up to its price.

fl-rftf_oc21dtf

—

Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill R. R. Repair Shops.
Hartford, Conn., Feb. 18,1873.
New Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied that it is equal to
Your Trulv
any now manufactured.
V. D. PERRY,
Master Car Builder, H. P. & F. R. R.

)

CHROMOS.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Assayer

Finishing

NO

Steamships:—

10,000 Human Feet!

.IAS. T.

PORTLAND

the rate

109 EXCHANGE STREET

and

Boston, Causeway street

Boston. Dec. 6.1873.

at 10 a. m.
Insurance oue half

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
lines
forwarded free of Commission.
by connecting
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
B. B. SAMPSON, Ageit,
Jn23-ly70 Leag Wharf, BsMss.

No efforts will be spared to make the Maine State
Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will not relax their efforts to make the
paper n necessity to those who have been accustomed
to read it. We pledge that during the year 1874 tbe
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than
ever, so that the family that thoroughly reads the
paper will have all the current events of the day.

BALTIMORE.

t6.15 A. M. train

Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines.

delpliia,

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK

Sole

arrives in Boston at 10.45 A
M., connecting with train tor New Vork via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The t9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
also with 5.33 P. Al. (steamboat) trains
Springfield;
for New York via

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 jy.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila<

NEW BRITAIN!

State

Weekly Pbesb
subscribers, with

D. C. Steamship Line.

W.

POINTS

Ho

dlw

Respectfuliy,

extra copy of the
us five new

DURING THE NEXT YEAR

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

DAVIS & CO.

6.15 A. M.,

an

sending

Steamship Line.

Norfolk and Baltimore and

PURE WHITE LEAD

Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
M., tl2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P.M.

OFF ER

*10.
Special club rates may be obtained by applying to
the Publishers.

—AND—

KID GLOVES.

fe27

A.

We will send

PHILADELPHIA

UNDER CONTE iCT FOB

Our stock is unequaled, and we have marked everything in this department down. SEE PRICES.

#1.00

AN

to any person

Caudi.i ud Hailed Stale, nail*.

Old {Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford,
Kenarbank,
Wells.
Borer,
Greal Falls, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.

leave PortA. M.

THI SUPERIOR NBA GO
IMG MTEAMERN

BOSTON

to sell them. We recommend our
as being the best American Corset
both for comfort, grace and durability.

Goods marked Very Low in every

OTXR

authors.
Recause it comments with rigor
and independence on all curren
topics in State and Nation,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

Jacqueline Corsets

This sale will continue until we have reduced
BOSTON & MAINE
our Intense Stock.
RAILROAD

t6.15, t9.10

,&££S£BSC

conia

GEO. BACHELDER,

3H^jag|a,,d
(Parlor Cars),

48 1-8 EXCHANGE gTBEBT.

FOR BOSTON.

cts.

Twenty-five

MITRE AID MEE THEME GOODS.

prices

plete.

Maine Steamship Co.

just received at the

General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
de8
f

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

Portland,

Fancy Wool Hose

Hamburg Edgings

at

reading

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

marked down to 50 cts.
1 lot Ladies Balbriggan Hose, 6
prs. to box at $1.10 per box,
Ladies Merino Test and Drawers,
a few left at 621-2 cts. worth $1.
Childrens’ Vest and Drawers way

BE

more

PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than any other paper iu
Maine.
Because its Market, Marine. Congressional, Legislative and other
reports are fuller than any other
paper in Maine.
Because its State News is the
most carefully collected and com-

JOHN BROOKS AND PORENT CITY,
Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, Paying

Ladies Fleeced Hose, 5 prs, for $1.
1 lot Ladies Cotton Hose, 12 1-2 c.

J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
I L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.

6TT CARS.

«l. B.

Because it gives

matter than any other.
Because it is thoroughly a NEWS

Because it presents all f|>e Telegraphic news of the week care,
clude SLEEPING AC’COMODATION8,
fully digested into readable paraASI» MEALS THEREBY AVOIDING
graphs and set specially for the
I
ANY EXTRA CHARGES.
New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
weekly.
passenges accommodations. Take this route to San
Because its literary matter is of
-Francisco and avoid the snow and cold of the overland Route. For Freight and Passage and full ina very high character,
consisting
formation apply at the Company’s Office, New York,
of stories, poems and other matter
or to the New England Agents.
€. L. BART.
LETT A Co., Itf Brond It., Boston. Rufus
original or selected from the best
Hatch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents

OUR

BARGAINS IN

IlFast Express.

VIA

to

PORTEOUS. Agent.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, sam<
daysat 5 P. M. Fare
Through Tickets to New York via the varion*
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced iates.
Freight taken at low rates.
J. B. COYIjB JH„ General Agent.mch30tf

t Accommodation train

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

JOHN

PARTMENT.

morning.

Trains
raggagig-j Passenger
far Boston

The Screw Steamship ALHAMBRA, Capt. Angrove, will leave
Portlimd every Saturday at 4 1\
M., (weather permitting) for
HALIFAX, direct, making connect ioDs with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor,Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

AT 7 O’CLOCK P. M.

Conway Railroad.

*3.10

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

HOSIERY AND MERINO DE-

1000

MAINE:

IN

DIRECTI

Prices!

Balmoral Yarn 19 cts. a skein.
Germantown Tarn marked low.
LOOK

BEST WEEKLY PAPEli

With ConnertiouN to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

jal0d3m

down to 50 cts. each.

The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.30 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all Darts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
♦Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

—

TO

w. r>. little & co..

._jssm

PARI

LINE

Halifax Nova Scotia,

n

—

Zephyr Worsted marked

COMMENCING DEC. 8, 1813.

Passenger trains leave Portland daiH*"*?S=SIH§slIy» for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-■■4days
excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 16.15 A.
*n
t9.10 a. M., ||3.15 P. M., t6.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland att7.30,
H8.30A. M. 112.30, 13.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.00, nl0.35
A. M.; H2.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Augusta at t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington ,Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.05 P.M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8,C0 A. M.,* returning at 5.t5 P. M
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Palls and

18 THE

Passage Rbtes: Cabin &IOO,
Steerage $50. These rates in-

Still continues.

condition,

trains.

—

days of sailing until 4
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

TO CALIJ'ORNIA.
Great Reduction in Freight and Posh age
Bale always Lower than by any
other Ronte. Comfort, Safely
and Economy combined.

SALE!

Hilwna-

Louis, Omaha,
Lake City,

Salt

points in

HAIL

ou

Our Ninth Grand Annual Pacific Mail
Steamship Company

DEPOT AT FOOT OP INDIA ST.

«■“*«•*. Dettwli, Chicago,
T?kee.
Cincinnati, si.

l3?“Freigbt received
P. M.
mc4dtf

DAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other information apply
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

3

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

The Maine State Press

herst.

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
■n
■■»at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Bostou <& Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 p. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

—

The *3.10 P.

»s0d0^M5.nB-

aSP1*?

For Sale.

eodt

which payment

ta™n?nn1L2Tx.add

Maine,_fe»l&wtf7

O. H. BAKU * CO., Box 1589, Bangor, Me

on

t0 their investment, will do
wen
U "on,d be
advantageous to
to dispose of their securities
to leave
a mmnlfttnHo
description, quantity and price with us so
our office
may
their selections in tins
way, insuring a more ready
sale. Quotations and information
in all matters
mauers or
ox

one

and 10 cents to

ARRANGEMENT,

days.
Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robblnston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halilax, N. S., Shediac, Am-

See Our Goods

SOUTH AND WEST.

suspended,

hundred acres
.-la Tal?conveniently divided into mowing,tillage and pasturage ; sixty acres under cultivation,cutting from 50 to
7" tons ol hay per year, and with small out]
iy can bo
made to cut 150 tons. Connected with It is one hundred acres of wood and timber land. There is an
orchard of i60 apple-fees, old an<J young on the
place. The buildings ire nearly new, the honse having been built In 1866, at a cost of nearly $f 000 it
is a large two story house with
addition, in perfect
order and condition, with convenient
outbuildings
excellent cellar, a well of good water, and a
spring
of living water near the house. Barn 40 x 60 far
in
good repair. One side of the entire farm is fenced by
the Duck Pond and most of the remainder
by permanent fence. Every rod of field can be mowed
by
machine. This is one of the best and most desirable
farms in Cnmberiand County, aud tbera is none more
valuable farm in Maine for stockraising purposes.
This farm will be sold for one half its value, about
the cost of the
building will buv it.
aarfleulars term of sale, Ac., apply to COBB
v, u ?
at ljawi No. 42i
Exchange Street,
Pnrik,i,i
Avt*
y,8'
Portland.

^

Offices

—

RAILWAY BONDS.

g «v%aiiiiecstL:
ffSSfcg&l

$ioo'"“
"^“lOctr
Stamp

MUNICIPAL,

The great financial difficulty in causing a constant
inquiry for Quotations and values of Securities not
actively dealt in at the New York Stock Exchange
To meet this growing demand we have increased our
facilities, and with many years’.experience, a large
acquaintance and correspondence throughout the
country, can give that prompt and careful attention
so essential in these times.

PERKINS & CO., Whelesale Agts.

about

AND

AXI*

AND ALL

Now being Introduced into this State by L. BARTLETT. It comes will recommended by the Doctors
and those that have used It, have no hesitation in
saying that it will prove to be the best blood purifier
ever used in this State.

well

Passenger

fe!7t4w

TTmversityof Tonn'ain 1833,and after 30years*experience,
perfocted I>r. Fitlcr’s Vegetable Rhenmatto

DR. BROWN’S COMPOUND

.The

M.
Trains will arrive as iollows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and wav
Stations 6.15 p. m.

capital;

MAMifcWbtoiKMil

fe26d&w2w

1

no

laiwiwrgifli

|

published.
By L. O. Emerson. Price 30 cents.
All book8 sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York.

BLOOD

FiAlliLi

Monday, Sept, 15th,

tions, 5.25 P.

Hair STBr^:

Superfluous

ever

o£5! M

evening;

ham,Philadelphia, Pa._

Daily increasing in favor, and is undoubtedly one
of the best collections of Songs for Common Schools

Sargent Coe, Cor.

or

A SIT
TT ill A CURED ! For Circulars and price,
A lAiTl Aaddress S. C. Upham, Pliil’a, Pa.

,,

For Sale—Three-story Steam. Grist
and Planing mil, 30x30 teet.
Mila and Machinery entirely new, and fitted

home, day

structions & valuable package ot goods sent free by
mail. Address, with six cent stamp, M. YOUNG &
CO., 173 Greenwich St., New York.fe!7t4w

CHEERFUL"VOICES!

N. J.

Capital,

WORKING CLASS$Maweekmeminat

!

Devotional Chimes, Best VestbySinging Book.

JOHN M.

Cash

Price $1.00.

of Life, Best Book for Sabbath Schools.

(Copy right

Peoples Insurance Co.,

S. Tildkn.

choiceTtrios

316 00

course

amount of

By

as clear as
extracts
retains all
nutritious aroma.

The best thing ever oftered price $9, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights for sale DE WITT
C. BROWN & CO., 678 Broadway, N. Y.
fel7t4w

Reading, Two
Perfectly adapted progressive
Part, Three Part and Four Part Singing in HIGH
SCHOOLS. Is a gTeat favorite, and abundantly de-

Premiums in due

Rents..

commence at once. For outfit ana
particulars address JOHN E. POTTER & CO.,
fel7d4wf
Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Note

seives

after

Mail train for Gorham and accammo'datum train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
P. M. (Stopping at all stations, t
Island Poizd.) connecting with night mail train tor
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way sta-

full

great American coffee
JPOT
Coffee
HOUR of SINGING The
amber;
its strength;
its
to

and

On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
the Steamer
Capt. S. H. Pike, and
WinNew Brunswick,Capt. E- B.
Chester, will leave
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at tf P. M., for Kastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and East port on the
same

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Mail train 1.20

enabling you

SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS!

R. 1. 11,400 00
Bonds City of Jersey City (7s). 9,300 00
Bonds City of Elizabeth, N. J.
23,250 00
Bonds Michigan Central Railroad.
9,300 00
Massachusetts “Back Bay” Bond.,... 10,000 00
Cash in Company’s Office.
438 28
Cash in Bank.
4,886 90

on.

fe26_d3w

A Week to Agents. Fastest selling!
I O articles out Three valuable samples for
J. BRIDE, 767 Broadway, N. Y.
te4t4w

lip

ASSETS.

Gen. Agt.

Middle nod Exchange Sts.,
Yott Office, Poitland, Me.

810 made
H. WHITE,
Ie4d4wt

the
every County
United States to make a permnaent business on these
works. 8ALE8 Sure A PROFIT* LARGE.

on hand and in
Loans on Bond and

use

to
N.

ten cents.

AGENT FOR MAINE,

Cash

Health.

AGENT* WANTED.—85
free.

daily. Samples mailed
Newark, N. J.

No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle St„

Month taken
New

Fifty Baltimore Physicians advise their

Address T. W. EVANS & CO., 139 S.
7th St., Phila., Pa.
ie4t4w
wanted.

Tremont

more
use

On

m. ana

3.15 p. m.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4.25 p. in.
A freight train wi»l leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.
feOdtl
J. PRESCOTT, Superintendent.

Bf??f??????f?STrains will run as follows:

comprehensive, enabling anyone in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minnte. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mall 50 cents. Agents

FOR LADIES EXCLUSIVELY,
Prepared from the original formula qf the late

A. W.

York Office.

man

(*EDEOGRAPHY’’ A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound; a complete system of Phonetic
Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and

Invigorating, Strengthening

jal6

OF TRAIN*.

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

MAGNIFICENT

One

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

WARRANTED !

400 Shuttle Machines

THE NEW YORK TOMBS
is the

“RESURGAM,”

ONE

__

a.

oct28dtf

ARRANGEMENT.

and all

ARE YOU in SEARCH of EMPLOYMENT?

I.

RANDALL, President,
I. H, Lindsley, Sec’y: A. M.
Reynolds, Vice Pres.

BOBBIN.

A Child Can Operate It.

It

HEMP also cures night-sweats,
to pay expenses.
nausea at the stomach, and will break a fresh cold in
24 hours. Address Cradock & Co., 1032 Race St.,
Ie4t4w
Phil., naming this paper.

CAPITAL.
Capital Stock Paid Up,. .$$00,000

Always Ready.

OB

When death was hourly expected from CONSUMPTION, all remedies having fail d, and Dr. H. James
experimenting, he accidently made a preparation
of INDIAN HEMP, which cured his only child, and
now gives this receipt free, on receipt of two stamps

GEO, W. LORD.

BY

ALTERATION

WINTER

at 6.1,

ARRANGEMENTS,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

trains

(Sundays excepted,)

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OP CANADA.

was

most satisfactory manner.
If you will send for my circular,with my terms and
full particulars, or give me a call, I think I will be
able to convince the most sceptical that this composition .will justifv all I claim for it.
Very resi»ectfully yours,

An

checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Best on & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCoCI?.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

—

just el eared 890 in 4 days selling the
COMPLETE DOMESTIC BIBLL, iust
out. New Type and Taking features.
800 Engravings, Superior Paper. Excels every tcau and
tells quick. Big teems to Agents. Outfits Free.
For mil particulars of this and great success of
OCEAN’S 8TOBY,address, HUBBARD BROS.
Pubs. 53 Washington St., Boston.
fe4J4w

This article will

SPRING

leave Portland
for Portsmouth and Dover daily.

74 EXCHANGE ST.

absolutely

THE

Not Be Deceived!

SBUTfLE

U

prevent the formation of Scale if timely introduced.
The powder which I manufacture has been carefully tested by some of the ablest chemists in the
countr;, and its fitness to keep iron clean and to
preserve it has been demonstrated by them in the

Statement, December 31,1873.

i

Kj
^B
^B
*[!:
^B

fastest selling Book ever published, Inexperienced canvassers report from 5 to 2ft subscribers per
day. Great, excitement among old Book Agents. An
active man wanted in every town In the United States.
UNITED
Send for specimen pages and terms.
STATES PUBLISHING CO., 11 and 13 University
Y.leltlw
N.
Place,

save

No. 80 middle St., Portland.

^B

^B

done and what should not be done. But 1 scarcehear it said that these explosions are due to
an accumulation of Scale in the Boiler, and yet eight
out of ten instanc s that occur in our midst are undoubtedly due to this cause.
Now, permit me to say that I manufacture a Composition that will readily and thoroughly remove this
incrustation; and while 1 am constantly sending it
over the United States, I exact no
pay for Its use unless it gives perfect satisfaction ana fulfils all the
claims I make for it.
My preparation will remove Scale from any Boiler,
no matter how deep may be the iccrusat on, and at
the same time it will .prevent injury to the Boiler
from any tiling which may be held in solution by the

Joseph Reed, Genl. Agt. for Maine,

Aggregate

SEWING MACHINE

NO

■^Bwilh
^B
^Bicinc
K]
■I
■Ittiat

A MAN OF A THOUSAND

The best and Only Reliable One in

fel9

to^B
al-^B
^B
ot^B

^Bdiseased

ever

it.

OTHERS.

Monday,

sep20dtf

J. M. CUTLER,
Secretary.
Office Nos. 140 & 151 Madison St. Chicago.
L.

Mod-

taken earnestly,
MM correct blood and system, which arc
■MM wavs at fault, also to act specifically upon
glands and lining membrane
t * nose anti commnnicat ing chambers. Ca*{
should be aitplied warm
Remedy
i*tarrh
Dr. Picrce’n Nasal Douche,
tho only instrument with which iluitl medcan be pcrfcclh/ apylictl to all parts
*1 of passages and chambers in which ulcers
exist and from whichdischargo proceeds.
So successful has this treatment proven,
the proprietor ofl'ers $500 He- H
Award for a case of “Cold inlleaxt" or
Catarrh he can not cure. The two medipines with instrument $'i|byall druggists.

$224,098.94

...

No Noise.

H power
Viral Discovery,

be

PRICE

Loans on Bonds and Mortgages,. $201,400.00
Interest accrued and not due,.
1,619.96
Cash in Bank,.
10,000.00
United States Bonds,.
5,100.00
Cash in hands of Agents,.
2,390.48
City Collections,. 1.689.26
Office Furniture and Personal Property,..
1,409.07
Cash in Office,.
490.17

....

can

by
alterative ^B
:^Bfectorder
of Dr. Pierce’s Coldeu
*

a
tention,
Very many causes are assigned for this loss of life
and property. A great deal is said as to wbat should

cou tained m

ALL

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. It. Denot dally, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode island, every
Wednesday atid Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always iuadvance of all other lines. Baggagi

by its IB

cure,

1mikl, soothing and heal-^B
HI
H m ? !»V\ing properties, to which*1
yields, whcn^B
^B H f'v-J5Ay< i tlio disease
is used warm
% | J Remedy
^B
*
and system put in per- ^B
cthe wonderful

Philadelphia, Dec. 24, 1873.
without
if ever,
up a

374

....

a

ifH^* J^^g^rReuiedy

E. C. K. TODD, M. D.,

ASSETS.

chance we give to agents.
PUBLISHING CO., Hartford
a

Dr.Sage’sCatarrhlt

newspaper
pick
I SELDOM,
seeing, among the first Items that arrest my atterrible boiler explosion.
the record of

water

OF

dlv

EXPLOSIONS.

—

$600,000,00
224,098.94

Authorized Capital,
Cash Capital and Surplus,

what

Bee

Conn.mclHw

DR. JOHN D. BUZZELL

1874.

and

Address, AMEKCAN

Provision

Sold,...111|... 112|
Government 6 s, 1181,. 120|
Government5'20’b, 1862,.117 ....117$
Government 5-20*8, 1864,..
118f.... 110
Government 5-20*8, 1865,.1204... 120*
Government 5-20*8, July, 1865,. 119*.... llfil
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.119*. ...1192
Government 5-20*8, July, 1868,.118*
118*
Government 10-40’a,....».112|....112|

Yon Can Buy

al
cular

cause

OF CHICAGO, ILL.

JANUARY

BY

courBe
muster.

Cordial

Co’y?

Just out

TIIOHAH NAST’S PENCIL.
the book will sell like oysters At a generEverybody's hungry ior it. Send for cir-

Of

every cask or other vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn inspector, And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purpose*, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred do//ars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments

ly

PAWS!

book is

ILLUSTRATED

We quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid

therefor.
Portland. Me.. April 21 1873.

our new

MU BILIilNGS’ PEN

J

public, that they continue to
Manufacture

dc2ltf

eod3t

AHEAD

‘EVERYBODY’S FRIEND’

The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oil* in the market, at a ch. ap price—many
of which aro little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, a* well as safety to censnmers, ’hat some no
tice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard o rour Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which i* 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

STATEMENT OF THE

|

And learn that

Portland Kerosene Oil

shall

AGENTS !

PAWS,

Kerosene Oil Company
the

NEW YORK,

1 liis Is the only inside route Avoid
ing Point Judith.

THE PORTLAND

Would inform

FOR

Portland, me,

mar2-6m

MORRILL,

iEtna Insurance

STOXINGTON LIKE!

& WOOL OILS*

------

STREET,

fe28

£

Pally Press Stack List
For the week ending Mar. 4, 1874.
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions

Do

Office 20S Fore Street,

GENERAL AGENT.

■r •rtland

“Far superior to
Ward Beecher.

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

EASTERN BRANCH OFFICE

none

...

con-

During the year, 8,834 policies have been issued, insuring $26,621,000.

Navy lbs.,.50 @
Varaiub.
Damar.1 75 (g 2 50
Coach,. 2 25 @ 5 50
Furniture.
150 @ 2 5
Wool.
Fleece washed 40 @ 42
do. unwasbd 30 @ 33
Pulled,Super 50 @ 55
1 25@1 50
Pelts, large

R. G.

their

The cash value of such reversion may be used in
settlement of premium, if the policy-holder so elect.

75

<gj

Sheet Iron,
L. Common,

to

tributions to surplus.

..

Common,

participating policies, proportioned

New Castle for Bristol and Pemaouid. daily.
FrelgW Trainsdaily and freight takonat low rates
C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.

IN

DEALER

Windawr and Halifax

Commencing Monday, Feb. 9, 1874.
Passenger

CO.

Biulpvrl, C»h»

—

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.

At

Jv29dtf

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS
AND

AND

—

M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Llncoinvilie, Northport, South Thonzaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Applet on and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays.
At InomastoniorSt. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.
At Warren tor Jettersou and Wbitelield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North
Waldoboro’, Washington
b
and Liberty daily.

FULLER,

P.

change cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all
points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane aud Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00
P.

21

1,418,094.83-7,549,616

cued..

Shingles,

Cedar ex... 3 50 @ 5 00
$29,124,458 97
C beeae.
Cedar No 1. 2 50 @ 3 25
DISBURSEMENTS.
lb.
12
13
do Shaved 4 00 @ 6 50
Vermont,*)
@
04
Piue do... 4 00 @ 0 00
Losses by death.$1,446,123
Factory. 17 ® 18
M. Y. Dairy.. 12® 13 Laths,
Dividends and retur’ed preoJ
miunis on canc’d polities _,o44,oUd
Spruce. 2 00 @
Coal—(Retail.)
j
Piue. 3 00 @ 3 50
Life annuities, matured enCumberland.. .0 00® 9 50
13
reinsurance
82,629
dowments
matched.
Pictou.8 00 ®8 50
Commissions, brokerngee «»
1 95
Chestnut.7 50 ®8 00 Star, ^ gros.
91
445,882
HI o I added.
Franklin.9 50 ®ll> Ot
agency expenses.
AdvertMng and physicians’
L’glljfc W.Asli. .8 50® 9 00 Porto Kico new 72 @ 73
fees,.. 115,<j93 67
Coflee.
Cieufuegos new 42 @ 43
Taxes, office & law expens36 @ 37
dava,*)tb. 39 @ 40 Muscovado..
70 @85
es, salaries, printing, revKio. 30 ® 31 New Orleam..
cuue stamps, &c.,.
239,045 57
tart.
Mus
Cooperate.
Hhd. Sbnoks aud Heads, Sagua.. .. 35 @40
4,093,579 65
Nails.
Mol. City....
«2 0l
25 @
Sug. City-2 30 ® 65 Cask.4
32
.Naval
$24,430,879
Mlore*.
00
1
®,1
Sug. C'try...
ASSETS.
ITar,%> bbl.... 5 DO @5 75
Country Ki Mol.
Pitch (C. Tar)..4 50 @4 75
Hh’d Sll’ks 1 75®
in
in
Cash
Trust Company,
Wil Pitch-5 50 @ 5 75
Hb’d Headings,
bank and on hand,.$1,661,537 85
Kosm,.5 25 @ 8 00
Spuce 35 in. 28 ®
Invested in United States,
54
58
Turpentine.gl
@
Soft Pine,.. 28®
New York State, & other
Oil.
Hard Piue, 30 ®
stocks (market value $4,@ 23
Hoops,(14ft),30 00 ® 35 00 Kerosene,4,850,195 20
937,320 24).
Port.Ref.Petr
@ 18
R.OakStaves 50 00 ®
Real estate,. 1,768,174 14
Devoe brilliant 30 @
copper.
Bonds and mortages (secur35 ®
Sperm,.1 88 @ 1 92
ed by real estate valued
Cop.Bolts
(ffi 24
V.M. Sheathing
Whale,. 65 @ 90
at $44,000,000; buildings
Bronze do.
(ffl 24
Bauk,. 58 @ 68
thereon insured for over
V. M. Bolts... 32 ®
Shore,. 50 @ 60
$13,700,000, :ind the poli50 @
55
tordagc.
Porgie,
cies assigned to the ComAmerican,#* ft, 12} @ 13 Linseed,. 96 @
pany as additional collat134 g 14 Boiled do.,.. 1 01®
Russia,.
eral security).14,135,265 23
101 gl7| Lard,. 90 @
Manila,.
Loans on existing policies
Manila B’ltr’p
18* g
Olive,.1 25 @ 1 75
(the reserve held by the
Draft* a ad Dye*. Castor,. 2 90 @212 j Company on these policies
Alcohol, #*gal.2 00 g
Neatsibot,.... 1 25 @ 1 50
amounts to $4,052,419 96) 962.112 98
25 g
55 Elaine,. 55 ® 58
Arrow Root,
Quarterly and semi-annual
7 g 8}
Paint*.
Bi-Carb Soda,
due subsequent
premiums
22
Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
20 g
Borax,.
to Jan. 1. 1874,.. 563,365 83
Camphor. 35 g 37 Pure Gr’d do 11 50 ®11 75
Premiums on existing poli44
46
Pure Dry do 11 50 @
Cream Tartar
g
cies in course of transmis12
indigo,...1 25 g 1 50 Am. Zinc- 10 @
sion and collection (esti3@
Logwood ex., ll#g 12 Rochelle Yell
31
mated reserve on these
17 g 18 Eng. Ven.lied
Madder,....
4
3J@
policies, $800,000, includNaptha. #*gal 25 g 30 lied Lead,...
12
ed in liabilities).
11®
287,93C 34
11 ®
Opium,. 7 62g 7 75 Litharge.
12
Amount due trorn agents.
26,459 77
Planter.
Rhubarb,.... 75 g 1 00
Interest accr’d to Jan. 1 *74 175,831 98
Sal Soda
White, ^ ton,..
3} g
@3 50
-$24,430,879 32
Saltpetre.... log 18 Blue,.
@ 3 25
ADD.
5j Ground,in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Sulphur,...
4}g
Excess of market value of securities
Vitrol,. 12 g 13 Calcined, brls 2 75 @ 3 00
over cost...
Dark.
$87,125 04
Produce.
44
No. 1,.
9 @ 13
®
BeefSide,^lb
Cash assets, Jan. 1, 1874.$24,518,004 36
No. 3,. ..
g 40 Veal,. 10 @ 12
No. 10,.
g 26 Mutton,. 12 @ 15
APPROPRIATED AS FOLLOW:
Ravens,
thickens,.... 18 @ 22
Adjusted losses due subseq8 oz.,.
22
Turkeys,. 18 @ 22
to Jan. 1, 1874.
uent
271,655 00
28
10 oz.,.
'Eggs, V doz., 21 @ 23
Reported losses, awaiting
Dyevrood*.
Potatoes,^bu 75 @ 85
&c.
proof,
207,715 00
Onions,..
7 50 @8 00
Barwood,
3g
Reserved for reinsurance on
6 g
7 Cranb’s^bbl.lS 00® 16 50
Brazil Wood,
existing
policies
insuring
6 g
7 Round hogs_8 @
9
Camwood,..
$122,504.2.3 20, partici3
Provision*.
Fustic,.
2Jg
paling insurance(at 4 per
Mess Beef,.. 10 00 @11 00
Logwood,
cent. Carlisle net premiCam peachy,
l}g 2} Ex Mess, .13 00 @ 14 00
um); and $1,078,113 65
St. Domingo,
l}g 2} I Plate,.... *14 00 @15 00
non-participating
(at 5
Ex
Peach Wood,
17
00
00
Plate,..
@18
54g
cent. Carlisle net preper
2 4(ul
Red Wood—
rone,
mium).
22,087,449 38
Viili.
00
Backs.
@20
Dividends outstanding208,630 57—22.775.449 95
Cod, per qtl.,
Clear.
@10 00
.5
50
5
75
17
59
®
Mes3.
L’ge Shore,
@
Divisible
surplus.$1,742,554 41
L’ge Bank, 4 25 ® 4 50 Prime,.... none
35

AUG.

Amount of net casli assets Jan. 1, 1873.$21,574,842 76
INCOME.
Premiums and annuities. .$6,131,521 38
Interest received and ac„

Waldoboro,

1-8-7-4.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP

,,

Japans.

Oils.

®17 00
1^15 00

v

STEAMERS.

EASTERN RAILROAD

Dire*. rail route to Wlscasset, New

J!HI?SJf!®!Cafrtle, Damarscotta,
and ltockland.
Mjj^^_3^3Warren
No
of

Furniture, i
Polishing,

Sperm.

LIFE

*:....

28® »0
29 (s 31
29 ® 31
Heavy
38 igj 43
Beans._ 0fl I Slaughter..
Pea.2 75 ®3
lAui. Call.1 UU iftllO
iimr.
Rockland e’sk. 1 35 ffl
1. umber.
Clear Pint,
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 (g.60 00
No 3.4o 00
60
(s50 00
pilot
5 50 ® 6 00
No- 4..30 00 ®40 00
Ship
40 ®
50
Shipping .20 00 (0,30 00

Coach,

machinery.

NEW YORK

RAILROADS.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

1832.

ESTABLISHED
Lard,

—OF THE—

I,e«lber.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

notL

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. U, 1873.
au*30ti

Men, Women and Children’s

to fit

5,000 pairs Boots
Shoes, just received and opening at 132 Middle
Street. If you want to fit a

and

DIFFICULT FOOT
Go to M. G. Palmer’s, No. 132 Middle Street, where
you can get a wide or narrow, full or slim Boot, just
the width and length that will he
easy and graceful,
the rare luxury of wearing a Perfect Fitting Boot. In addition to the Largest and Best Stock
of Custom Made,
Hand-Sewed Boots, we will take
measures for Gentlemen or Ladles who have Corns,
Bunions, large Joints, Ingrowing Nails. Jfcc., and
a
satisfactory lit every time.
gUra™I?Jee
fe-Md6w
M. G. PALMER

Daily Press Printing House

Every

description

ot

promptly and carefully executed

The Publishers congratulate themselves that their
efforts to make the Press acceptable to its patron*
are appreciated from the conclusive fact that, without special efforts, its list of subscribers has increased
constantly and largely during the past year.
As an advertising medium the Daily Press stands
first among Maine journals, having the largest an

and at tbe Lowest Prices.

best circulation east of Boston.

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail snbscr
Seven Dollars a Year it paid in advance.
O^Orders srom News Dealers promptly filled.
Address

ers

& Job Printer

109 EXCHANGE
(ST.,

NEWSPAPER

Work

WM. M. MARKS

Book, Card

A FIRST CLASS

WOT.

OT.

OTABKS,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices
ap22 to

MANAGER.

Portland

Publishing Co

